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ABSTRACT 

Rapid changes in technology have put a demand on institutional repositories to consider 

preservation in order to fulfill their goals and objectives. Although research funders, 

depositors and other stakeholders need evidence that the repository is worthy of trust in 

relation to long-term preservation, the efficaciousness of these efforts are narrowly 

documented. This study aimed at establishing the efficacy of digital preservation 

practices in Institutional Repositories (IRs) of selected public universities in Kenya. 

Specifically it sought to achieve the following objectives: to determine the types of 

digital resources in the institutional repositories; appraise the digital preservation plans of 

the selected IRs; audit the existing digital preservation policies; examine the digital 

preservation strategies practiced by the IRs in the selected universities; identify digital 

preservation challenges in the IRs of the selected public universities and to make 

recommendations and propose best practices for digital preservation in the IRs in Kenya. 

The study was informed by both ISO 14721:2011: Open Archival Information System 

(OAIS) model and ISO 16363:2011: Space data and information transfer systems -- Audit 

and certification of trustworthy digital repository. The research adopted a pragmatic 

research paradigm and utilized the qualitative research approach incorporating a multi 

case study research design. Criterion purposive sampling was used to select three 

universities from which 19 respondents consisting of senior library management, 

institutional repository staff, systems librarians and ICT staff responsible for ICT issues 

in the library were sampled using expert sampling. Primary data was collected through 

interviews, observation and document review with trustworthiness established through 

triangulation, dependability, confirmability and transferability Data was analyzed using 

directional content analysis. The findings established that repositories were custodians of 

both digital and hybrid information resources that ingested into the IR without the 

support of a needs assessments, inadequate metadata, failure to consider file formats that 

support long term preservation, lack of comprehensive digital preservation policies, 

fragmented digital preservation planning, limited poor technology plans and budgets, 

failure to document preservation actions, limited skills as well as reliance on short term 

digital preservation strategies. The study concludes that the digital preservation practices 

could not guarantee long term preservation of the resources in the IRs. The following 

recommendations are proposed: review of the goals of the IR as this was seen as a major 

step towards determining the level of digital preservation required, development of: 

content selection policies, digital preservation policies and plans, development of a 

business model for digital preservation, investment in stakeholder sensitization and 

training on digital preservation, formation of cooperatives to address digital preservation 

challenges and promotion of resource sharing. Finally, framework for best practices in 

digital preservation informed by the current industry standards is proposed.  
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CHAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1.0 Introduction 

“Ironically, the faster we progress in terms of technology, the shorter the lifespan of our 

tools has become.  History that was etched into stone walls or tablets millennia ago is 

still readable in its original format, much more clearly and easily accessible, in fact, than 

data “saved” a few years ago on a 3½ inch floppy disk”.  Microsoft 2010 

The quote above highlights the fragility of digital resources that necessitates its 

preservation. Digital preservation is crucial to society and it is the responsibility of those 

who manage digital collections to take steps to ensure that the resources are 

comprehensible, relevant, and easily accessible to everyone. Digital preservation involves 

the maintenance and protection of digital objects from threats such as technical 

malfunctions, media obsolescence, and organizational failures (Rieger, et al, 2022).These 

efforts are undertaken to ensure that digital objects are authentic, accurate, available, and 

usable over time. It is especially important to consider information security, privacy, and 

compliance with policies. 

There is enough evidence to suggest that many potentially valuable digital materials have 

already been lost and organisations have incurred substantial costs to recover these digital 

contents as observed in the following examples: 

The US Census Bureau saved the 1960 Census on Univac paper tapes that could be read 

only with a UNIVAC type II-A tape drive that became obsolete in mid-seventies to the 
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extent that when a decision was made to convert them to computer files only two 

machines were available in the world to read them (Arora, 2009). 

According to Chen (2001), NASA/NSF/NOAA rescued valuable 20-year-long 

TOVS/AVHRR satellite data documenting global warming. This is research that could 

have had a very high impact not only in terms of money but also as a basis for future 

research, policy and planning to mitigate the effects of global warming. 

The Land Use and Natural Resources Inventory Project (LUNR) sent information to the 

state of New York Archives in the 80s but had depended on customized software 

programs to represent and analyze the data and no metadata was provided about the 

programs required to render them (Waters & Garrett, 1996). Even if the software had 

been retained, the hardware and operating system needed to run the software were no 

longer available (Lakshmi & Jindal, 2004). This particular case highlights the important 

role best practices and specifically technical metadata plays in digital preservation as it 

helps identify the types of hardware and software and their versions that enable the 

preservation team to save the data. This was one case where the archive was not able to 

save the data. Gaur and Tripathi (2012) expounded on the vulnerability of digital 

information when citing the economist by comparing the survival of the “doomsday” 

analog book written in 1086 and still found in the British National archives but its digital 

version in a 12-inch disk is no longer accessible due to hardware incompatibility. From 

the foregoing, the importance of digital preservation cannot be overemphasized. 

According to Robertson and Borchert (2014), disasters can take many forms, including 

fire, flood, tornado, hurricane, earthquake, tsunami, war, computer viruses and human 

hackers. Instances of deliberate destruction by human beings is evidenced by the Trump 
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administration’s decision to remove peer-reviewed scientific material on climate change 

from the websites of the Environmental Protection Agency and the departments of the 

Interior, Energy, Agriculture and State, (Murgu, 2021).  Digital repositories are entrusted 

with valuable digital information that are sometimes unique (Frank,2018). The need to 

demonstrate that these repositories can be trusted has been a focus of many studies 

(Altman et al, 2019, Frank, 2018; Maemura et al,2017;Shajitha & Abdul; 2021) yet 

Abrams (2018) decries a lack of literature on the efficacy of digital preservation efforts. 

This study attempted to fill this gap by establishing the efficacy of digital preservation 

practices in selected IRs of public universities. The study establishes that the adoption of 

best practices in IRs is still a mileage and proposes a framework for best practices that 

could be used to guide IRs intent on providing long term access to their digital resources. 

1.2 Open Access and Digital Preservation 

Open access is gaining a momentum because it has been taunted as a solution to high 

costs of journal subscriptions. Institutional Repositories (IRs) have been described as 

digital collections capturing and preserving the intellectual output of a single or multi-

university community. They provide a critical component in reforming the system of 

scholarly communication, a component that expands access to research, reasserts control 

over scholarship by the academy, increases competition and reduces the monopoly power 

of journals bringing economic relief and heightened relevance to the institutions and 

libraries that support them (Crow, 2002; Lynch, 2003). Institutional repositories 

are not only support mechanisms to import, identify, store, preserve, retrieve, and export 

an institution’s digital assets (Roy, et al, 2012) but also hold the core intellectual assets of 

a university, characteristics that enable them to be flexible in ways that support the 
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institution’s variety of business processes. Rumsey (2006) has referred to an IR as a 

means of gathering the entire research output of an institution in one place as well as a 

record of that institution’s research output. Not only is this useful for storage and 

management purposes, but also for searching.  Many universities have adopted IRs as 

explained by Labrooy (2013) who gives examples of some of the world’s most 

prestigious institutions that have begun implementing Open Access(OA) policies and 

implementing IRs including Stanford and Harvard universities. Libraries have diversified 

information resources ranging from digitized collections to the born-digital content. Most 

IRs have focused on populating and providing access to the resources in their custody 

with little concern to the long term access to these resources (Adjei, et al, 2019; 

Robertson & Borchert, 2014). Strong arguments have been put forward against the role of 

the IR in preservation based on the fact that earlier repositories like e-prints held 

surrogates for resources with an analog equivalent, (Pinfield & James 2003). In response 

to this, Ball (2010) put forward his argument that IRs hold more than information 

surrogates and should be involved in preservation. The Directory of Open Access 

Repositories (Open-DOAR) as of September2022boasts of five thousand nine hundred 

and thirty-two (5932) institutional repositories forty-six (46) of these in Kenya (Open-

DOAR, 2022).Of importance is the fact that most of these research outputs held by the 

repositories have long term value (Gbaje & Mohammed, 2017) and arein an ever greater 

variety of formats, many of which are relatively short-lived(Rauch, etal, 2007). Newer 

versions of the same software may be unable to render files produced with older versions 

of that software (Vij, 2017). Soft and hardware environments change constantly and after 

only a few years, older files often can no longer be rendered with up-to-date systems. 
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This dictates for a long term plan to ensure they are available and accessible taking into 

account the very dynamic changes in electronic information storage. Managers of IRs 

naturally have a responsibility for the longevity of the materials they are charged with 

managing for their institutions and researchers (Hockx-Yu, 2006).Durant, (2010) defines 

digital preservation as “the whole of the principles, policies, rules and strategies aimed at 

prolonging the existence of a digital object by maintaining it in a condition suitable for 

use, either in its original format or in a more persistent format, while protecting the 

object’s identity and integrity, that is, its authenticity”(p.1).Scholars like Kirchhoff, 

(2008) support this holistic definition by describing digital preservation as “the series of 

management policies and activities necessary to ensure the enduring usability, 

authenticity, discoverability and accessibility of content over the very long term” (p. 

287). The two definitions agree that digital preservation is holistic and takes into 

consideration management (rules and policies among others) as well as actions/activities 

necessary to ensure the resources have integrity and are available and usable in future. 

Preservation and access go hand in hand. It is impossible to promote access without 

preservation. IRs have to take digital preservation seriously to ensure that their 

responsibilities to both institutions and users are fulfilled.  

1.2 History of Digital Preservation 

Prior to the 1990s, digital preservation initiatives were isolated and undertaken by 

individual organisations and for small record groups or specific records (Baucom, 2019).  

Wide spread access to the internet and more use of personal computers led scholars like 

Zweig (1993) as cited in Baucom (2019) to raise concerns regarding the preservation 

strategies being applied then on the future of research resources. Zweig, acknowledged 
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that most of these resources remained unprinted and thus remained available only within 

the institutions, a situation that in future could result in unavailability of the information 

resources. As a Jewish history researcher, he had used some internal documents that had 

not been considered for printing and therefore he recommended the need for a 

comprehensive policy supported by the government that would ensure that these 

resources were not lost to the future researchers. Digital preservation gained momentum 

after the 1996 report “Preserving Digital information” commissioned by the Commission 

on Preservation and Access and the Research Libraries Group (RLG) which despite 

acknowledging the benefits of digital information such as easy access and multiple 

sharing, it also recognized the challenges brought about by technological obsolescence, 

media fragility and machine dependency that posed a threat to long term access if not 

well taken care of(The Commission on Preservation and Access and the Research 

Libraries Group, 1996).  

 

Pinfield and James, (2003) raised the question on the necessity of IRs to undertake digital 

preservation responsibilities. Lynch (2003) felt that a key part of an IR’s service is to 

manage technological change and the migration of digital content from one set of 

technologies to the next in order to cope with technological obsolescence. Lynch’s idea is 

supported by Hitchcock et al (2005) who note that IR managers have a responsibility to 

ensure the longevity of the materials they are charged with managing for their institutions 

and researchers. Other researchers argued that an institutional repository’s main 

responsibility is to broaden distribution and access (Ball, 2010). Similarly, Owens (2018) 

underscore the need to look at repositories holistically describing a repository as “the sum 

of financial resources, hardware, staff time, and ongoing implementation of policies and 
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planning to ensure long-term access to content” (p,7). Shajitha and Abdul (2021) adds 

that the responsibilities of IRs do not end with their establishment but rather begins there, 

and proposes an evaluation of its major activities to identify non conformities. Literature 

however shows a different scenario. For example, Hurley and Shearer (2019) in their 

report on Digital Preservation Capacity and Needs at Canadian Memory Institutions 

noted that although 94% of the institutions had digitized their resources, majority of them 

(85%) focused on providing access. Only 17% had digital preservation policies with only 

1% having staff dedicated to digital preservation. Digital preservation is a product of 

people, institutions, infrastructure, and procedures (Wilczek & Glick, 2006). 

Trusted digital repositories perform preservation functions. This notion was first 

introduced in a seminal report, Preserving Digital Information by Waters and Garrett in 

1996. The authors emphasized the role of trust in managing the identity, integrity, and 

quality of digital information in archival systems and recommended developing a process 

of certification. The concept of a trusted digital repository was fully articulated in another 

foundational report, Trusted Digital Repositories: Attributes and Responsibilities, 

prepared by a RLG/OCLC working group (Beagrie et al., 2002). A trusted digital 

repository is defined as one “whose mission is to provide reliable, long-term access to 

managed digital resources to its designated community, now and in the future” (Beagrie 

et al., 2002, p. 5). In order to gain recognition as “trusted,” a repository has to have 

certain attributes that ensure the reliability and authenticity of stored information. 

Donaldson (2020) articulates the need to know whether digital repositories can be trusted 

with research findings and data by exhibiting characteristics such as: defining the scope 

of the collections, defining the needs of stakeholders, adopting a lifecycle model for 
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managing and preserving digital resources, demonstrating institutional viability and 

operational responsibility by adopting and following procedures and policies among 

others. Infact, Shajitha and Abdul (2021) aptly conclude that adoption of digital 

preservation policies and plans lays down the foundation for successful institutional 

repositories. 

The need to create digital repositories that could be trusted with research findings 

resulted in the development of two foundational international standards on which the 

digital preservation community still relies on today: The Open Archival Information 

System (OAIS) model and the Trustworthy Repositories Audit and Certification (TRAC) 

checklist, which later became ISO 16363, Audit and Certification of Trustworthy Digital 

Repositories (Baucom, 2019). Baucom (2019) advises digital repositories to use the 

OAIS model and ISO 16363 for self-assessment when establishing digital archives. 

1.3 The Research Context 

The International Network for the Availability of Scientific Publications (INASP) funded 

two members of the Kenya Library and Information Services Consortium (KLISC) to 

attend an OA workshop and a one-week attachment at the University of Pretoria in 

2009.In 2010, Electronic Information for Libraries (EIFL) began advocating for open 

access in Kenya by sponsoring the first open access workshop (EILF, 2018).In 2016, 

EILF and KLISC collaborated on another project and funding from SPIDER (the 

Swedish Programme for ICT in Developing Regions DSV, Department of Computer and 

System Sciences, Stockholm University) to develop institutional OA policies requiring 

the deposit of all research output, such as journal articles, theses, and dissertations, in 

institutional OA repositories (EILF, 2018). 
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The Commission on University Education (CUE) was not left behind. According to their 

standards and guidelines, a university cannot be accredited unless it provides a library 

and information services that meet its defined criteria. Among these criteria is the 

requirement that university libraries establish and maintain institutional repositories as 

well as provide for the digitization of information resources (CUE, 2013). 

Jain (2012) describe two approaches to implementing open access: the gold approach and 

the green approach. The gold approach entails publication in open access journals, 

whereas the green approach entails self-archiving in digital repositories. Both approaches 

have been adopted in Kenya, but green open access has seen the implementation of a 

number of repositories in various institutions. The failure by the government to provide 

enough funding has been credited with the rapid adoption of open access. The traditional 

model of scholarly communication to disseminate researchhas become too expensive for 

anyone library to subscribe to. This coupled with increase of information materials in 

regard to content and formats has seen the wide adoption of open access by libraries 

(Wakeling, et al, 2019). Based on the important role open access plays in Kenya, the need 

for effective digital preservation cannot be underestimated. Moseti (2016) notes that 

researchers and institutions in Kenya recognize the need for long term accessibility of 

their research output but they lacked trust in the ability of digital archives to facilitate it.  

She decried the need for more concerted efforts especially on funding and creating 

awareness aimed at guaranteeing effective preservation of data. From the 

aforementioned, it is clear that IRs in Kenya manage valuable content for their designated 

communities and have a commitment to preserve the digital content to perpetuity.  By 

conducting this study, the researcher aimed to gather valuable data and insights that 
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informed recommendations and strategies for improving digital preservation practices in 

Kenyan universities. This, in turn, can help ensure the long-term accessibility and 

usability of research output, addressing the concerns highlighted by Moseti (2016). 

1.4 Statement of the Problem 

Studies have revealed that the ingestion of digital files into the IR, is not a guarantee that 

they will be accessed for use over long-term (Hurley & Shearer, 2019) neither is it 

sufficient to genre the trust of users (Anderson, 2015). Correspondingly, Anderson (2015) 

accentuates the need for archives to exhibit active preservation for enduring value of the 

resources in their custody. Digital preservation is arguably seen to be much more than 

merely avoiding loss with Frank (2018) proposing that digital repositories should acquire 

sustainable infrastructure that includes institutional frameworks, fiscal sustainability, and 

sound procedures that ensure viability and accessibility of the digital resources in the 

longterm. Arguably therefore, frequent assessment of institutional repositories and 

organization's abilities to achieve their digital preservation goals is core to robust digital 

preservation (Frank, 2018; Maemura et al, 2017;Shajitha & Abdul, 2021). Moreover, 

Tieman (2015) point out that research funders, depositors and other stakeholders need 

evidence that the repository is worthy of trust. 

 

Yet, as a 2018 survey of the National Digital Stewardship Alliance (NDSA) member 

institutions revealed, the identification and evaluation of effective digital preservation 

practices is a most important challenge within the community of digital stewards (Altman 

et al, 2019). Abrams, (2018) decries the lack of literature on the success of digital 

preservation practices and opinionates that without knowing the efficacy of digital 

preservation efforts, it is impossible to plan for it. As a counter measure, Donaldson 
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(2020) proposed the use of a systematic and independent audit to determining the details 

of the digital preservation process and identify potential weak points in order to make 

improvements. 

 

Institutional repositories in Kenya have adopted several strategies to ensure that the 

digital resources in their custody are availed to future generations (Erima, Et al, 2016; 

Moseti, 2016). The dearth of literature on the effectiveness of these strategies is not only 

a critical knowledge gap, but also it denies interested stakeholders such as the librarians 

who are the chief custodians, the faculty members who are the primary contributors, and 

the parent organisations and any other funders, evidence-based empirical feedback of the 

efficacy of the preservation measures. It is against this background that this research 

seeks to answer the question, “are the digital preservation practices in IRs in Kenya 

effective enough to support long term preservation?”. 

 

1.6 Aim 

This study aimed at evaluating digital preservation practices in Institutional Repositories 

(IRs) of selected public universities in Kenya with a view to proposing recommendations 

as well as a best practices framework for effective digital preservation in IRs. 

1.7 Objectives of the Study 

Specifically, the research seeks to: 

1. Determine the characteristics of digital resources in the institutional repositories. 

2. Audit the existing digital preservation policies 

3. Appraise the digital preservation plans of the selected IRs 
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4. Examine the digital preservation strategies practiced by the IRs in the selected 

universities 

5. Identify digital preservation challenges in the selected public universities. 

6. Make recommendations and propose best practices for digital preservation in the 

IRs of the selected universities. 

 

1.8 Research Questions 

1. What are the characteristics digital objects accepted for storage in IRs in the 

public universities under study? 

2. How suitable are the digital preservation policies in supporting digital 

preservation? 

3. How adequate are the digital preservation plans of the selected IRs? 

4. What preservation strategies are used by the IRs and how adequately do they 

address long term preservation? 

5. What challenges do the IRs experience in preserving research outputs? 

6. What can be done to improve the effectiveness of digital preservation practices in 

the selected universities? 

1.9 Assumptions of the Study 

This study was carried out with the following assumptions, that: 

i. Transparent and well-documented digital preservation practices contribute to the 

epistemic reliability and trustworthiness of digital materials in repositories. 

ii. Digital materials within institutional repositories are of enduring value, and their 

preservation is a reflection of the IR’s commitment to the user community.  
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iii. Universities are actively preserving their own research output, including academic 

publications, theses, and dissertations, in their institutional repositories.  

 

1.10 Significance of the Study 

Institutional repositories play a critical role in scholarship especially in developing 

countries where funding is reducing as time goes. Research on the management of the 

resources under their care assists the IR managers to achieve this role. This study fulfils 

this role by: 

Theoretical Significance 

This research contributes to the existing body of knowledge on the preservation of 

research outputs in institutional repositories by providing empirical evidence on 

practices, challenges and concerns that need to be addressed to ensure that long term 

access is possible. Researchers could also utilize it to build on digital preservation 

research.  

Policy Implications 

The findings will create awareness among university and library management on the 

strategic role of digital preservation to the IRs’ overall goals so that it is incorporated into 

their strategic plans. It also hoped that the findings and recommendations will inform 

digital preservation policies and procedures on sustainable digital preservation as 

adoption of a life cycle concept in the management of digital resources. 

Practical Significance 

The outcome of this thesis is a framework of best practices that IRs can adopt to establish 

robust digital preservation programs that will adequately address the trust issues of their 

users. 
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1.11 Originality of the research 

A number of studies have been carried out in the aspect of digital preservation in Africa. 

Studies by Moseti (2016) and Erima, et al (2016) in Kenya have focused on digital 

preservation practices within universities and identified the strategies utilized by the 

universities to preserve the information. Barrueco and Termens (2022), decry a lack of 

evidence in the literature on how IRs (institutional repositories) are following through on 

their commitment to provide long-term access to digital content, despite their stated 

intent to do so. A number of studies have been done with a focus on determining the 

effectiveness of digital preservation practices. Masenya and Ngulube (2019) identified 

the need for the adoption of best practices that will support long- term digital preservation 

of resources held by academic libraries in Nigeria while Umana’s (2020) research within 

IRs in universities in Namibia investigated the long-term digital preservation activities 

with the findings indicating serious gaps between best practices and what was being done 

in terms of policy, skills development and management support. Adjei, et al, (2019) were 

very categorical that the practices utilized by digital repositories in Ghana were very 

inadequate to the extent that if nothing was done the IRs risked loss of information in 

their custody. Research focusing on establishing efficaciousness of digital preservation 

practices in Kenya are limited. Evaluation is context specific thus the need to establish 

whether digital preservation practices within the institutional repositories support long-

term preservation. This research aims to fill this gap in Kenya. Table 1 provides a 

summary of the research gap. Table 1 summarizes the gaps identified from literature. 
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Table 1: Research Gap and how it ss Addressed through Research Questions 

Research gap How the gap is 

addressed 

Research question 

Smith (2008) recommended a needs assessment to meet the needs of the 

designated community. Barrueco & Termenes (2022)There is a focus on situation 

in libraries and less on preservation metadata. Altman et al (2019) organisations 

have lost much content due to organizational failure; proposes categorization of 

content. 

Determine the 

characteristics of 

digital resources in 

the institutional 

repositories.  

What types of digital objects are 

accepted for storage in IRs in the public 

universities under study? 

Policy development is a vital digital preservation strategy (Faundeen, 2017;Ismail 

& Affandy, 2018). Dell & Shultz (2014) presence of a digital preservation policy is 

an indication that an organisation commitment to practice digital preservation. ISO 

14721:2012, a digital archive should have a policy that addresses metadata, content 

selection, strategies, data security and defined file format policies.  

Audit the existing 

digital preservation 

policies 

Are the digital preservation policies 

comprehensive enough to support digital 

preservation? 

ISO 14721:2012 proposes the audit of digital preservation practices including 

digital preservation planning. International Records Management Trust (2016) 

established a general lack of awareness on digital preservation planning that 

resulted in its exclusion from the overall organizational plans  

Appraise the digital 

preservation plans of 

the selected IRs 

How adequate are the digital preservation 

plans of the selected IRs? 

Rieger (2022) institutions are focusing on preserving digitized content but lack 

adequate strategies for born digital content. ISO 16363:2012 frequent evaluation of 

Examine the digital 

preservation 

To what extent do the preservation 

strategies being used by the IRs adequate 
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digital preservation strategies should be to ensure that they support long-term 

preservation;  

strategies practiced 

by the IRs in the 

selected universities 

long term preservation? 

Johnson (2020) decries there many types of file formats, storage media, hard ware 

and software that no longer exists;  Langley (2019) warns of the short time 

available to save digital resource due to obsolescence;  

Identify digital 

preservation 

challenges in the 

selected public 

universities. 

What challenges do the IRs experience in 

regard to preserving research outputs? 

Umana (2020); Adjei, Mensah and Amoaful (2019) Identified serious gaps in 

adoption of best practices. Masenya and Ngulube (2019) opined the need for the 

adoption of best practices that will support long- term digital preservation of 

resources held by academic libraries in Nigeria 

Make 

recommendations 

and propose best 

practices for digital 

preservation in the 

IRs of the selected 

universities. 

What can be done to improve the 

effectiveness of digital preservation 

practices in the selected universities? 
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1.12 Scope and Limitations 

1.12.1 Scope 

The research was undertaken in three public universities derived from a sample of public 

universities that had made their repositories open as reflected by their registration in open 

DOAR. The research targeted public universities on the argument that being publicly 

funded, they are obliged to make their research findings available for free to the public 

and to preserve the same for posterity. Three universities formed the cases of the study 

were chosen based on the extent of development of their institutional repository 

infrastructure defined by the duration the repository has been registered with Open 

ROAR (e.g., UoN in 2013, KU in 2012, JKUAT in 2013), the volume of content 

available on their repository websites at that time (comprising over 3500 items), and their 

registration with ROARMAP. The criterion for evaluating the registration time was based 

on the assumption that the universities had established robust institutional repositories 

with substantial content, possibly requiring active digital preservation efforts. 

Additionally, registration with Open ROAR signified the presence of policies, which was 

one of the aspects being investigated. The research focused on examining the digital 

preservation practices within the libraries of these universities since they host the IRs. 

Nonetheless, the ICT departments that advise the library on hardware and software issues 

including ICT policies were included. 

The research is limited to the preservation of only information resources such as 

documents, videos and images and will not include the preservation of software and 

databases although it acknowledges that there also exists a research gap in this area too. 
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The study was also limited to examining the efficacy of digital preservation practices 

from a managerial and program perspective. The successful use of the preserved digital 

resources by the designed community is also important in the establishment of the 

success of a digital preservation program. However, this was not a focus of this study. 

 The respondents were drawn from senior library management because of their strategic 

position in the drafting and implementation of policies and procedures, the repository 

personnel, and the library ICT link persons. 

1.12.2 Limitations 

Although the study focused on public universities selected on the assumption that their 

institution repository infrastructure was well developed the findings may not be 

generalizable to private universities, other countries, or institutions with significantly 

different resources and contexts. 

The study's focus on selected public universities in Kenya narrows down the scope 

significantly. While this focus allows for in-depth analysis within the chosen context, it 

does not encompass the broader landscape of digital preservation practices in other types 

of educational institutions, private universities, research institutions, or non-academic 

organizations in Kenya. Therefore, the findings provision of a comprehensive view of 

digital preservation practices across diverse sectors and may not be applicable to 

institutions beyond the specific universities studied. This limitation restricts the study's 

ability to provide a holistic understanding of the digital preservation landscape in Kenya. 
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1.13 Definition of Operational Terms 

Bit Stream: Bit stream refers to a contiguous or non-contiguous data within a file that 

has meaningful common properties for preservation purposes. 

Content Information: Content information refers to a set of information originally 

targeted   for preservation and is made up of the content data and its metadata. 

Corrigenda: changes to the article an author may wish to publish at any time after 

acceptance 

Digital Preservation Plan: A series of preservation actions to be taken by a responsible 

institution due to an identified risk for a given set of digital objects or records called 

collection. 

Digital Preservation Policy; A plan of action for the safekeeping of digital objects that 

addresses the questions of what needs to be preserved, why, for what purpose, and for 

how long. 

Digital Preservation: A combination of policies and work flows that support the active 

management of digital objects to ensure their continued authenticity and meaningful 

access through time and changes in technology 

Emulation: A means of overcoming technological obsolescence of hardware and 

software by developing techniques for imitating obsolete systems on future generations 

of computers.  

Migration: A means of overcoming technological obsolescence by transferring digital 

resources from one hardware/software generation to the next with the purpose of 
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preserving the intellectual content of digital objects and to retain the ability for clients to 

retrieve, display, and otherwise use them in the face of constantly changing technology.  

Errata: correction of errors introduced to the article by the publisher often done during 

proof reading 

Ingest: To accept one or many submission information packages (SIPs) into an Archive 

Institutional Repository: Digital collections that capture and preserve the intellectual 

output of a single or multi-university community. 

Long Term: Long-term in digital preservation has been taken to mean as long enough to 

be concerned with the impacts of changing technologies, including support for new 

media and data formats, or with a changing user community. Long term may extend 

indefinitely. 

Long-term digital preservation (LTDP): Series of managed activities required to 

ensure continued access to digital materials for as long as necessary. 

Metadata: Metadata is structured information that describes, explains, locates or 

otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, manage and preserve a digital information 

resource. 

Open Access: Open access is a new model of scholarly communication through which 

the author(s) and right holder(s) of scholarly work grant(s) to all users a free, irrevocable, 

worldwide right of access to, and a license to copy, use, distribute, transmit, and display 

the work publicly and to make and distribute derivative works, in any digital medium for 

any responsible purpose, subject to proper  
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Open Archival Information System: A type of archive consisting of an organization of 

people and systems that has accepted the responsibility to preserve information for one or 

more designated communities.  

Reformatting: Reformatting means copying information content from one storage 

medium to a different storage medium (media reformatting) or converting from one file 

format to a different file format (file re-formatting).  

Refreshing: This means copying information content within the same storage media. 

Rendered Digital Objects: Digital objects which are processed by some software to 

produce a rendering which is presented to a human user who can then interpret 

whathe/she sees/hears/feels/tastes and include documents, pictures, videos and sounds. 

Include the terms that I indicated in the document. 

Sustainability: A set of business, social, technological, and policy mechanisms that 

encourage the gathering of important information assets into digital preservation systems, 

and support the indefinite persistence of digital preservation systems, enable access to 

and use of the information assets into the long-term future 

Trusted Digital Repository: Adigital repository whose mission is to provide long-term 

access to managed digital resources; accept responsibility for the long-term maintenance 

of digital resources; designs its system(s) in accordance with commonly accepted 

conventions and standards to ensure the ongoing management, access, and security of 

materials deposited within it; establishes methodologies for system evaluation that meet 

community expectations of trustworthiness;  can be depended upon to carry out its long-
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term responsibilities to depositors and users openly and explicitly; and whose policies, 

practices, and performance can be audited and measured  

1.14 Summary 

This introductory chapter provided background information to the research and discussed 

the initial stimulus for the study. The chapter establishes that Institutional repositories 

play a critical role in the scholarly communication process.  It also identifies two major 

aims of the IRs: To disseminate research findings and to guarantee their long-term access. 

However, repositories focus on the first aim and rarely on the second. 

The need for IRs to address digital preservation is brought out by examples of digital 

content loss due to limited digital preservation actions.  It also brings out the relationship 

between digital preservation and access. The critical role of digital preservation plans and 

polices is established.  

It is established that open access publishing has been adopted in Kenya with scholarly 

content being deposited in the IRS. The chapter has also established that these IRs are 

practicing digital preservation.  

This study aimed at evaluating digital preservation practices in Institutional Repositories 

(IRs) of selected public universities in Kenya with the aim of proposing 

recommendations as well as best practices for effective digital preservation in IRs. 

Existing studies have established that IRs have some digital preservation actions in place 

but the extent to which these practices support long term access reveals limited to 

literature. This is the gap this study is focusing to fill. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter reviews literature of previous research on institutional repositories and 

digital preservation. It introduces the framework for the case study that comprises the 

main focus of the research described in this thesis. Literature has been reviewed along 

the lines of purpose of digital preservation, digital preservation in institutional 

repository, digital preservation practices (content, digital preservation planning, 

digital preservation policies, digital preservation strategies), current digital 

preservation initiatives and evaluation of digital preservation practices. The chapter 

begins with review of the theoretical literature before proceeding to the empirical 

literature. 

2.1 Theoretical Framework 

The purpose of this study was to assess digital preservation practices in institutional 

repositories of selected public universities in Kenya. The success of any digital 

preservation program, according to Abrams (2018), can be measured on two levels: 

the trustworthiness of managerial systems and programs, and the successful use of 

preserved resources. Three international standards have been identified as tools that 

can be used in the evaluation of digital repositories. These are: ISO 14721:2012: 

Space data and information transfer systems -- Open archival information system 

OAIS), ISO 16363: 2011: Space data and information transfer systems -- Audit and 

certification of trustworthy digital repositories and ISO 16919: 2012: Space data and 
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information transfer systems -- Requirements for bodies providing audit and 

certification of trustworthy digital repositories (Downs, 2019). 

This study utilized ISO 14721:2012,Open Archival Information System (OAIS) 

model and ISO 16363: 2011,Space data and information transfer systems -- Audit and 

certification of trustworthy digital repositories. ISO 16919 is used by the 

organisations that audit and certify trusted digital repositories and therefore not 

applicable to the study. OAIS reference model was developed to assist organizations 

in answering questions in regard to the creation, deposit, archival storage and use of 

the digital objects that the organization preserves (Allinson,2006).OAIS is a reference 

model that guides the development of sustainable digital preservation programs by 

providing a common vocabulary, an information model, and a high-level digital 

preservation architecture (Zierau, 2017). It is a standard that has been adopted by 

many organisations today to inform these organisations on how to establish and 

manage open archives (Lee, 2005). Some of the organisations that have been able to 

adopt it include the US National archives (NARA), the Library of Congress, the 

British Library, Digital Curation Centre in UK, Jstor for journal storage and many 

more, (Lee, 2005). 

2.1.1 ISO 14721: 2012 Open Archival Information System (OAIS) Reference 

Model 

The OAIS provides a definition of a reference model as “A framework for 

understanding significant relationships among the entities of some environment, and 

for the development of consistent standards or specifications supporting that 

environment” (ISO 14721, 2012). A reference model is based on a small number of 
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unifying concepts and may be used as a basis for education and explaining standards 

to a non-specialist (ISO 14721, 2012).  

Many arguments have been put forward explaining how a digital archive can 

demonstrate fitness to facilitate long-term preservation of digital resources. Notable 

amongst them suggest that a digital archive should be able to: fulfil mandatory 

requirements; adopt the information model; adopt the terms and concepts as defined 

by the OAIS reference model for its documents and standards as well as be able to 

fulfil all the functions described in the model because the mandatory responsibilities 

cannot be fulfilled if the functions are not performed as described (Allinson 2006; 

Beedham et. al 2005;Lavoie 2004).OAIS requires a digital repository to negotiate and 

accept appropriate information from information producers in order to ensure that it 

has control of what is acquired for successful digital preservation. A number of 

studies have recognized the importance of this responsibility. Baucom (2019) 

proposes that OAIS archive should define the type of data to be collected as well as 

set procedures for negotiating for the information to obtain control of information in 

order to obtain permissions for preservation. Beedham, et al (2005) are of the opinion 

that repositories should have supporting policies and procedures that govern the 

selection criteria for the content that will be accepted in the repository. Hedstrom 

(1998) and Baucom, (2019) hold that user needs and preservation are inseparable and 

that information organisations cannot accomplish their preservation missions if their 

users’ needs are not considered. Some authors have also suggested that selection of 

digital resources for preservation should be done at the early stages of their lives 

(Conway, 2000; Lee & Tibbo, 2007). The OAIS reference model further requires that 
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a digital archive should obtain sufficient control of the information to ensure long-

term preservation because intellectual property rights have been identified as a major 

challenge for digital preservation. 

According to the OAIS framework, a compliant repository should determine the 

scope of the designated community. ISO 14721 (2012) defines designated community 

as “an identified group of potential consumers who should be able to understand a 

particular set of information”. Consequently, Bountouri, et al,(2018) have argued that 

defining the designated community for each set of information that has to be 

preserved is significant, since it influences the selection of the content to be included 

in the repository and the creation of metadata that will represent the information in 

order for the designated community to be able to interpret the data. Identification of 

the designated communities is not without challenges. Talboom and Underdown 

(2019) report that most institutions faced challenges when identifying designated 

communities especially those serving a variety of users as well as those faced with 

born digital resources that could be represented in a myriad number of ways. The 

responsibility of preserving the information so that it is understandable by the 

designated community places demands that digital repositories utilize documented 

policies and procedures to ensure the integrity of the digital resources in their custody 

(Bettivia, 2016).Under the model, the repository is also required to put mechanisms in 

place to support digital rights management for copyrighted materials in their custody 

(Kastellec, 2012). 

The responsibilities articulated by the OAIS model encompass activities that 

repositories undertake on a day today basis. Solicitation for deposits, promoting the 
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use of the repository, establishing procedures for ingest and engaging management in 

policy development and projects for financial sustainability are activities that a digital 

archive would not be functional without (Beedham et al, 2005). Baucom (2019) 

recommends that digital repositories should have transparent policies and procedures 

to guarantee the long-term preservation of and access to the digital objects in their 

custody. 

The model goes beyond the responsibilities and defines a set of functions for 

packaging the digital content as it moves from creator to end user and as it is 

preserved for long term access. The ingest function receives information from 

producers and prepares it for storage and management within the archive in form of 

Submission Information Package (SIPs). Quality control actions such as checking for 

completeness, technical control of files including formats, and presence of malware 

as well as format conversion is done during ingest (Korb & Strodl, 2010).  

The archival storage function handles the storage, maintenance and retrieval of 

Archival Information Packages(AIPs) held by the archive. Fleischhauer, et al (2000) 

describes AIPs as the digital equivalents of archival items such as a books, record 

albums, or motion pictures consisting of the digital content and metadata that 

describes the structure, content, and meaning of the data files that has been 

(encapsulated) either logically or physically as an entity. Migrating digital objects to 

new media, error checking, implementing disaster recovery strategies, and providing 

copies of requested AIPs to the access function are some of the activities undertaken 

within this function, (ISO: 14721, 2012;Tomášek, 2018). 
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Preservation planning function involves constant monitoring of the digital 

preservation landscape in order to effect changes to the preservation program that will 

comply with international standards and best practices (Baucom, 2019). According to 

Andriamahady, (2021) the plan recommends information updates, migration 

recommendations, periodic risk analysis reports, as well as technology innovations. 

Preservation planning ensures that all tasks involved in keeping the digital material 

accessible and understandable in the long term even in the face of technology 

obsolescence are supported  (Rahmanto & Riasetiawan, 2018). 

The data management function coordinates descriptive information pertaining to the 

archive's AIPs, in addition to system information used in support of the archive's 

operation. In a nut shell the function entails activities such as database updates, 

performing queries on database, database administration as well as generation of 

reports, (Lee, 2010). Data management requires a good inventory that captures and 

identifies descriptive (provenance, title, date), technical (file name, and file format as 

well as file size) organizational (access rights, copyrights) metadata, (Goldner, 2017). 

The administration function manages the day-to- day operations of the archive. This 

includes negotiating submission agreements with information producers and 

performing system engineering, access control and customer services as well as the 

performance regular audits of to establish compliance with the submission agreement 

in addition to the development policies and standards (Lee, 2010). This function also 

serves as an interface between the archive and two components of the OAIS 

environment: management and the designated community (see Figure 1). It has been 

taunted as the most complex function as it incorporates both technical and human 
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processes such as audit, policy making, strategy as well as customer service 

(Allinson, 2006). 

The access function helps consumers to identify and obtain descriptions of relevant 

information in the archive, and delivers information from the archive to consumers. 

The function controls the user’s ability to search and use information resources by 

providing the interface through which the end user interacts with the system, (Lee, 

2010). The access function calls for a user interface that can be interrogated by users 

to find, locate and use resources from the archive (Breeding, 2002). Figure 1 below 

outlines the functional components of an OAIS archive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: OAIS Functional Model. Adapted from Consultative Committee Space 

Data Systems, 2002 

 

2.1.1.1 Application of ISO 14721: 2012 OAIS Reference Model to the Study 

Taking into consideration the objectives of this study, the OAIS model was found 

suitable as a tool for establishing the efficacy of digital preservation practices in 
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institutional repositories under study since by defining the minimum requirements 

and the roles of different stakeholders it spoke to the first objective of this study that 

examined the characteristics of the digital resources within the institutional 

repositories. This objective was also covered by the framework’s information model 

that defines the kind of metadata a digital archive intent on long-term digital 

preservation should keep. Corresponding to the type of content in the IRs, OAIS 

requires institutional repositories to negotiate for relevant content by defining the type 

of data (both in content and file format) accepted in the repository as well as 

providing procedures for those responsible for the uploading the digital objects.  

Additionally, the model emphasizes the development of policies and plans that 

support preservation and long-term access under its administration function which 

resonates well with the second and third objective of this study which sought to audit 

the existing digital preservation policies and establish the existence of digital 

preservation planning in the selected public universities in Kenya respectively. 

Lastly, the model supports the fourth objective which aimed at auditing the digital 

preservation strategies practiced by the IRs in the selected universities through its 

archival function that recommends that digital repositories should adopt digital 

preservation strategies that ensures long-term access to information resources by the 

designated community. 

The choice of the model was also anchored on Thibodeau’s (2007) assertion that it 

presented itself as a benchmark for the evaluation of digital repositories.ISO 

14721:2012 therefore provided evaluation guidelines for the study.  
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 The OAIS model however, was not able to wholly support the achievement of the 

goals of this research since it only articulates the requirements of a digital archive but 

lacks the metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of the day to day practices. Lin et al 

(2020) notes that conforming to the OAIS reference model does not guarantee 

trustworthiness and recommends additional elements such as appropriate governance, 

resources, and security. In addition, OAIS is a reference model and does not provide 

detailed implementation guidelines making it prone to different interpretations and 

implementations necessitating audit and certification (Lin, et al, 2020). To overcome 

these challenges and achieve all the objectives of the study, ISO 16363: Space data 

and information transfer systems -- Audit and certification of trustworthy digital was 

used to address these gaps. 

2.1.2 ISO 16363:2012 Space Data and Information Transfer Systems -- Audit 

and Certification of Trustworthy Digital Repository 

The idea of certifying trusted repositories is traced back to a 1994 report by the 

Commission on Preservation and Access (CPA) and the Research Libraries Group 

(RLG) (Baucom, 2019).  

The task force argued that copyright law limited the certification of digital 

preservation rendering it difficult for repositories to entrusted the rights for storing 

and providing long-term access to digital objects. In their view, certification would 

repositories would expand the repositories legal rights to handle digital objects 

including those that are not originally owned by the repository. It was this accentuate 

on certification that gave rise to the concept of 'Trusted Digital Repositories'(TRD). 
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In 2002, The Trusted Digital Repositories: Attributes and Responsibilities(TDR) was 

jointly published by Research Libraries Group (RLG) and the Online Computer 

Library Center (OCLC) with a view to articulating a framework of attributes and 

responsibilities for trusted, reliable, sustainable digital repositories which were 

required for an archive to provide permanent or indefinite long-term preservation of 

digital information. Research Libraries Group (RLG), (2002) describes a trusted 

digital repository as one whose mission is to provide reliable, long-term access to 

managed digital resources to its designated community, now and in the future. 

Anderson (2015) declares that providing access to digital resources by digital 

resources was inadequate to gain the trust of users and instead urged the repositories 

to demonstrate that they were actively preserving the resources entrusted to them by 

the users. Lin et al (2020) declared that repositories had to earn the trust of their users 

and in addition demonstrate that they can be relied upon and at the same time are 

capable of appropriately managing the data they hold. According to Dobratz, et 

al(2007) the trustworthiness of a digital repository entails being able to operate 

according to its objectives and specifications. This means that the evaluation of a 

digital repository’s effectiveness is measured against its goal and mandate as stated in 

its mission statement. Preservation of digital objects is a process and its evaluation 

should be done on all the steps involved in the establishment of a digital repository 

(Dobratz, et al 2007). The TRD framework was developed to help digital repositories 

and bodies involved in certification to evaluate whether a repository qualifies to be a 

trusted repository. In 2003, the Research Library Group created a joint task force with 

the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) to develop specific 
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criteria that would “facilitate the certification of digital repositories,” as defined by 

the report on Trusted Digital Repositories, (Baucom, 2019). This taskforce outlined 

seven attributes that a repository had to meet to be trustworthy. These attributes are: 

Compliance with the OAIS reference model, administrative responsibility, 

organizational viability, financial sustainability, technological and procedural 

suitability, system security, and procedural accountability. The TRD framework 

became ISO 16363/TDR 2011.  

The administrative responsibility attribute requires that a trusted digital repository 

provides evidence that it is committed to adopt industry standards and best practices 

in regard to those that influence its operations especially those that directly influence 

its viability and sustainability. These include compliance to OAIS as well as 

standards relating to the physical environment, backup and recovery procedures, and 

security systems. This responsibility extends to meeting stakeholder expectations and 

frequently carrying out quality assessments and communicating the same to the 

customers (RLG, 2002). In addition to these responsibilities, the trusted digital 

repository is required to involve external auditors to help validate their processes and 

procedures on a regular basis. Written agreements with depositors and ongoing risk 

management and contingency planning should be part of the organization’s annual 

strategic planning. 

Consequently, organizational viability relates to the organizational environment 

surrounding the digital archive. Faundeen (2017) emphasizes the importance of agood 

organizational environment for the viability of a digital repository. According to the 

ISO 16363, organizations choosing to become trusted digital repositories should 
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establish themselves in ways that demonstrate their viability. Aspects such as mission 

and goals (Zuccala, et al, 2008), policies and procedures that are continuously 

reviewed (Bantin, 2016; Faundeen, 2017), specialized 

resources, and adoption of standards (Dollar & Ashely, 2020) as well as digital 

preservation strategic plans (Bantin, 2016;Lampert & Vaughan 2018) demonstrate an 

organization’s viability. 

The ISO 16363 goes on to add that a trusted digital repository should be able to prove 

its financial sustainability over time and adhere to good business practices including a 

business plan and adequate budget and reserves. The National Information Standards 

Organization(NISO) (2010) identified financial commitment as one of the major 

challenges digital repositories are unable to address especially those associated with 

the government funding due to the fact that activities involved may not fit in an 

annual budget. ARMA (2015) recognize the importance of this aspect and postulate 

that long term digital preservation is expensive not only due to infrastructure required 

but also funds for staffing and technology watch. NISO (2010) goes on to argue that 

although this is a challenge, organisations should show commitment by use of 

mandates, membership subscriptions for collaborations, fundraising and endowment 

funds. The Cornell University Library (2010) recognized the lack of funding models 

to support financial sustainability and recommended more work to identify workable 

solutions especially for libraries. 

The ISO 16363:2011 advocates that an institution establishing a digital repository 

with preservation as a goal considers all preservation strategies available and identify 
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those that fit it. This ensures that it has in place all appropriate hardware and software 

needed and has plans on how they will be replaced. The standard further goes to 

recommend that the repository should comply with all relevant standards and best 

practices, ensuring that staff have adequate expertise to understand and implement 

them. The trusted digital repository should undergo regular external audits on its 

system components and performance. According to Interuniversity Consortium for 

Political and Social Research(ICPSR) (2009), technological suitability refers to 

existence of suitable and evidence of software, hardware, and the skills to establish 

and maintain the digital preservation programme and at the same time ability of the 

organisation to anticipate and respond wisely to changing technology. A trustworthy 

digital repository should undertake technology watch, plan for finances to replace 

software and hardware when obsolete, hardware and software capabilities to support 

backups, mechanisms to identify bit corruption and documentation capturing risks 

and loss and the strategies to recover loss (Dollar & Ashley, 2020). Procedural 

suitability on the other hand takes into account the existence of policies, procedures 

and best practices all tailored to addressing digital preservation. Lin et al (2020) 

argues that digital repositories can demonstrate technology suitability by 

implementing the relevant and appropriate standards, tools, and technologies for data 

management and curation as well as having plans and mechanisms to support them 

In order to demonstrate procedural responsibility, a digital repository must assure 

stakeholders by documenting all processes as well as decisions and goals it has 

adopted (Bantin, 2016). In addition, a policy should be availed indicating the 
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designated community, preservation policies in place, all preservation actions 

undertaken as well as hardware and software available (Bantin, 2016)  

Lastly, trusted repositories must ensure that all repository practices are well 

documented and made available on request. The repositories must also have 

monitoring mechanisms that measure and ensure the continued operation of all 

systems and procedures are in place. All preservation actions undertaken should be 

recorded and justified in the context of community-wide best practices with feedback 

mechanisms in place to support the resolution of problems and to negotiate the 

evolving requirements between the repository, any third-party service providers, and 

the designated communities. Lin, et al (2020) insists that trustworthiness is 

demonstrated through evidence making it a requirement for digital repositories to 

provide transparent, honest, and verifiable evidence of their practices. Milam (2014), 

proposes some of these procedures to include but not limited to: procedures to 

prevent, discover and correct loss or corruption, procedures against media 

deterioration and technology obsolescence, establishment of documentary forms for 

each procedure, rules for authentication; procedures for identifying authoritative 

records, and procedures on the removal and transfer of relevant documentation. 

Figure 2 summarizes the attributes of a trusted digital repository as presented by ISO 

16363:2011 
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Figure 2: Trusted Digital Repositories Framework 

 

2.1.2.1 Applicability of ISO 16363:2012 to the Study 

Lin et al (2020)recognized the need for best practice in digital preservation but noted 

that the adoption of best practices was not enough, emphasizing that digital 

repositories had a duty to their users to demonstrate that they are reliable and capable 

of appropriately managing the information that they held. According to Wang (2017) 

institutional repositories needed to perform evaluations of these practices and 

proposed the TRD framework as a tool that can be used to perform the evaluation. 

This study aimed at establishing the efficacy of digital preservation practices in 
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selected public universities in Kenya and was guided by the following objectives: 

determine the characteristics of digital resources in the institutional repositories; audit 

the existing digital preservation policies; establish the existence of digital 

preservation planning; audit the digital preservation strategies practiced by the IRs in 

the selected universities; Identify digital preservation challenges in the selected public 

universities; and to make recommendations and propose best practices for digital 

preservation in The IRs of the selected universities. 

ISO 16363:2012 presented a number of functions an institutional repository must 

enact in order to be trusted. These functions resonate well with the objectives of the 

study by enabling the researcher to identify the type of content ingested into the IRs 

and whether content was defined by policies and procedures as well as whether the 

IRs clearly followed the policies and procedures. The framework assisted the 

researcher to identify evidences that digital preservation was being carried out by 

acknowledging the role documentation of actions play in digital preservation. Other 

actions informed by the framework include, preservation planning, technology watch, 

budgeting, metadata creation and management among others. 
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Table 2: Linking the Standards to the Research Questions 

Research Question ISO 14721:2012 ISO 16363:2012 

1. What are the 

characteristics of digital 

objects are accepted for 

storage in IRs in the public 

universities under study? 

OAIS requires institutional repositories to 

negotiate for relevant content by defining the 

type of data (both in content and file format) 

accepted in the repository as well as 

providing procedures for those uploading 

materials. 

Stipulates that Digital repositories should be compliant with the 

OAIS framework. Organisations should have procedures and 

policies  

2. How suitable are the 

digital preservation 

policies to support digital 

preservation? 

emphasizes the development of policies that 

support preservation and long-term access 

Stipulates that organisations should demonstrate viability through 

their mission and goals as well as by having policies and 

procedures  

3. How adequate are the 

digital preservation plans 

of the selected IRs? 

Planning is one of the functions 

recommended by ISO 14721 and involves 

identification of preservation strategies, 

technology planning as well as taking part in 

research and development of digital 

preservation strategies 

The ISO 16363 requires that trusted digital repository should be 

able to prove its financial sustainability over time and adhere to 

good business practices including a business plan and adequate 

budget and reserves. 

4. To what extent do the 

preservation strategies 

being used by the IRs 

adequate long-term 

preservation? 

recommends that digital repositories should 

adopt digital preservation strategies that will 

ensure long-term access to information 

resources by the designated community. 

ISO 16363 advocates that a repository an institution establishing a 

digital repository with preservation as a goal considers all 

preservation strategies available and identify those that fit it. In 

addition, organisations should demonstrate organizational 

responsibility by frequently carrying out quality assessments and 

communicating the same to the customers 
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2.2 Need for Digital Preservation 

The existing body of literature consistently underscores a critical distinction between the 

preservation of print resources, often referred to as traditional preservation, and the 

preservation of digital resources. This distinction arises from the fundamental nature of 

these materials. Traditional preservation practices were primarily designed to maintain 

the physical integrity of print materials, a relatively straightforward task compared to the 

challenges posed by digital preservation. Unlike print, where the objective was often to 

keep items unchanged, applying this same principle to digital objects would inevitably 

lead to formidable obstacles in ensuring future access to these materials (Gaur & Tripathi, 

2012). 

Pennock (2006) succinctly captures a critical concern in the realm of digital preservation 

when asserting that "Digital objects will cease to be accessible without active 

management and intervention" (p.1). This statement serves as a stark reminder of the 

ever-evolving nature of digital content and the pressing requirement for continual 

vigilance in its preservation. As Dharini (2009) aptly highlights, the responsibility for 

digital preservation rests not only with organizations but also with individuals. 

Effectively safeguarding digital resources demands a deliberate and collective 

commitment from all stakeholders involved in the lifecycle of these resources. 

In this context, institutions, be they museums, archives, or libraries, find themselves 

facing a pressing need to implement short- to medium-term digital preservation 

programs. These initiatives are not only a matter of best practice but also crucial for legal 

compliance, particularly in the context of fulfilling access to information laws (Baucom, 

2019). Therefore, the responsibility for digital preservation extends far beyond mere 
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technological considerations; it underscores a broader societal obligation to ensure the 

accessibility and longevity of our digital heritage. 

Institutions engage in digital preservation for a number of reasons such as:  usability 

(ensures that the intellectual content of the item remains usable irrespective of changes to 

technology); authenticity (the provenance of the content must be proven and the content 

an authentic replica of the original); discoverability (the content must have logical 

bibliographic metadata so that the content can be found by end-users through time; and 

accessibility (the content must be available for use to the appropriate community), (Patel, 

2014).There are instances where the goals are not clearly defined but revolve around user 

expectations (Whitt, 2017). According to Traczyk, et al (eds) (2017) digital preservation 

should aim at “keeping digital materials not only technically accessible, but also usable 

for long periods of time” (p. 13).While statements emphasize important goals of digital 

preservation, they oversimplify the complexity of the preservation process. The focus on 

usability, authenticity, discoverability, and accessibility is undoubtedly crucial, but does 

not fully capture the multifaceted challenges and considerations involved in preserving 

digital materials. 

 From a researcher’s digital preservation should meet the following goals (Ross & 

Hedstrom, 2005):The protection and conservation of cultural memory: Hardin (2008) 

argued that universities while addressing their current problems needed to focus their 

responsibilities for cultural stewardship, suggesting that part of the stewardship of 

materials probably ought to be getting the digital surrogates in case of disaster overtaking 

the originals, thus promoting the preservation of rare and fragile objects without denying 

access to those who wish to use them. This further was emphasized by the Library of 
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Congress’s National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program 

(NDIIPP) 2010 report on Preserving our digital that concluded that preservation of digital 

information is a societal good that organisations must make effort to protect; Long term 

access to digital materials enables cross disciplinary collaborations:  International 

scientific collaborations have benefited from the availability of data repositories. In the 

perspective of Chitez et al. (2020), the concept of multi-disciplinary digital repositories 

takes on a pivotal role in fostering cross-disciplinary collaborations and enhancing 

international networking in groundbreaking research domains. It is evident that the 

scientific community's collaborative endeavors increasingly rely not only on their own 

datasets but also on the contributions of fellow colleagues, as highlighted by Curdt 

(2019). This underscores the pressing necessity for robust infrastructures capable of 

accommodating cross-disciplinary demands. 

Furthermore, the imperative of digital preservation becomes apparent when considering 

the enablement of material reuse, a notion emphasized by Bote and Termens (2019). 

Reusing information, especially research data, empowers scholars to conduct secondary 

evaluations, reframe research inquiries, and facilitate longitudinal studies of temporal 

changes. As elucidated by Hedstrom et al. (2003), reuse stands as a primary economic 

benefit of digital preservation, as it promotes data sharing, provided the data is reliable, 

accessible, discoverable, and persistently stored, as articulated by Austin et al. (2016). In 

addition, researchers necessitate a pre-established assurance that their data will be 

maintained over an extended period, not only to facilitate reuse but also for citation 

purposes, in alignment with the insights of Bote and Termens (2019). 
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Moreover, the transition from industrial to knowledge economies is intricately linked to 

affordable and effective digital preservation strategies. A knowledge economy, as 

described by Chen & Qu (2008), places knowledge and information as the foundational 

drivers of economic growth, surpassing traditional factors of production such as capital 

and land. In this context, information and communication technology (ICT) emerges as a 

pivotal catalyst for the knowledge economy. Contemporary knowledge is predominantly 

stored electronically, encompassing files, databases, web content, and software programs, 

as noted by Jharota (2018). It is incumbent upon us to preserve this wealth of knowledge, 

ensuring its perpetual accessibility and legibility, transcending technological shifts and 

evolutions. 

In line with the insights of authors such as Micunovic et al. (2016), it becomes evident 

that safeguarding digital resources from the perils of technological obsolescence is 

imperative if we are to fully reap the rewards bestowed by the digital age. Deridder 

(2016) succinctly encapsulates the lifespan of a digital object as intricately entwined with 

the formats employed, the requisite software and hardware for access, and the quality of 

content storage. 

Indeed, the essence of digital preservation, as articulated by et al. (2015), transcends the 

mere process of safeguarding information; it hinges on the value derived from the 

activities conducted with the preserved object. Baucom (2019) underscores the universal 

obligation for organizations to preserve their digital content, particularly considering 

instances where digital surrogates are lacking. Long-term digital preservation stands as 

the paramount means to retain the informational assets that organizations have invested 

substantial time, financial resources, and personnel efforts in creating. 
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The sagacious counsel provided by Dollar and Ashley (2020) serves as a stark reminder 

to organizations embarking on the journey of ensuring long-term access. Their 

admonition is clear: digital preservation is a matter not to be taken lightly, as it underpins 

the sustained availability and utility of valuable information resources. 

2.3 Digital Preservation and Institutional Repositories 

The discourse surrounding the involvement of Institutional Repositories (IRs) in digital 

preservation has been ongoing, marked by divergent viewpoints. As Hockx-Yu (2006) 

notes, there exists a divide between those advocating for digital preservation as an 

inherent function of the repository and those emphasizing the improvement of access, 

usage, and impact. Importantly, these debates do not negate the essential role of digital 

preservation within IRs; rather, its pertinence is contingent upon the specific goals and 

content of the institutional repository, a perspective supported by Thibodaux (2007). 

Thibodaux suggests that the criteria for measuring the success of an IR should be derived 

from its stated purpose, emphasizing that the mission statement should guide whether the 

repository engages in long-term or short-term digital preservation. 

In essence, Dowding (2016) underscores the intrinsic connection between access and 

digital preservation, positing that one cannot exist without the other—a symbiotic 

relationship. IRs serve as repositories for the scholarly output of universities, and as 

Hockx-Yu (2006) aptly notes, researchers, students, staff, and institutions alike rely on 

the ongoing availability and future accessibility of repository content. This responsibility 

places a substantial burden on IR administrators, who must ensure the enduring 

availability of resources, which could span decades or more. Knight (2005) echoes this 
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sentiment, emphasizing the need for digital preservation to guarantee the accessibility and 

integrity of academic research stored within repositories over the long term. 

However, IRs have faced criticism for not fully embodying the characteristics of 

dedicated digital preservation repositories, leading them to prioritize access over 

preservation, as observed by the Center for Research Libraries (CRL) in 2008. This, in 

part, is attributed to IRs failing to explicitly make long-term access to digital resources 

their mission for designated communities (Yakel et al., 2008). Dell and Shultz (2014) 

emphasize the pivotal role of mission-driven commitment, as it directly impacts future 

access to repository resources. Corrado and Sandy (2017) contend that while IRs excel in 

creating infrastructure and providing access to institutional digital content, they often fall 

short in delivering the active management necessary for long-term preservation. Dowding 

(2016) points out that IR managers sometimes expect these repositories to preserve 

digital resources indefinitely without providing a comprehensive understanding of the 

expectations. It's worth noting that despite IRs not always adopting a forward-looking 

perspective, they still house unique digital objects not found elsewhere, further 

underscoring the necessity of digital preservation, as highlighted by Frank (2018) and 

Francke et al. (2017). 

Alien (2006) outlines a comprehensive framework comprising four essential pillars for 

the effective execution of digital preservation programs. These pillars encompass the 

critical requirement for garnering unwavering support and commitment from 

stakeholders, the implementation of robust best practices, the cultivation of collaborative 

relationships and partnerships, and the establishment of comprehensive policies, 

standards, and procedures. Building on this foundation, Baucom (2019) underscores the 
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multifaceted nature of success in digital preservation, emphasizing the indispensability of 

various key partners. These encompass a diverse spectrum, encompassing resource 

allocators, institutional leadership, content creators, internal collaborators, external 

collaborators, and the end users, all of whom play crucial roles in bolstering the 

program's efficacy. External collaborators can even extend to include marketing experts 

and commercial vendors specializing in digital preservation tools, as elucidated by 

Barons et al. (2021). It is worth noting that these categories are not mutually exclusive, as 

individuals or entities may assume multiple roles, and the involvement of different 

stakeholders can vary at different stages in the lifecycle of a digital object, a concept 

illuminated by Ravenwood et al. (2015). Therefore, the continuous communication and 

clarification of the responsibilities and contributions of each stakeholder becomes 

paramount, as emphasized by Keller and Cordeiro (2020). Among these stakeholders, 

users occupy a pivotal position, as the selection and preservation of content should align 

seamlessly with their needs and expectations, a perspective eloquently articulated by 

Sandy and Corrado (2017). 

2.4 Digital Preservation Practices 

The free online dictionary defines practices as the habitual or customary action or way of 

doing something. ISO 14721, 2012: OAIS and ISO 16363/TRD, 2011 identify criteria by 

which effective digital preservation in digital repositories can be evaluated. Included in 

the criteria is appropriate content, policies and plans as well as the actions undertaken to 

perform actualize digital preservation 
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2.4.1 Content in Institutional Repositories 

Johnson (2002) defines Institutional Repositories (IRs) by four key attributes: 

institutional definition, scholarly nature, cumulativeness, and openness with 

interoperability. The institutional definition implies that IR content originates exclusively 

from one institution, as Genoni (2004) points out. Researchers have characterized the 

content of digital repositories as encompassing various materials, including peer-

reviewed journal articles, theses, dissertations, research data, monographs, book chapters, 

conference proceedings, departmental newsletters, grant-related papers, and reports to 

funding agencies (Genoni, 2004; Waddington et al., 2013). Two factors contribute to this 

diverse collection scope. Firstly, as highlighted by Shearer (2006), the term "scholarly" 

doesn't restrict repositories from accommodating other materials such as university 

annual reports, videos, computer programs, datasets, and photographs. Secondly, 

Breytenbach et al. (2013) advocate for IRs as guardians of information permanence and 

accessibility, promoting the inclusion of not just scholarly output but also unpublished 

conference papers, teaching materials, unpublished research, and corporate materials like 

institutional publicity. 

The incorporation of peer-reviewed journal articles into IRs can be traced back to the 

Open Society's 2002 declaration that open access peer-reviewed journal literature was the 

way forward for scholarly communication (Budapest Open Access Initiative 2001). This 

led researchers to publish their findings through green and gold open access journals. 

While some peer-reviewed journal articles may have analog equivalents, others are born 

digital and pose digital preservation challenges. Rieger et al. (2022) observed that 

institutions tended to prioritize the preservation of digitized content that could be re-
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digitized, neglecting robust strategies for the long-term management of born-digital 

content, which, if lost, might be irreplaceable. 

Research data, comprising underlying or raw data supporting publications, has found its 

way into institutional repositories due to mandates from research funders, particularly in 

the UK, where grant holders are compelled to make their data open access post-analysis 

and publication (Pryor and Donnelley, 2009). Entities like the UK's Economic and Social 

Research Council (ESRC) enforce data sharing, enabling cost-effective data reuse for 

result verification, comparison, and generation of new knowledge (Mauthner, 2013). 

The diverse collections within IR content demand varying digital preservation approaches 

(Hockx & Brower, 2018). While some collections have analog equivalents, others are 

entirely digital. Hockx and Bower (2018) argue that not all content within digital 

repositories requires long-term preservation, necessitating typologies (item 

classifications) to delineate the scope of digital preservation. Smith (2008) recommends a 

needs assessment to ensure that ingested content meets the designated community's 

requirements. Selection proves vital in the digital preservation process, supported by 

Lunghi et al. (2012) and Smallwood (2020), who underscore the importance of selecting 

and appraising digital materials as best practice for organizations committed to long-term 

digital preservation. Ismail and Affandy (2018) posit that resource constraints on those 

responsible for long-term preservation make selection inevitable, driven by the need to 

maintain the usability and searchability of the bitstream, necessitating specialized 

planning skills, time, and human effort, while avoiding potential damage to databases 

(Simon & Kiszl, 2021). Selection, which may appear negligible initially, becomes a 
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significant concern and resource burden as repositories grow, requiring additional space, 

IT expertise, and interventions to ensure content accessibility (Ravenwood et al., 2015). 

A multi-stakeholder involvement and especially archivists in the selection of digital 

repository content has been recommended since they have expertise in appraisal that 

ensures the identification of resources that require long-term preservation (Dell & Shultz, 

2014; Smith, 2008; Tallman &Work, 2018). Keller, et al (2019) in their report “Digital 

Preservation Task Force Update”, established that although archival expertise had been 

identified as critical success skills in the establishment of IRs, very few cases involved 

the archivist and in cases where they were involved, their expertise was visible in the 

scope and content of the institutional repository, adoption of preservation standards and 

the inclusion of structural and technical metadata for preservation purposes. According to 

Tallman & Work (2018), collection developers leave all preservation decisions to 

Preservation experts due to discomfort or unfamiliarity brought about by the technical 

nature of digital objects. 

It is important to note the relationship of content to planning as summed up by Webb, et 

al (2013) who pointed out that when organisations clarified their preservation intentions it 

was a likely good starting point for preservation planning for diverse digital collections as 

it was adept to identify what needs to be kept and what does not warrant the use of 

limited preservation resources giving credence to the importance of selection and 

planning and the interconnectedness of a digital preservation activities. 

Institutional repository administrators receive content is received either through a CD-

ROM, email or links provided by the creators. This has an impact on the preservation 
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strategies adopted because decisions will have to be made on whether to preserve the 

link, email or storage media for born digital resources. Nadal (2007) recommended that 

there was need to ensure that these storage media were secure and reliable as they were 

known to be fragile and unstable. 

2.4.2 File Formats 

Brown (2006) describes file formats as the internal structure and encoding of digital 

objects that allow them to be processed or rendered in human-accessible forms. Digital 

preservation aims to ensure the long-term accessibility of digital objects but faces 

challenges stemming from technological obsolescence, which can render old file formats 

unreadable and unusable, as noted by Barve (2007). Various file formats cater to different 

applications, including text, audio, video, images, databases, presentations, spreadsheets, 

and markup languages. The choice of file formats and preservation media is critical. 

Lundell (2012) suggests that file formats for digital preservation should be hardware and 

software-independent, as the information they encode typically outlives the hardware and 

software used. Open file formats are recommended by Zuccala (2006) for longevity, 

protection, and preservation. Rimkus et al. (2014) propose the establishment of file 

format policies to guide repository managers, while Termens et al. (2015) highlight the 

lack of consideration for file format concerns as a preservation action, emphasizing the 

importance of quality control in file format selection. Francke et al. (2017) found that 

many repositories in Sweden had guidelines for accepted file formats but few considered 

whether these formats constituted open standards. They also noted that PDF files were 

often encrypted, potentially hindering future file migration, a crucial aspect of successful 

long-term preservation. 
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File formats can be classified into those recognized by standardization organizations and 

maintained by specific companies. For instance, PDF, developed by Adobe Systems 

Incorporated, was released as an open standard to the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO), leading to the creation of PDF/A (archival). ISO defines PDF/A as 

a file format that ensures the visual appearance of digital objects remains consistent 

across different tools and systems, making it suitable for preserving textual data (Property 

Records Industry Association, 2017). 

 

The Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) was created by the Aldus Corporation in 1986 for 

use in desktop publishing with the current TIFF 6.0 developed in 1992 and its rights 

acquired by Adobe Systems Incorporated in 1994.Fornaro, et al, (2017) have hailed TIFF 

as a format suitable for archiving because it is well documented, widely used and lacking 

proprietary elements. Table 3 below shows examples of recommended open file formats. 

 

Table 3: Recommended Open Standard Technology Neutral File Formats 

 PDF/A XML TIFF PNG JPEG 2000 SVG MPEG-2 BWF WARC 

Text ✓ ✓        

Spreadsheets ✓         

Raster images ✓  ✓ ✓      

Photographs     ✓     

Vector graphics      ✓    

Moving images       ✓   

Audio        ✓  

Web         ✓ 

Databases  ✓        

Adopted from Dollar & Ashely, 2020 
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File format registries play a crucial role in assisting institutions and organizations in 

making informed decisions about which file formats to use for long-term digital 

preservation. As described by Barve (2007), a file format registry serves as a repository 

of format specification information, encompassing descriptive, administrative, and 

technical metadata about digital formats. This information includes the syntactic and 

semantic characteristics of registered formats. Ryan (2014) succinctly encapsulates the 

purpose of file format registries, which is to gather and disseminate comprehensive 

information about file formats, including compatible rendering software, associated risks, 

and mitigation strategies in case formats become unrenderable. Notable examples of file 

format registries include PRONOM, established by The National Archives of the United 

Kingdom, providing a database of file formats with detailed characteristics and 

relationships between different formats. GDFR (Global Digital Format Registry), 

developed by the University of Harvard Digital Library in collaboration with Online 

Computer Library Centre (OCLC) and the US National Archives and Records 

Administration (NARA), and UDFR (Unified Digital Format Registry) are also among 

the most common registries, as noted by Shala and Shala (2016). 

Despite the existence of these valuable resources, file format policies in Institutional 

Repositories (IRs) often suffer from non-compliance, as highlighted by Barrueco and 

Termens (2022) and Rimkus et al. (2014). Institutions frequently prioritize content 

creation over quality by accepting various file formats from creators without stringent 

adherence to established policies. This lax approach to file format policies has 

implications for long-term digital preservation efforts. 
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2.4.3 Digital Preservation Policy 

Shiloba and Mohammed (2013) define a digital preservation policy as a plan of action for 

the safekeeping of digital objects that addresses the questions of what needs to be 

preserved, why, for what purpose, and for how long. A digital preservation policy 

facilitates the effective management of the digital records ensuring the organisation is 

able to carry out its mandated functions, (International Research on Permanent Authentic 

Records in Electronic Systems (Inte rPARES) Project, 2008). Dell & Shultz (2014) noted 

that most organisations have the mistaken belief that digital preservation occurs without 

conscious intervention and note that the presence of a digital preservation policy shows 

that the organisation has made a conscious effort to digital preservation.  They went on to 

add that institutional repositories required clear guidelines that defined what was to be 

collected and saved a view rightly supported by Emmott (2008) by declaring that without 

policies, practitioners have little to guide their decisions about what must, should, could 

and won’t be preserved, let alone how. Furthermore, the lack of preservation policies 

showed a lack of commitment to digital preservation by institutions (Cloonan & Sanett, 

2002). 

Policies are vital for ensuring compliance with procedural and legal requirements within 

an organization by clearly defining a set of procedures, roles and responsibilities in order 

to promote accountability as well as ensuring that preservation activities are included in 

strategic plans (The British Library, 2013). Also, policies provide an overall cohesion 

within an organization and offer guidance for best practice (Dressler, 2017).  

 According to the UK National archives, (2011) a digital preservation policy has two 

overarching purposes that include defining why an organisation is doing digital 
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preservation and the benefits of long-term access to data for re-use and the economic, 

reputational and cultural risks of failing to address this through digital preservation a 

view shared earlier on by NISO (2010) by putting forward that the polices articulated 

clearly how digital assets  will be managed in a repository to avert the risk of content loss 

by specifying amongst other things, data storage requirements, preservation actions, and 

responsibilities. Earlier on Jones and Semple (2006) rightly pointed out that organisations 

needed to undertake digital preservation needs as a cross-disciplinary responsibility since 

relevant skills needed may be spread throughout an organisation. In this regard then, 

policy acts as the authority for those undertaking digital preservation in terms of not only 

articulating roles and responsibilities both within the organisation and any external 

parties (contractors, depositors / donors of records) but also with creators of digital 

materials who need to be able to understand the implications of their actions on the 

medium to long-term viability of the digital material they create (DPC, 2015). Policies 

act as guidelines and communicate the services and actions that should take place 

routinely (Dressler, 2017). 

Ismail and Affandy (2018) described policy development as one of the most vital digital 

preservation strategies as it stipulated what needed to be preserved, for what purpose and 

for how long. Despite this, researchers have consistently found a lack of digital 

preservation policies within institutions with studies by Waller & Sharpe, (2006) and 

Beagrie, et al (2008) highlighting the lack of digital preservation policies in libraries. 

Sinclair et al (2011) citing a survey by the Planets project (Preservation and Long-term 

Access through Networked Services) indicated that about 43% of libraries who 

responded had a digital preservation policy and that those who had the policies were able 
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to budget for it to even include it in their organizational planning and more so had 

solutions for it. In fact, Roy, et al (2018) reported IRs all over the word as lagging behind 

in preservation policy development only defining the file formats likely to support long 

term preservation. 

Beagrie, et al(2008) summed it up very well when they argued that the lack of a policy 

leads to the lack of consideration of digital preservation issues in other institutional 

strategies and termed this a major drawback to preserving digital information a point that 

Coonan and Sannet (2002) had earlier on pointed out that preservation policies indicated 

that the organisation was accountable and increased trust that funding will be utilized for 

the long term good of the organisation. They were also of the view that preservation 

procedures could only be implemented wholly with adequate funding a view emphasized 

by the DPC (2015) who added that a policy could be used to seek funding. Beagrie et al 

(2008), emphasized the need to integrate the preservation into business drivers, activities 

and functions such as regulatory compliance, staff development, applied technology and 

academic excellence. 

Policy statements set clear priorities, and ensures stakeholder collaborations making it the 

responsibility of the organisation safe guard its digital resources for the future generations 

and ensured that it also defines organizational roles and (funding) responsibilities. Ismail 

and Affandy (2018) citing the National archives of Georgia (2007) recommends the 

inclusion of collaborations and partnerships as part of digital preservation strategies in 

several areas such as working with government agencies to developing legislation and 

procedures and in developing policies that support long term preservation with creators 

and users. 
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The need to frequently review digital preservation policies cannot be overstated. Cloonan 

& Sannet (2002) acknowledge that policies need to evolve rapidly since the policy 

owners may encounter new and un anticipated features that require new policy decisions. 

In fact, they should be updated routinely to ensure their validity and usefulness (Dressler, 

2017). Although Madsen and Hurst (2019) advocate for a specific shelf life for the policy 

(between 3-5 years), literature shows variations in digital preservation policy review 

cycle among organisations with some even lacking the same in their policies. For 

example, commenting on a digital preservation task force formed by the Ohio State 

University Libraries, Noonan (2014) observed that of all the digital preservation policies 

evaluated by the task force, only one had a statement to maintain the currency of the 

digital preservation policy through regular reviewing. Friese (2012) when developing 

digital preservation guidelines for the NESTOR group noted that Marriot Library of the 

University of Utah in Salt Lake City, USA, had revised its policy three times during the 

last three years to take into consideration the rapid changes in technology. She goes on to 

argue that when an organisation revises its policy regularly, it is shows that it actively 

watches technology and developments in digital preservation and keeps the preservation 

policy up to date. The UK National archives (2011) in their guidelines to the development 

of digital preservation policies: guidance for archives recommends a period not 

exceeding three years to factor in technological and contextual changes while Brown 

(2013) felt that a period of 2 years was adequate to warrant an update of the policy. 

Barrueco and Termens (2022) in a review of literature on digital preservation policies 

noted that although IRs in Africa had policy statements, these could not be equated to a 

proper policy.  Instead the statements only expressed the commitment to preserve 
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contents but the literature lacks evidence on the existence of digital preservation policies 

within IRs in Africa. 

2.4.4 Digital Preservation Planning 

Becker et al. (2009) offer a comprehensive understanding of preservation planning as a 

sequence of actions intended to mitigate risks and ensure the long-term access and 

authenticity of digital objects within a designated collection. Kool et al. (2014) on the 

other hand differentiate preservation policies from plans, emphasizing that policies 

provide overarching guidance and frameworks, while plans provide actionable steps for 

achieving long-term access. Dressler (2017) astutely underscores the interconnectedness 

of policy and plans, highlighting that a well-crafted policy without a corresponding 

strategic action plan remains a mere document, and conversely, actions without strategic 

alignment lack documentation and a clear conceptual foundation. Preservation planning 

is recognized as a foundational capability in digital preservation, forming the core of the 

OAIS model (ISO 14721, 2012), as acknowledged by Dollar and Ashley (2015). It is 

instrumental in guiding decision-making, assessing preservation needs, and delineating 

the workflow for evaluating and defining preservation plans within an organizational 

context (Becker et al., 2014). 

Digital preservation planning is not merely a theoretical exercise but has practical 

implications for organizations, as emphasized by Becker and Rauber (2011). It supports 

decision-making at various management levels by establishing criteria for preservation, 

defining workflows, and identifying risks that may impact long-term access to digital 

resources. Yannis and Yannis (2018) emphasize the need to identify specific preservation 

needs, list available solutions, and define actionable steps, all of which contribute to the 
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development of a comprehensive preservation policy framework. Organizational 

preparedness for digital preservation is deemed critical, considering the higher costs 

associated with preserving digital materials compared to traditional paper collections, as 

emphasized by the DPC (2008). 

The benefits of digital preservation planning, as outlined by Becker et al. (2009), are 

extensive and encompass enabling preservation actions, documenting those actions, 

ensuring accountability, and facilitating consistent and ongoing management of digital 

objects. Financial sustainability is a crucial aspect of digital preservation planning, 

aligning with the TDR's emphasis on financial sustainability. Rinehart et al. (2014) 

advocate for incorporating digital preservation into existing plans to secure the necessary 

financial resources, especially given the resource constraints and the evolving nature of 

technology in the digital preservation landscape, as underscored by Harvey (2005). 

However, the primary challenge in integrating digital preservation into organizational 

processes lies in the general lack of awareness among stakeholders, as noted by the 

International Records Management Trust (2016). This results in the omission of digital 

preservation from planning processes. To address this, the trust suggests that successful 

digital preservation planning should be integrated with an organization's broader strategic 

directions and priorities. 

2.4.5 Metadata and Digital Preservation 

Preservation metadata encompasses critical information required for ensuring the long-

term accessibility of digital objects. Given the inherent reliance of digital resources on 

specific computing environments and the rapid pace at which technology becomes 
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obsolete, it becomes imperative to preserve not only the digital resource but also 

accompanying details about the hardware, software, file formats, and storage media in 

which they were originally created. Dappert et al. (2016) emphasize that merely storing 

digital objects on a data carrier is insufficient. Digital repositories must adopt strategies 

that not only shield digital objects from accidental or intentional damage but also 

facilitate the recreation of the complete computing environment, if the need arises. This 

becomes crucial because alterations in the computing environment can lead to changes in 

the rendering and presentation of the digital resource, as highlighted by Zuccala (2006). 

Besser (2000) delineates preservation metadata as a strategic approach aimed at 

furnishing comprehensive technical information about resources while supporting 

migration and emulation as preservation strategies. By documenting the technical 

environment of a resource, preservation metadata enables effective migration to newer 

hardware, software, storage media, or file formats. Furthermore, it allows for the faithful 

emulation of the previous environment when necessary, a concept articulated by 

Woodyard (2004). Woodyard underscores that preservation metadata should encompass 

the ability to list technical details about files and resource structure, document the history 

of all actions performed on the resource, authenticate its integrity through technical 

means, and maintain records about custody, responsibility, and rights associated with 

preservation actions. 

Cendi (2006) aptly underscores the need for all organizations to document their purposes 

and requirements, including those related to preservation metadata. Jones (2006) concurs 

with this perspective and extends it by advocating not only for substantive descriptive 

metadata to enhance access but also for technical metadata to facilitate preservation. 
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ISO 14721 (2012) defines Preservation Description Information (PDI), which includes 

reference, provenance, context, fixity, and rights metadata, as outlined by Giaretta 

(2011). Several scholars emphasize the significance of metadata in digital preservation, 

with RLG (2002) emphasizing that the creation and deployment of preservation metadata 

are pivotal components of most digital preservation strategies. Preservation metadata has 

been acknowledged as a best practice for the long-term stewardship of digital resources 

(DPC, 2006; Gartner & Lavoie, 2013; Joo et al., 2019). Nevertheless, Barrueco & 

Termenes (2022) note limited evidence of preservation metadata usage, with most studies 

predominantly focusing on descriptive metadata, as observed in research on ARL 

libraries. 

Metadata standards play a pivotal role in gathering the appropriate metadata. Standards 

like Dublin Core, METS (Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard), and PREMIS 

(Preservation Metadata Implementation Strategies) define the creation and management 

of metadata (El Idrissi, 2019). However, IRs encounter challenges in selecting the most 

suitable standard, given the diverse services metadata must support, including access, 

preservation, and ingest, as observed by Joo et al. (2019). The suitability of Dublin Core 

for preservation metadata is a subject of debate, with Joo et al. (2019) highlighting its 

limited vocabulary, while Mukherjee and Das (2020) contend that, although inadequate 

as a metadata schema, it offers flexibility and can be customized to accommodate more 

comprehensive metadata schemas. 

2.4.6 Digital Preservation Strategies 

The UK National Archives (2011) describes a digital preservation strategy as a broad 

approach adopted by an organisation to ensure that the content of digital records remains 
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in a usable form over time. There is as yet no single strategy that can achieve long-term 

preservation and access to all the types of digital resources stored in digital repositories. 

Bountour i(2017) proposes that strategies should be based on proactive preservation 

indicating that these strategies should be applicable throughout the life of the digital 

object. According to Barrueco & Termenes (2022) digital preservation strategies should 

start at the creation of the digital objects by raising awareness among the creators. 

UNESCO’s Guidelines for the Preservation of Digital Heritage (2003) group digital 

preservation strategies into four groups: 

2.4.6.1 Short-term Strategies 

These are digital preservation strategies that are geared towards providing access to 

digital resources for a predetermined period of time. They include: 

Bitstream Copying: This is the process of making an exact duplicate of a digital object 

and is also known as backup. It works in combination of other digital preservation 

strategies like remote storage, refreshing and migration. Backups are designed to protect 

data in the event of hardware failure or other catastrophic events, but they are not 

intended to be a long-term preservation solution (Arora, 2009).  

Refreshing: refers to copying of digital information from one long-term storage medium 

to another of the same type, with no change whatsoever in the bitstream (e.g. from a 

decaying 4mm DAT tape to a new 4mm DAT tape, or from an older CD-RW to a new 

CD-RW). Refreshing is a necessary component of any successful digital preservation 

program, but is not itself a complete program. It potentially addresses both decay and 

obsolescence issues related to only the storage media. Lee, et al (2002) echoed this 

clearly by stating that refreshing involves copying the digital information onto newer 
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media before the old media becomes so obsolete that the data cannot be accessed and that 

this required predicting the lifetime of a digital media. They went on to add that 

refreshing depended on well preserved bits further supporting the view that no single 

strategy could work on its own. 

Technology Preservation: this strategy involves preserving the computing environment 

and it is sometimes called the "computer museum" solution. It has been argued that 

technology preservation is more of a disaster recovery strategy for use on digital objects 

that have not been subject to a proper digital preservation strategy (Arora, 2009; Ismail & 

Affandy, 2018). Others have argued that the strategy offers the potential of coping with 

media obsolescence, assuming the media hasn't decayed beyond readability (Arora, 2009; 

Digital preservation Management, 2009; Harvey, 2011).  They go on to add that although 

it can extend the window of access for obsolete media and file formats, it is ultimately a 

dead end, since no obsolete technology can be kept functional indefinitely and itis a 

strategy that no individual institution can implement, indicating the need for more than 

one institution to join together and implement it (Arora, 2009; Digital preservation 

Management, 2009; Harvey, 2011). This resonates with Lee, et al (2002) who affirmed 

that maintaining obsolete technology in usable form required a considerable investment 

in equipment and personnel. They also warned the strategy should be taken as a shot term 

strategy because with age equipment breaks down, vendor support stops, documentation 

disappears. Feeney (1999)was of the opinion that managers who relied only upon this 

approach would may end up with "a museum of ageing and incompatible computer 

hardware" 
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Digital Archaeology: According to Lee et al (2002)digital archaeology includes methods 

and procedures to rescue content from damaged media or from obsolete or damaged 

hardware and software environments. It has also been described as an emergency 

recovery strategy that involves specialized techniques to recover bit streams from media 

that has been rendered unreadable, either due to physical damage or hardware failure 

such as head crashes or magnetic tape crinkling (Arora, 2009; Mohanty & Das, 2014; 

Whitt, 2017). According to Arora (2009), digital archaeology is mostly done by for-profit 

data recovery companies that maintain a variety of storage hardware (including obsolete 

types) plus special facilities such as clean rooms for dismantling hard disk drives. 

Backward Compatibility and Version Migration: Backward Compatibility relies on the 

ability of current versions of software to interpret and present digital material created 

with previous versions of the same software and to save them in current format as 

evidenced by the latest versions of most popular word processing packages, for example, 

being able to decode files created on earlier versions of the same package (Lee, et al, 

2002;Verdegem & Slats, 2004).Several researchers have however warned that it would 

be naïve for an organisation to rely on this as a long term digital preservation strategy or 

for more complex digital resources (Lee, et al 2002;Borghoff et al. 2006; Arora, 2009) 

while (Verdegem & Slats, 2004) recommend that records maintained this way be resaved 

in new file formats as it can only support a number of older generation file formats. 

Version Migration involves permanently converting documents into a format that can be 

presented by the current version of the software (Najar & Wani, 2019). Thibodeau (2002) 

postulates that it involves migration from same family of products or data types. He goes 

on to add that successive versions of given formats provide a defined linear migration 
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paths for files stored in the format and that software vendors supply conversion routines 

that enable newer versions of their product to read older versions of the data format and 

save them in the current version. He however cautions against relying on version 

migration as a long-term digital preservation strategy as with time the format may 

become obsolete and also may present the preserved documents with characteristics they 

did not, and perhaps could not, have had affecting the authenticity of the documents. 

Replication: Replication is a process whereby identical, multiple copies of files, file 

systems, or websites are created. According to Luan and Nygard (2010),it is an approach 

that involves the preservation of information resources using several copies and in 

different formats saved at different places. Kolle, et al (2014) argue that data that exists 

as a single copy in only one location is highly vulnerable to software or hardware failure, 

intentional or accidental alteration, and environmental catastrophes such as fire and 

flooding and that it is more likely to survive if it is replicated in several locations. They 

go on to add that due to the existence of the data in multiples locations, it may be difficult 

to implement other preservation strategies a notion Kolle, et al (2014) agree with terming 

it a simple but expensive strategy. 

Although short term digital preservation strategies are easier to implement, they are not 

sufficient to guarantee long term access and integrity of digital resources but rather they 

are more useful for risk recovery and business continuity (Zuccala, 2006). In addition, 

short term strategies may result in large quantities of digitized objects or specialized tools 

that stagnate and become obsolete in time (Baucom, 2019). 
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2.4.6.2 Medium- to Long-term Strategies 

According to Arora (2009) medium to long-term digital preservation strategies are aimed 

at providing continued access to digital materials beyond changes in technology for a 

defined period of time but not indefinitely and include the following: 

Durable/Persistent Media(e.g., Gold CDs):This involves the use of digital storage media 

with a long life span and higher durability. Deshpande, (2016) argues that the strategy 

reduces the need for refreshing, and helps diminish losses from media deterioration, as do 

careful handling, controlled temperature and humidity, and proper storage but cannot 

mitigate against loss of information through physical loss, media obsolescence, as well as 

obsolescence of encoding and formatting schemes.  At the same time, it gives the 

organisation a false sense of security making it to relax its preservation efforts and this 

way endangering the content. Harvey (2005), terms the use of durable media as a non-

solution to digital preservation since does not address technological obsolescence but 

rather helps organisations to buy time while developing and implementing other viable 

strategies and practices that will make long-term preservation possible. 

Migration: Migration refers to copying data, or converting data, from one technology to 

another, whether hardware or software, preserving the essential characteristics of the 

data. It encompasses a set of organized tasks designed to achieve the periodic transfer of 

digital materials from one hardware/software configuration to another, or from one 

generation of computer technology to a subsequent generation. Barateiro, et al (2009) 

summed this up by describing migration as any process that includes, conversion of 

digital information to analogue formats, version updates, conversion to other formats and 

normalization. Research puts the “purpose of migration as to preserve the integrity of 
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digital objects and to retain the ability for clients to retrieve, display, and otherwise use 

them in the face of constantly changing technology” (Barateiro, et al, 2009; Harvey & 

Mahard, 2013). Migration includes refreshing as a means of digital preservation but 

differs from it in the sense that it is not always possible to make an exact digital copy or 

replica of a data base or other information object as hardware and software change and 

still maintain the compatibility of the object with the new generation of technology. 

Migration theoretically goes beyond addressing viability by including the conversion of 

data to avoid obsolescence not only of the physical storage medium, but of the encoding 

and format of the data.  

Migration also includes changing from one file format to another sometimes referred to 

as forward migration. Caplan (2010) describes forward migration as “the process of 

creating a derivative version of a source file in a format considered to be a successor to 

the original format, either directly” (p. 226). Two surveys done in 2004, the first on 

21natural science and scientific publishing organizations operating on an international 

level and the other by OCLC on digital preservation practice in national libraries, state 

libraries, university and research libraries and consortia, archives, museums, and other 

organizations from 13 countries identified migration as the most common strategy 

utilized for digital preservation, although it was done in combination with other strategies 

(Harvey & Mahard, 2009).Digital repositories need to be cautious when carrying out 

format migration because it may lead to other risks such as of loss of content or context 

as well as inaccessibility of the information (National Archives of the UK, 2011). 
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Emulation: Emulation combines software and hardware to reproduce in all essential 

characteristics the performance of another computer of a different design, allowing 

programs or media designed for a particular environment to operate in a different, usually 

newer environment. According to the National archives of the United Kingdom (2007), 

emulation is meant to overcome technological obsolescence and involves reproducing the 

same systems or technologies for digital records activities by using the current 

generations of technologies and at the same time ensuring that the whole content, context 

and structure of the digital records will never change. Ismail and Affandy (2018), 

believed that the emulation maintained the exact look of the records that need to be 

preserved endeared it to many digital preservers keen on maintaining the originality of 

digital records. 

 

Canonicalization: Arora (2009) describe canonicalization as a “technique designed to 

allow determination of whether the essential characteristics of a document have remained 

intact through a conversion from one format to another” (p. 126). Lynch (1999) asserts 

that canonicalization should be able to support preservation strategies like migration by 

ensuring that significant properties of the digital object are captured. Canonicalization 

works on the premise that a canonical form capturing the essential characteristics of a 

class of objects can be defined and that it is possible to translate data formats used to 

encode a given type of object to the canonical form (Ayre and Muir, 2004). Its greatest 

weakness is that because the canonical form does not include irrelevant data, reversing 

the translation may not give an identical object (Ayre and Muir, 2004; Najar&Wani, 

2019). 
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2.4.6.3 Investment Strategies 

Arora (2009) describe investment preservation strategies as involving an investment of 

efforts at the time of archiving digital materials. They include such strategies as: 

restricting formats and standards, reliance on standards, data abstraction and structuring, 

encapsulation, software re-engineering and universal virtual computer. 

Reliance on standards: According to Gbaje (2011) the use of standards as a digital 

preservation strategy involves the adoption of “open, widely available, supported or 

agreed standards and file formats, for which there is an increased likelihood of stability 

and longer term support”. Strodl, et  al  (2007), give the adoption of PDF/A file format as 

a good example of reliance on standards for digital preservation an issue earlier on 

identified by Hedsrom (2001). Hedsrom (2001) had also argued that the digital 

preservation community tended to favor open standards proprietary standards since the 

open standards were published and were readily available unlike the proprietary 

standards which if adopted, their success was dependent upon the longevity of the firm 

that owns the standard or on its continued market dominance. A research done by 

Masenya and Ngulube (2019) identified the failure to adopt standards as one of the 

impediments to digital preservation. Hedsrom (2001) was quick to warn libraries against 

solely relying on standards as a preservation strategy suggesting that standards were 

useful if there was a consensus within the preservation community on which standards to 

adopt for the variety of resources that existed and they were readily available products 

that conformed to or supported the standard and if the standard had a demonstrated track 

record. 
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In addition to standards restricting formats through policies and procedures is also a long-

term strategy. As Johnstone (2020) says, digital preservation adopts the life cycle concept 

and starts with the people creating the files, not when the files are ingested into the 

repository. This then requires “Guidance for Creators” 

Normalization: CLIR and LoC (2002) describe normalization as the aspect of collecting 

various file formats and conversion them to one file format. In essence it is a formalized 

implementation of reliance on standards. It involves gathering all the digital objects of a 

particular type (for example color images, structured text) within a repository and 

converting them into a single chosen file format that is thought to embody the best 

overall compromise amongst characteristics such as functionality, longevity, and 

preservability (Arora, 2009). Caplan (2008) argued that normalization had the advantage 

of keeping the number of file formats the digital repository had to manage few. 

Encapsulation: encapsulation has been described as “a technique of grouping together a 

digital object and metadata necessary to provide access to that object”(Beagrie, 2002, 

p.108). Ostensibly, the grouping process lessens the likelihood that any critical 

component necessary to decode and render a digital object will be lost. Appropriate types 

of metadata to encapsulate with a digital object include reference, representation, 

provenance, fixity and context information (Deshpande, 2016). According to Harvey 

(2005), encapsulation is a prerequisite to emulation. 

Universal Virtual Computer (UVC):Lorie (2001) describes a UVC as a Computer in its 

functionality, Virtual as it will never have to be built physically and Universal because its 

definition is so basic that it will endure forever suggesting that all that was needed was to 
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write a UVC interpreter that could be written for any machine without changing the UVC 

program that is independent of architecture. According to Mohanty & Das (2014) a UVC 

requires the development of a computer program that is hardware and software 

independent and has the ability to simulate the basic computing environment architecture 

of every computer since the beginning. It uses both the elements of migration and 

emulation 

2.4.6.4 Alternative Strategies 

These include strategies such as use of analog backups and data recovery. Analog 

Backups: This strategy combines the conversion of digital objects into analog form with 

the use of durable analog media. Hoke (2012) give an example of converting digital to 

paper arguing that paper offered a longer lifespan but at the same time warned that the 

repository risked losing some digital qualities such as accessibility, lossless 

transferability and increase in costs especially storage if volume increases a feeling 

supported by Harvey (2005) who termed it as a non-solution. 

Data recovery also called data archaeology is the recovery of information from damaged 

media and restoring the intelligibility of the data (UNESCO, 2003). It is a strategy that is 

used after data loss. It is however an expensive strategy that is done by profit making 

organisations. Magama (2017) argues organisations to develop quality preservation 

programs to avoid using this strategy. 

2.4.7 Repository platforms and digital preservation 

Management, content and technology are critical aspects in digital preservation (Corrado 

& Sandy, 2017). Management involves development of policies, plans and procedures 
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while technology involves hardware and software, file formats and storage media, tools 

and workflows, a secure environment, platforms and networks as well as the skills to 

establish and maintain the digital programme. According to Dollar & Ashley (2020)long 

term continuity of digital resources does not happen by accident but requires among other 

things planning, technology monitoring, adoption of evolving standards as well as 

monitoring of computing trends. Over time many projects have been undertaken to 

provide technological solutions that will support long term preservation of digital objects. 

Few offer full-service that includes digital storage, access, management and preservation 

with majority assisting with only individual aspects of digital preservation, such as ingest, 

access, or storage (McGuirk, 2016). 

Attempts at developing platforms focused on full digital preservation started with the 

development of a reference model for an OAIS and subsequent adoption as standard in 

2002, (Flathers, 2017). Stanford university also developed LOCKSS: Lots of Copies 

Keep Stuff Safe on the premise that the key to keeping a file safe is to have lots of copies. 

LOCKSS uses a peer-to-peer network for sharing copies of digital material (Maniatis, et 

al, 2005). Trehub, et al, (2019) describes LOCKSS as a community based network that 

allows a network of libraries to keep digital materials safe for one another in exchange 

for access. It was initially designed for preserving e-journals, but today it is used for 

preserving web content around the world (Maniatis, et al, 2005). It ensures fixity of 

content through multiple LOCKSS boxes with overlapping content that periodically carry 

out checksums to compare commonly held content.  If the content of one box is different 

from the others, it is assumed to be damaged and automatically replaced with a good 

copy.  LOCKSS is a cost effective system suitable for bit preservation of web pages but 
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is hampered by limited types of materials it can preserve as well as the lack of active 

preservation policies. 

In 2003, the Florida Center for Library Automation (FCLA) started the development of 

DAITSS (Dark Archives in the Sunshine State) software for the Florida Digital Archive 

(FDA) as an attempt to improve preservation methods (Caplan & Guenther, 2005). The 

software consists of a set of services that include ingest, data management, archival 

storage, and but lacks a user interface (Caplan, 2008).The DAITSS focused on preserving 

master copies with the aim of providing access upon request (hence the dark archives). 

The FDA ensures long term render ability of digital objects by selecting popular file 

formats and developing a preservation plan for each of these formats that describes their 

migration strategy (Caplan, 2008).  Format normalization, bit level preservation and 

forward file migration are the major strategies utilized.  DAITSS was released to the 

public in 2010, but both the repositories and website are offline as from December 2020 

due to the decommissioning of DAITSS and the FDA by FLCA in December 2018 

(Kemenade, 2020). 

In 2010, the National Library of France developed a repository called the Scalable 

Preservation and Archiving Repository (SPAR), which had the capacity to store 1.5 

petabites of data, (Fauduet & Peyrard, 2010). SPAR was designed to be a full OAIS 

repository meeting all digital preservation needs(Delaney& de Jong, 2015). SPAR only 

ensures only bit level preservation. Kemenade, (2020) opines that the major strength of 

SPAR lies in metadata management where a full description of all digital objects ingested 

is given. The utilization of metadata standards in the information packages, such as 

METS, PREMIS, Metadata for Images in XML Standard (MIX) or text MD (an XML 
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schema that details technical metadata for text-based digital objects) ensures that sense 

can be made of the diverse types of documents in the repository (Fauduet & Peyrard, 

2010). SPAR also introduced the concept of tracks. A track is a collocation of digital 

objects with the same preservation requirements (Fauduet & Peyrard, 2010)based on 

characteristics such as legal, political as well as technical requirements. Each track 

consists of multiple channels. A channel is a collection of objects require similar 

treatment (Kemenade, 2020). 

The concept of digital preserving as a service (DPaaS) has emerged as a solution to some 

of the digital preservation challenges. DPaaS has been described as a scalable, local or 

cloud-based third-party service that can be provided at different levels to meet an 

institution’s storage needs, security demands, access requirements, and degree of 

preservation desired (McGuirk, 2016). DPaaS provides long-term digital stewardship of 

files by offering access to the digital objects independent of the hardware and software 

that originally created them in order to “relieve the records owners of the onus of 

engineering and provisioning the preservation infrastructure” (Nguyen & Lake, 2011). 

One of these solutions is archivematica that was developed in 2010 as an open source 

solution for digital archiving with a goal to reducing the cost and technical complexities 

involved in the establishment of a comprehensive digital preservation solution anchored 

on best practices (Blewer, et al, 2019). Archivematica provides an integrated suite of 

open-source tools that enables the processing of digital objects to comply with OAIS 

functional model (Garderen, et al 2013).  The platform supports emulation, as well as 

migration by monitoring risks to file formats. Normalization is the default preservation 
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strategy for archivematica and is effected at the point of ingest there by converting file 

formats into preservation formats (Van Garderen, et al 2013).  

The choice of a digital preservation program influences the strategies that will be 

adopted. Although Myntt (ed) (2019) advices digital preservation and archival 

communities to adopt open technology he also acknowledges that there are instances 

where proprietary technologies would be more appropriate for information centre with 

limited IT capabilities. According to Quisbert (2006)long term digital preservation 

platforms should proactively support forward migration, to ensure that information is 

compatible with a newer environment. True digital preservation should ensure that digital 

information resources are readable, usable, findable and trustworthy as long as needed. 

Any platform that an information center intent on long term digital preservation adopts 

should support all these aspects or be capable of integrating tools that support them. In 

addition to a preservation strategy, systems must be able to support integrity checks, 

versioning, geographical distribution, scalability, preservation metadata standards among 

others (Kremser, 2012).Most institutional repository software in use are more useful as 

digital collection management tools but are limited in their support for long‐term digital 

preservation (Ruusalepp & Dobreva, 2012). 

2.5 Challenges to Digital Preservation 

Libraries, archives and museums today face numerous challenges among them 

technology obsolescence, information overload as well as maintaining trust as 

repositories that hold documentary evidence of scholars and citizens (The Council of 

Canadian Academies, 2015). In addition, digital records are inherently software-

dependent posing immense challenges to its long-term preservation (Dar & Ahmad, 
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2017). In order to make the digital data contained in a bit stream accessible and usable, 

specialized software and hardware are needed to interpret and process the data according 

to the file format it is encoded in. This process is known as rendering the bit stream into 

an understandable information object. Without the specific hardware and software 

information in digital format is incomprehensible, useless and irrelevant, (Howell, 2000). 

Technology obsolescence is the single most major risk to long term preservation of 

digital information, (Hedstrom & Montgomery, 1998) that is accentuated by the 

technology’s continuous flux that gives little timeframe for organisations to migrate 

digital contents to new software / hardware (Arora, 2009). In addition, Johnstone (2020) 

notes that there are dozens of carrier formats - floppy disks, hard drives, CDs, DVDs, 

thumb drives, tapes among others requiring hardware that is no longer manufactured or 

supported by modern personal computer architectures and software that can no longer be 

found online, even if the original manufacturer still exists. Today, manufacturers are 

phasing out optical readers and librarians have no other option but to provide alternatives 

to access information in CD ROMs. Niehof, et al (2018) and Langley (2019) decried the 

limited time afforded to managers of digital content to save them due to rapid changes in 

technology and complexities of technologies involved. 

Fragility of the media is another major challenges that custodians of digital material 

wrestle with’. According to Hedstrom and Montgomery, (1998), the media digital 

materials are stored on is inherently unstable and without suitable storage conditions and 

management can deteriorate very quickly even though it may not appear to be damaged. 

Arora (2006) adds on that most storage devices, without suitable storage conditions and 

proper 
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Management, deteriorate very quickly wand this may lead to loss of data. Tallman & 

Work (2018) summed it up by arguing that physical degradation of hard drives and other 

digital storage media can lead to file corruption. 

 

Rapid changes in technologies render file formats obsolete. This is compounded by the 

existence of many types of formats making it difficult for repository administrators to 

keep track of them.   Pearson and Webb (2008), described file format obsolescence as a 

major risk factor threatening the ongoing usefulness of digital information collections. 

According to Arora (2006), the problem is compounded by the fact that many of the most 

commonly used computer applications rely on proprietary native file formats to create, 

save, store, manage and retrieve digital content. According to Duff, et al(2006), digital 

preservation isan extremely complex, evolving field that requires a great deal of 

knowledge to understand which when coupled with the high speed of technological 

changes mean that few organizations are able fully to articulate what their needs are in 

this area, much less employ or develop staff with appropriate skills. It has also been noted 

that there is little in the way of appropriate training and "learning by doing" is often the 

most practical interim measure a point that was brought out clearly by Engelhardt, (2013) 

in The DigCurV Review of Training Needs in the Field of Digital Preservation and 

Curation done in Germany, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, and the UK. The study concluded 

that there was a severe lack of professionals with the skills and competences necessary to 

deal with digital preservation tasks not only among the existing staff in institutions but 

also among potential staff in the labour market compounded with the lack of appropriate 

training options. A recent study by Masenya and Ngulube (2019) in South Africa also 

identified a lack of training and skills in the industry and went on to recommend use of 
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external expertise and investment in staff training especially through workshops and 

seminars. This is in agreement with Alison, et al, (2019) when they shared the University 

of Glasgow’s Digital Preservation Journey 2017-2019 and found out knowledge and 

skills among the staff were enhanced by participating in a national digital preservation 

pilot project and learning from practitioners through workshops and information 

exchange. 

 

The integrity of digital information resources is critical to their use. Information security 

encompasses a number of aspect such as: confidentiality, availability, integrity and 

authentication (Campisi, et al, 2009). In a repository perspective, availability ensures that 

the information is available and can be used when needed a notion supported by NISO 

(2007) who described availability as ensuring that the collection is accessible and usable 

upon demand by an authorized but goes on to clarify that this does not mean that 

materials should be free and unrestricted for all but attempts should be made to ensure 

that resources are as widely available as possible within the required constraints. Integrity 

ensures that it is not corrupted while authenticity ensures that it remains original. Owens 

(2018) argues that information security goes beyond having backups but also ensuring 

that any changes done on the digital document is recorded and legitimate.  

 

Intellectual property rights have been described as one of the biggest problems in digital 

preservation (RLG, 1996). Whitt (2017) opines that unless an information resource is 

exempted by copyright law; is in the public domain or preservation is done by copyright 

owner then institutions have challenges because irrespective of the strategy adopted, 

some form of copying is done leading to infringement of copyright. Kilbride and Norris 
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(2013) warns that there are risks when digital preservation actions are delayed due to IPR 

issues and recommends adoption of appropriate and practical actions to manage the risks. 

Limited funding has been and continues to be an obstacle to digital preservation forcing 

organisations to develop policies that can be implemented with limited budget (Owens, 

2018). Wittenberg et al (2018) noted a trend in higher education funding where limited 

funds received by the libraries made them focus on content acquisition at the expense of 

digital preservation activities. Nigerian libraries have failed to invest in infrastructure that 

support digital preservation due to limited funding (Solomon & Soyen, 2021). Weinraub 

et al (2018) summed it up by declaring that funding remained a major impediment to the 

establishment of a robust digital preservation program. 

 

Digital objects today are made of various components all presiding in one repository 

(Wittenberg et al, 2018). This complexity underscores the need to create, capture and 

maintain more information on context and relationships in order to support discovery, 

access and rendering in future. Baillieul, et al(2018) notes that versioning which is one of 

the components of complexity needs authoritative monitoring and proposes infrastructure 

that supports distributed systems ranging from author personal websites, publisher portals 

and IRs. 

 

Heterogeneity: heterogeneity refers to the diversity and complexity of digital objects and 

the systems and technologies used to create, store, and access them. Digital objects come 

in a wide range of file formats, structures, and encoding schemes, and are created and 

used on a variety of hardware and software platforms. No single community or 

organization can to create, collect, and/or preserve just a single type of born-digital or 
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digitized object since there exists many types of file formats as well as a number of 

variants of the same format (Johnstone, 2020). Protecting these complex resources 

combination of technical expertise, organizational planning and policies that 

organisations cannot provide on their own. 

 

2.6 Digital Preservation Trends 

Today organisations implement digital preservation either in a centralized or distributed 

model. Centralized preservation refers to preservation activities managed by single 

institution like DAITSS, a digital preservation software application developed by the 

Florida Center for Library Automation (FCLA) and used by Florida Digital Archive 

(FDA), a long-term preservation repository service provided by the Florida Virtual 

Campus for the use of the libraries of the eleven publicly-funded universities in Florida, 

(FCLA, 2011). The preservation protocol implemented by DAITSS combines bit‐level 

preservation, format normalization, and forward format migration (Caplan, 2008). 

Decman and Vintar (2013) proposed a centralized digital preservation solution for e-

government based on cloud computing. They suggested a single repository for digital 

information held by governments institutions and departments instead of each managing 

their own. This way, government institutions would be able tosave costs on preservation 

infrastructure and avoid duplication of efforts. 

 On the other hand, distributed preservation refers to preservation activities managed by 

multiple institutions replicating and/ or geographically locating collections. Distributed 

digital preservation involves collaboration between like-minded institutions and is meant 

to alleviate immense challenges associated with digital preservation as well as establish 

communities of practice for adoption of best practices (Skinner & Halbert,2009; 
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Weatherburn, 2017)). Skinner and Halbert (2009) proposes that the best practice for 

distributed preservation is to have: a minimum of three sites for the resources; sites 

preserving the same content should not be within a 75 to 125 miles radius of one another; 

sites should be away from paths of natural disasters; should not share power grids; should 

be under different administrators and should be on live media that is frequently checked 

for bit rot. 

The Florida Centre for library automation (2011)argues that no one institution can 

preserve everything and neither can they be wholly isolated independent organizations. 

Collaboration has been hailed as an essential ingredient in the preservation of digital 

resources (Kalusopa, 2018).According to Dollar & Ashley (2020), digital preservation is 

a costly and complex undertaking that requires collaborations among all stakeholders 

terming it a shared responsibility. 

There has been a National and international focus on mechanisms for cooperation, 

coordination, and federation of preservation efforts, as well as the development of shared 

standards. For example, in the United States, the National Digital Information 

Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP) program is taking the lead in 

establishing a distributed digital preservation network while in Europe, the PLANETS 

project funded by the European Union is a major vehicle for integrating distributed 

preservation services (Baucom, 2019). Proponents of distributed systems Trehub & 

Halbert, (2012) argue that there is safety in numbers and support the adoption of the Lots 

of Copies keeps Stuff Safe (software) that supports keeping of many copies. 
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Corrado and Moulaison (2014) view the preservation of digital information as an 

economical, managerial, and technological challenge and as such requires decisions on 

how and where to store. Service models have emerged to provide digital preservation 

services to publishers and institutions (Wittenberg, et al 2018). This has been attributed to 

limited expertise as well as failure to keep up with the required skills set required for 

digital preservation by individual digital repositories, (Cunningham, 2018). In addition, 

the use of cloud-based facilities increases opportunities for collaboration and offer 

potential cost-savings over locally hosted solutions in digital preservation, (Pillen & 

Eckard, 2022). 

2.9 Evaluation of Digital Preservation Practices 

The main objective of a digital preservation program is to be able to assure stakeholders 

that information held in digital form and is understood today can be transmitted into an 

unknown system in the future and still be correctly understood (Antunes et al, 2012). To 

achieve this objective quality management is one of the essential parts of any digital 

archive (Dobratz et al, 2010). The idea of establishing the effectiveness of digital 

preservation practices was born in December 1994 when the Commission on Preservation 

and Access and the Research Libraries Group created the Task Force on digital archiving 

with the mandate to investigate the means of ensuring continued access indefinitely into 

the future of records stored in digital electronic form (Waters & Garrett (eds.), 1996). The 

taskforce identified a gap that required for a process of certification for digital archives to 

cultivate a climate of trust about the prospects of preserving digital information (Waters 

& Garrett (eds.), (1996). From this evolved the first check list which later became ISO 

16363/TDR to evaluate digital preservation environments in digital repositories (Baucom, 
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2019). Lin et al (2020) insists that trustworthiness is not a one-off achievement and 

should be sustained with regular audit and certification. According to Maemura, et al 

(2017) assessments should form a major component of a digital preservation program 

because it is only after an assessment that a digital repository can demonstrate efficacy as 

well as bridge any gaps identified and consequently promote trust amongst the 

stakeholders. 

Many digital repositories are today using preservation needs analysis to audit the status of 

their preservation activities. Durant (2019) describes a preservation needs assessment as a 

broad, holistic evaluation of how an organization cares for and preserves its collections 

aimed at describing the impact of the existing conditions and policies on the collections, 

and providing corresponding short, medium, and long-term steps that an organization can 

take to benefit the materials under its care. Maemura, et al (2017) notes that evaluations 

can range from simple check lists to rigorous audits while the categories of assessment 

used can be both descriptive or qualitative (Durant, 2019). Despites the necessity to carry 

out assessment, it is faced with some challenges with Antunes et al (2012) decrying the 

lack objective assessable (measurable) features regarding long-term aspects proposing the 

use of indicators to show the degree of trustworthiness. Researchers like Pearson and 

Coufal (2013) proposed some metrics by describing an ideal digital preservation 

environment as consisting of a mix between policies, processes and resources that 

comprise staff and technologies. 

In the area of institutional repositories, Dell and Shultz (2014) felt that it was important 

that IRs adopted practices that could be tracked, audited and measured as this encouraged 

the designated communities to trust them as custodians of their research output. 
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According to Altman et al (2019) much content has been lost due to organizational failure 

and recommends an audit of content, and the evaluation of organizations themselves to 

mitigate the risks. Although the preservation community has made considerable progress 

towards articulating the practices and behaviors of trustworthy preservation, 

organizations have been slow in conducting reliable evaluation of their digital 

repositories (Altman, et al, 2019). Maemura, et al (2017) identified three approaches to 

the evaluation of digital preservation in organisations. These include evaluations aimed at 

planning, improvement and those aimed at certification. Whatever approach the 

organisation chose, the evaluation assists the digital repository to document its digital 

preservation success, report areas that need further growth, and identify challenges that 

could prevent that growth (Tapscot, 2019). 

Although the role of evaluations in digital preservation cannot be faulted, few research in 

Africa have focused on this. Masenya and Ngulube (2019) focused on need for the 

adoption of best practices in Nigeria while Umana’s (2020) research investigated the 

long-term digital preservation activities in Namibia.  Adjei et al (2019) evaluated digital 

preservation practices within Ghana while in Kenya Moseti (2016) and Erima et al (2016) 

focused on identifying the digital preservation practices. Digital preservation is context-

specific because it depends on a variety of factors that can differ significantly between 

organizations, institutions, and even regions. This necessitates for research in the 

different contexts to indicate the status of long-term preservation in these environments. 
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2.7 Summary 

This chapter has reviewed literature related to the efficacy of digital preservation 

practices. The chapter began with a description of the theoretical frameworks. A review 

of ISO 14721:2012 and ISO 16363:2012 and their applicability to the study is provided. 

The empirical literature review starts by reviewing the role of IRs in digital preservation. 

The discussion picks on differences by scholars on role of institutional repositories (IRs) 

in digital preservation with some believing that IRs should prioritize improving access, 

usage, and impact, while others argue that digital preservation is an important function of 

IRs. The agreement is that IRs should be guided by its stated purpose and the 

environment in which it operates. The discussion focuses on IRs responsible for storing 

and maintaining scholarly content for the long term and notes concern that they lack the 

characteristics of digital preservation repositories and instead focus on access to content. 

Further, the chapter looks at digital preservation practices, that include: content 

characteristics such as type, selection, file formats as well as ingest procedures and their 

implications to long term preservation. Other practices identified include adoption of 

digital preservation policies, digital preservation planning; identification of digital 

preservation strategies, as well as the use of a preservation platform that supports all the 

above practices. A number of challenges are discussed and since most of these challenges 

stem from limited finance for development of critical infrastructure, the chapter goes on 

to expound on the use of collaborations to mitigate these challenges. The extensive 

survey of literature points to the fact that while there is a growing body of literature on 

digital preservation practices globally, especially in Europe, Asia and UAS, there is 
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limited literature on the same within the African context with the chapter closing on a 

recommendation for more research in this area. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction 

Rajasekar, et al (2006) describe methodology as a systematic way to solve a problem. It 

includes the procedures by which researchers go about their work of describing, 

explaining and predicting phenomena. Research methodology has also been described as 

the systematic procedures by which the researcher starts from the initial identification of 

the problem to its final conclusions and describes its role as ensuring the research is 

carried out in a scientific and valid manner (Singh, 2006).  This chapter examines the 

research methodology that was utilized to carry out the study and explains the reason for 

employing the discussed research techniques. The chapter goes further to discuss the data 

collection tools utilized. An explanation of choice of method is also provided.  

3.1 Research Paradigm 

A research paradigm has been defined as “the entire constellation of beliefs, values and 

techniques shared by members of a given scientific community” (Tombs & Pugsley, 

2020, p. 1).  This means that these beliefs are shared by a scientific community and guide 

how communities of researchers’ act with regard to inquiry. Different research paradigms 

are based on different philosophical foundations and notions of reality. According to 

Ryan (2018) research views can either be subjective or objective. Objectivity takes the 

position that there is a single version of what is real, regardless of the researcher’s 

perspective while subjectivism takes into account the multiple and varied perspectives of 

what may be real. Research paradigm is the lens that a researcher uses to examine the 

methodological aspects of their research in order to determine the research methods that 
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will be used for data collection and analysis (Kivunja & Kuyini, 2017).Four sets of 

philosophical assumptions constitute a paradigm: axiology, ontology, epistemology and 

methodology (Mertens & Wilson.,2012). To answer the epistemological aspect of their 

research, researchers draw from four sources of knowledge: intuitive knowledge 

(knowledge from beliefs, faith, and intuition); authoritative knowledge (people in the 

know, books, leaders in organizations); rationalist epistemology or logical knowledge 

(driven by desire to know the truth); empirical epistemology (wish to understand 

knowledge through experiences, demonstrable or objective facts), (Kivunja & Kuyini, 

2017). Epistemology instills trust in a researcher’s data as well as influencing how they 

go about uncovering knowledge, (Kivunja & Kuyini, 2017). Ontology relates to the 

nature of existence of reality (McGregor, 2018). Ontology relate to the assumptions made 

in relation to the kind and nature of reality and what exists (McGregor, 2018; Richards, 

2003) that helps a researcher to orientate their thinking about the research problem, its 

significance, and how they might approach it so as to answer their research question, 

understand the problem investigated and contribute to its solution (Kivunja & Kuyini, 

2017).On the other hand, methodology relates to the research design, procedures and 

approaches used in the research while axiology are the ethical considerations in the 

research (Kivunja & Kuyini, 2017). 

The four major trends in world views include the positivist research philosophy, 

interpretivist research philosophy, pragmatist research philosophy, and realistic research 

philosophy (Zukauskas et al, 2018). The positivist research philosophy claims that the 

world can be viewed in an objective way (Zukauskas et al, (2018) and that knowledge 

can be obtained through observation and subsequent verification of the same in 
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circumstances where the said knowledge is true (Stern, 2004). Positivists differentiate 

between scientific and normative statements and argue that normative statements cannot 

be measured by senses and therefore only scientific statements are true (Dawadi, et al, 

2021).Positivism research paradigm relies on deductive logic, formulation of hypotheses, 

testing those hypotheses, and mathematical calculations to derive conclusions. It provides 

explanations and makes predictions based on measurable outcomes. Positivism has been 

associated with quantitative methods but in recent times post-positivism has accepted a 

little bit of subjectivity by utilizing both qualitative and quantitative methods, (Dawadi, et 

al, 2021).    

The interpretivist research philosophy claims the world can be viewed in a subjective 

manner. Advocates of the interpretivist philosophy argue that it is important to 

understand the differences among people as opposed to collecting data among objects 

(Saunders et al, 2007). Da Silva et al (2018) present the interpretivist paradigm as one 

that seeks a participants understanding of a situation but fails to   examine the conditions 

that lead to certain meanings in some reported experiences nor explain the unintended 

consequences of an action all significant forces in the construction of social reality. The 

interpretivism paradigm is aimed at finding new interpretations. Zukauskas et al, (2018) 

postulated that the philosophy places honors on the researcher since he/she has a specific 

role to play and goes on to add that the research will be based and depend on the interest 

of the researcher and thus the subjectivity. Tombs & Pugsley (2020) stress the importance 

of empathy for the researcher to make interpretations of different meanings individuals 

and groups attach to the activities and their accounts of the activities. 
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The realism research philosophy is the belief that reality is shaped over time by values 

such as social values, political values, cultural values or gender based values, (Ryan, 

2018).  According to realists, reality resides or is independent of the human mind. It is a 

world view that takes the position that there is no possibility of attaining a single correct 

understanding of the world (Maxwell, 2012). Realism is often associated with 

quantitative methods but it is compatible with qualitative methods, (Madil, 2008). 

The Pragmatist paradigm believes in facts (Zukauskas et al 2018). Yin (2010) describes 

pragmatism as a worldview that supports the selection of appropriate research methods in 

relation to research questions being studied.  Similarly, Saunders et al (2007) adds that 

the proponents of this philosophy put forward that the research question determines the 

approach used by the researcher. To a large extent the paradigm is applicable in mixed 

methods (Creswell & Clark, 2011; Saunders, et al 2007).Never the less, researchers 

adopting a pragmatist position have the liberty to choose those research methods or 

strategies that can best answer their research questions (Creswell, 2007). For researchers 

adopting a pragmatic approach, the most important question is whether the research has 

helped to find out what the researcher wants to know and guided by this gather all sorts 

of data in order to best answer the research question, (Dawadi, et al, 2021). 

Epistemologically, pragmatism is premised on the idea that research can steer clear of 

metaphysical debates about the nature of truth and reality and focus instead on practical 

understandings of concrete, real-world issues (Patton, 2005). Pragmatisms places 

emphasis on interrogating the value and meaning of research data through examination of 

its practical consequences (Morgan, 2014).  
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Although qualitative research is often associated with the interpretivism paradigm, 

Goldkuhl (2012) argues that there are alternatives especially in qualitative information 

systems research where pragmatism is widely adopted.  Infact, Mackenzie and Knipe 

(2006) opine that several paradigmatic positions such as positivist, constructivist, 

interpretivist, transformative, emancipatory, critical, de-constructivist and pragmatic can 

be adopted for the conduction of information systems research. According to Morgan 

(2014), pragmatism can serve as a philosophical paradigm for social research, regardless 

ofwhether that research uses qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods. This is a view 

also held by Yin (2009) who put forward that researchers utilizing this paradigm may 

choose to use a quantitative method or a qualitative method, or to conduct a mixed 

methods study using both kinds of methods, all depending on which choice best befits the 

research questions. Kelly and Cordeiro (2020), identify an emphasis on actionable 

knowledge, recognition of the interconnectedness between experience, knowing and 

acting and inquiry as an experiential process as the three major principles that underpin 

the pragmatic approach. Pragmatists argue that the purpose of an inquiry is basically to 

create knowledge in the interest of change and improvement and the essence of a 

pragmatist ontology is actions and change (Goldkuhl, 2012). Pragmatism informs 

qualitative research in two ways. One is inquiry into practical questions in search of 

useful and actionable answers and two in the making of pragmatic method decisions 

based on situations and opportunities during the enquiry process (Patton, 2014). Plath 

(2013) while supporting the use of pragmatic paradigm in evaluative qualitative research 

notes that the approach allows researchers to gather evidence from a range of sources and 

to critically evaluate them in terms of their strengths, limitations, and applicability to the 
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practice setting. In addition, evaluators must maintain balance, fairness, and neutrality 

(Patton, (2014) lending the pragmatic paradigm useful for evaluators who would not wish 

to be caught in between subjectivity and objectivity. At the same time, as a qualitative 

inquiry framework, pragmatism directs researchers to seek practical and useful answers 

that can solve, or at least provide direction in addressing concrete problems (Patton, 

2014).Godfrey‐Smith, (2002) summed this up by positing that knowledge should bring 

about a positive change in organisations. Knowledge should benefit an organisation by 

enhancing the discovery of truth about policies, practices and decisions (Cavaleri,2008; 

Visser, 2019). A pragmatist approach, with its epistemological focus on the inquiry, 

process and practicality, was found to be more useful for this study that sought to 

holistically evaluate the appropriateness and effectiveness of digital preservation 

practices in support of long term care of digital resources. According to Rescher (2000) 

pragmatic research is applicable to research that cares not just for the efficiency of means 

but for their appropriateness as it involves combining a whole range of evaluative factors 

including but not limited to efficiency and effectiveness. The study was able to achieve 

this by ensuring proximity of the phenomenon as well as the triangulation of sources and 

methods that pragmatism allows (Goldkuhl, 2004). The choice of pragmatism as a 

philosophy for this study was strongly influenced by: 

Pragmatism emphasizes the practical aspects of research and evaluation. Its focuses on 

finding solutions that work in real-world contexts and generating practical knowledge 

that can be applied to improve systems or processes. In establishing the efficacy of digital 

preservation strategies, it allowed the researcher to assess the digital preservation 
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practice’s effectiveness, usability, and impact on users' experiences, thereby providing 

actionable insights for any improvement on digital preservation. 

Secondly, pragmatism acknowledges the importance of multiple perspectives and diverse 

viewpoints. In qualitative evaluation, understanding the experiences, perceptions, and 

behaviors of users and stakeholders is essential. The paradigm enabled the researcher to 

consider different perspectives and explore the practical consequences of those 

perspectives on the research process. It allowed for the inclusion of diverse voices, 

ensuring a comprehensive understanding of the digital preservation’s programs strengths, 

weaknesses, and potential improvements. 

Pragmatism recognizes the importance of collaboration and engagement with 

stakeholders. In order to establish the efficacy of digital preservation practices, the 

researcher was required to interact with key stakeholders. Pragmatism encourages 

researchers to actively engage these stakeholders throughout the research process, 

incorporating their perspectives, needs, and concerns into the assessment. This 

collaborative approach enabled the researcher to enhance the validity and relevance of the 

research findings and in addition enhanced the likelihood of the ownership and 

acceptance of potential changes and recommendations by the stakeholders. 

3.2 Research Approach 

Creswell (2014, p. 31) defines a research approach as plans and the procedures for 

research that span the steps from broad assumptions to detailed methods of data 

collection, analysis, and interpretation”. Singh (2006) describes a research approach as 

choice of an investigator about the components of his project and development of certain 
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components of the design. From these two definitions it can be deduced that a research 

approach is like a guide to the researcher on the best way possible to achieve his/her 

objectives.  

There are three types of approaches; qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods. 

Creswell (2009) defines quantitative research as a means for testing objective theories by 

examining the relationship among variables. These variables, in turn, can be measured, 

typically on instrument so that numbered data can be analyzed using statistical 

procedures. Mixed methods research utilizes both the qualitative and quantitative 

research approaches. It is anchored on the premise that the integration of qualitative and 

quantitative data yields additional insight beyond the information provided by either the 

quantitative or qualitative data alone, (Creswel & Creswel, 2018). 

Qualitative research is a means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals 

or groups ascribe to a social or human problem (Creswell, 2009).  The process of 

research involves emerging questions and procedures, data typically collected in the 

participant’s setting, data analysis inductively building from particulars to general 

themes, and the researcher making interpretations of the meaning of the data. Qualitative 

research is anchored on understanding the meaning and context of the phenomenon under 

study. According to Patton (2014), human beings engage in efforts meant to make the 

world better. Information systems are attempts at making the world better and their 

success or failure is influenced by the organizational context (Kaplan & Maxwell, 2005). 

Viray (2015) defines Information System (IS) as a set of interrelated components 

working together to collect, retrieve, process, store, and disseminate information. 

Evaluation of these systems help human beings to understand whether their objectives 
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have been met. Hennink, et al, (2020) describe information systems as a combination of 

information technology, procedures and people and advise that studies should be centered 

around these three components with the primary purpose of discovering new insights that 

can aid the effective application of information’s systems in organisations. Qualitative 

approach is useful when an evaluator wishes to study issues that are not easily partitioned 

into discrete entities, or to examine the dynamics of a process rather than its static 

characteristics (Kaplan & Maxwell, 2005). 

Qualitative data in an evaluation provides information and generates findings that are 

useful to people about processes and outcomes for decision making (Patton, 2014). Patton 

goes on to add that a researcher wishing to adopt the qualitative approach in evaluation 

seeks to answer questions such as: what constitutes program quality? what is excellence? 

what is the quality of the program’s design, implementation and results with the aims of 

either increasing quality and excellence, enhancing effectiveness or generating and 

demonstrating a model of quality 

The qualitative research approach was deemed suitable to the study establishing the 

efficacy of digital preservation practices in institutional repositories for several reasons. 

Qualitative approach allows for an in-depth exploration of complex phenomena. Digital 

preservation practices in institutional repositories involve various factors such as 

organizational policies, technological infrastructure, and user engagement. A qualitative 

approach enabled the researcher to delve into these factors, understanding the underlying 

processes, challenges, and experiences related to digital preservation. Through methods 

like interviews, observations, and document analysis, the researchers was able to gather 

rich and detailed data that provide insights into the effectiveness of these practices. 
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In addition, qualitative research is well-suited for understanding the perspectives and 

experiences of individuals involved in digital preservation. This research topic involves 

multiple stakeholders, including repository administrators, librarians as well as IT support 

staff. By employing qualitative methods, the researcher was able to the diverse 

viewpoints of these stakeholders and gain a comprehensive understanding of their beliefs, 

attitudes, and behaviors regarding digital preservation. This holistic perspective was 

crucial for assessing the efficacy of the practices from different angles and identifying 

potential gaps or areas for improvement. 

Furthermore, qualitative research allows for flexibility and adaptability in exploring 

emergent themes and issues. The field of digital preservation is dynamic and constantly 

evolving, with new challenges and technologies emerging over time. A qualitative 

approach enabled the researcher to respond to these changes, adapting their research 

questions and methods to capture the latest developments and insights. It also allowed for 

the exploration of unexpected findings or novel practices that may not have been initially 

anticipated, contributing to a deeper understanding of digital preservation efficacy. 

Qualitative research enabled the researcher to uncover contextual factors and 

complexities associated with digital preservation practices. Institutional repositories 

operate within unique organizational, cultural, and technological contexts. By conducting 

qualitative research, the researcher was able to investigate how these contextual factors 

influence the implementation and effectiveness of digital preservation practices. This 

understanding was crucial for the development of targeted recommendations and 

strategies that are tailored to the specific institutional environment. 
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Qualitative research facilitated the exploration of the human and social dimensions of 

digital preservation practices allowing the researcher to examine not only the technical 

aspects but also the social, cultural, and organizational aspects that impact the efficacy of 

these practices. By capturing narratives, motivations, and interactions, the research shed 

light on the human factors involved in digital preservation, such as collaboration, 

knowledge sharing, and decision-making processes. 

3.3 Research Design 

According to Yin et al (2018) all types of empirical research study has research design. 

Bhatacherjee (2012) describes a research design as a comprehensive plan for data 

collection in an empirical research that acts as a blueprint to enable the researcher to 

answer specific research questions or testing specific hypotheses. A design’s purpose is 

to avoid situations where evidence or data collected does not address the research 

questions, (Yin, et al, 2018). Creswell and Creswell (2018) identified five types of 

qualitative research designs. These are: grounded theory, phenomenology, narrative 

research, ethnographies and case study research designs. Leedy, et al (2019) describes 

grounded theory as a design where the researcher focuses on a process related to a 

particular topic including people’s actions and interactions—with the ultimate goal of 

developing a theory about the process. Phenomenology design emphasizes the study of 

conscious experiences to assist the researcher understand the reality surrounding the 

phenomena by utilizing human judgment, perceptions, and actions of the participants 

(Bhatacherjee, 2012). The narrative design is rooted in the disciplines of psychology, 

sociology and anthropology and focuses on the recollections and stories of individuals 

who have had experiences related to these phenomena (Leedy et al, 2019). The 
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ethnography design enables a researcher to study an intact cultural group in a natural 

setting over a prolonged period of time by utilizing the interview and observation data 

collection methods (Creswel & Creswell, 2018). Dul and Hak (2008) describes a case 

study as a study in which (a) one case (single case study) or a small number of cases in 

their real life context are selected, and (b) scores obtained from these cases are analyzed 

in a qualitative manner. 

3.3.1 Case Study 

This study sought to establish the efficaciousness of digital preservation practices in 

Institutional Repositories (IRs) of selected public universities in Kenya in order to 

propose best practices for digital preservation in IRs. The study utilized a multiple case 

study design incorporating the evaluation research aspect. Weis (1998) describes an 

evaluative research as a systematic assessment of the operation & or the outcomes of a 

program or policy, compared to a set of explicit or implicit standards & means of 

contributing to the improvement of the program or policy, while Powell (2006, p102) 

defines it as “a type of study that uses standard social research methods for evaluative 

purposes, as a specific research methodology, and as an assessment process that employs 

special techniques unique to the evaluation of social programs”. Christie and Alkin 

(2013)identified three branches of evaluation: Methods, Use and Values. Mertens and 

Wilson (2014) added the fourth branch of Social Justice. Evaluative research involves 

immediate stakeholders as part of the evaluation process from the beginning. Powell 

further explains that a researcher carrying out evaluative research can utilize standards 

which are guidelines or recommended practices developed by a group of experts that 

serve as models for good service. There are methodologies developed for evaluative 
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research with Stern (2004) categorizing these methodologies into: the criteria or 

standards based position, which is concerned with judging success and performance by 

the application of standards; the causal inference position, which is concerned with 

explaining programme impacts and success and the formative or change oriented 

position, which seeks to bring about improvements both for programmes and for those 

who participate in them. This study is more of the first category basing its methodology 

on a criterion (ISO 14721:2012 and ISO 16363/TRD:2011) to establish the effectiveness 

of digital preservation practices within selected university libraries in Kenya.  

Connaway and Powell (2010) stress that a case study is appropriate for investigating 

phenomena when (1) a large variety of factors and relationships are included, (2) no basic 

laws exist to determine which factors and relationships are important and (3) when the 

factors and relationships can be directly observed. At the same time Yin (2018) asserts 

that case studies are applicable in evaluative studies in four ways. These are: to explain 

the presumed causal links in real-life interventions that are too complex for the survey or 

experimental strategies, to describe an intervention and the real-life context in which it 

occurred, case studies can illustrate certain topics within an evaluation in a descriptive 

mode and to enlighten those situations in which the intervention being evaluated has no 

clear, single set of outcomes. He goes on to say that the case study can be used to answer 

the “how” question of a research problem. Case studies have been known to involve a lot 

of interrelationships none of which is deemed more important than the others. Case 

studies are suited to provide an understanding of the interactions between information 

technology (IT)-related innovations and organizational contexts thus it was deemed a 

suitable research design as the success of digital preservation is dependent on the 
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organizational context (Williamson & Johanson, 2017). The use of more than one case 

allowed for a wider view of digital preservation within the case context and also to 

enlighten and answer the question “how” effective the digital preservation practices 

adopting Yin (2009) recommendation for such questions. Institutional repositories are 

information technology innovations whose study cannot be separated from the context of 

the organisation.Yinand Campbell, (2018) while exalting the strengths of multiple case 

studies argued that research utilizing this design was considered of higher quality than 

single cases providing a more robust data that can be relied upon. 

For this study, multiple case studies allowed for a comprehensive examination of the 

research topic. Digital preservation practices vary across different institutional 

repositories, influenced by factors such as organizational culture, resources, and policies. 

By conducting multiple case studies, the researcher was able to capture this variation and 

gain a holistic understanding of the efficacy of digital preservation practices. This 

enabled the exploration of commonalities and differences among cases, identifying 

patterns, challenges, and success factors that may not be apparent in a single case study. 

In addition, multiple case studies provided a basis for comparison and cross-validation of 

findings. By examining multiple institutional repositories, the researcher was able to 

compare and contrast their digital preservation practices, outcomes, and effectiveness. 

This comparative analysis allowed for the identification of best practices, lessons learned, 

and areas for improvement. The triangulation of data from multiple cases strengthens the 

validity and reliability of the research findings, as consistent patterns or themes emerging 

across cases enhance the confidence in the conclusions drawn. 
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Lastly, multiple case studies enabled the researcher to increase the reliability of the 

findings since the multiple cases support the transferability of findings to other contexts. 

The insights gained from studying multiple cases can be more easily generalized to other 

institutional repositories and inform the development of guidelines, recommendations, 

and best practices for digital preservation. By examining the efficacy of digital 

preservation practices in different settings, the researcher was able to identify common 

principles and strategies that could be applied in various institutional contexts, 

contributing to the advancement of the field as a whole. 

3.4 Population 

The population or universe has been defined by Singh (2006) as the entire mass of 

observations, which is the parent group from which a sample is to be formed. Sekaran 

(2003) describes it as the entire group of people, events, or things of interest that the 

researcher wishes to investigate. He goes on to identify population element as a single 

member of the population where as a population frame is the listing of all the elements in 

the population from which the sample is drawn. This study involves “establishing the 

efficacy of digital preservation practices in institutional repositories (IRs) of selected 

public universities in Kenya”. The population for this study includes all public 

universities in Kenya as indicated Open DOAR (2020) listing. According to Open DOAR 

only 22 public universities had been listed and these formed the target population. 

3.5 Target Population 

Moffat (2015) defines target population as all the members in the group to whom the 

investigation is related. Asiamah et al (2017), point out that the general population 

contains some elements that lack the desired characteristics for the study. They go on to 
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advice researchers undertaking qualitative research to focus on participants who can best 

share experiences and thoughts in order to address the qualitative research goal by 

identifying and eliminating individuals of the general population who may not have the 

ability to share experiences and thoughts in ample clarity and depth. According to 

Asiamah et al (2017) not general population can participate in the study. Public 

universities who have an institutional repositories and have registered their policies and 

mandates with the Registry of Open Access Repository Mandates and Policies 

(ROARMAP) formed part of the target population since the policy and mandate were an 

important aspect of the study. Only 11 out of the 22 have been able to do this 

(ROARMAP, 2020). A summary of the population type, characterizes and size is given in 

table 5 below. 

Table 4: Population Type Characteristics and Size 

Type of population Criteria for inclusion Population size 

General population Public universities with established 

institutional repositories as listed in 

OpenDOAR 

22 

Target population Public Universities who have registered 

their open access policies and mandates 

with ROARMAP 

11 

3.7 Sample Design and Sampling Techniques 

Onwuegbuzie and Collins (2007) define sampling designs as representing the framework 

within which the sampling occurs, including the number and types of sampling schemes 

and the sample size. A good sample design should therefore result to a truly 

representative sample; must result to a small sampling error; must be viable in the context 
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of funds available for the research study and should be such that the results of the sample 

study can be applied, in general, for the universe with a reasonable level of confidence 

(Taherdoost, 2016). 

Taherdoost (2016) further identifies two types of sampling techniques: probability 

sampling and non-probability sampling. Probability sampling is based on the concept of 

random selection, whereas non-probability sampling is ‘non-random’ sampling. 

According to Saunders et al (2007), non-probability sampling is suitable for case studies. 

Expounding on this, Gerring (2007) explains that the goals of case study research dictate 

that they are met through purposive (nonrandom) selection procedures and that a case is 

chosen based on the way it is placed within the population. For this reason, then, non-

probability sampling techniques were adopted. Criterion purposive sampling was used in 

selecting to select three public universities. Palinkas et al (2015) argued that purposive 

sampling is mostly used for the identification and selection of information-rich cases 

related to the phenomenon of interest. Purposive sampling allows a researcher to identify 

and select respondents who are knowledgeable and have experience with the 

phenomenon under study. More so it is applied in qualitative research to allow for the in-

depth study of the phenomenon. The three cases were selected purposively using the 

following criteria: length of time they had been in existence; how far they had been able 

to develop their institutional repository infrastructure judged by a number of factors such 

as: Time the repository was registered with OpenDOAR (UoN; 2013, KU; 2012, JKUAT; 

2013); amount of content as indicated in their repository websites at the time (over 3500 

items)and registration with ROARMAP. The criteria on time of registration was based on 

the assumption that the universities had well-established IRs with content that may 
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necessitate the need for active digital preservation while registration with OpenROAR 

indicated evidence of policies which was one of the elements under study. 

The library and ICT departments were also chosen purposively owing to the fact that the 

library department is responsible for the management of the institutional repository and 

that the ICT department is involved in one way or another in the management of the 

technical aspects of the IRs. 

Expert sampling a type of purposive sampling was used in selecting the actual 

participants from the library and ICT departments. From the library, these included 

repository administrators, senior library management comprising of university librarians 

or director and the deputy university librarians responsible for policy development and 

implementation selected from the library. From ICT department, the technical person 

attached to the library was selected. 

3.8 Sample Size 

Sekaran (2003) defines a sample as subset of the population and comprises some 

members selected from it. According to Guest, Namey and Chen (2020), data saturation 

is the most commonly employed concept for estimating sample sizes in qualitative 

research.  Braun and Clarke (2021) have described data saturation as the point at which 

both the quality (richness, depth, diversity and complexity) and quantity are achieved. 

Qualitative research utilizes a small sample in order to support the depth of case-oriented 

analysis, (Asiamah, N. et al, 2017). In addition, qualitative samples are purposive, that is, 

selected by virtue of their capacity to provide richly-textured information, relevant to the 

phenomenon under investigation (Vasileiou, et al 2018). In this study, in-depth interviews 
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were conducted allowing the researcher to gather significant amounts of data from a 

small sample both in terms of cases included in the university and the actual respondents. 

Data coding was guided by the interview and document analysis guides as well as the 

observation guide allowing the researcher to collect enough in-depth data for all the 

themes. The researcher went over and over the data to identify any content that could 

have been left out otherwise. In the UoN one Library director, two deputy university 

librarians, two repository administrators, a systems librarian and one ICT library liaison 

person formed part of the sample. For university JKUAT and KU the sample consisted of 

one university librarian, one deputy librarian (each had one), two repository 

administrators, the systems librarian and one ICT library liaison person in each case. 

A total of 19 (nineteen) respondents were involved in this study, seven from UoN and six 

from each of the other universities under study as shown in table 6. 

Table 5: Sample Population Framework 

 University 

Librarian 

Deputy 

University 

Librarian 

Systems 

Librarian 

IR staff ICT staff Total 

UoN 1 2 1 2 1 7 

JKUAT 1 1 1 2 1 6 

KU 1 1 1 2 1 6 

Total      19 

 

3.9 Data Collection Techniques/Methods 

Data collection is a process of collecting information from all the relevant sources to find 

answers to the research problem (Kabir, 2016). The main methods of qualitative data 
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collection are participant observation, qualitative interview, focus groups and qualitative 

observation (Bryman, 2012). Zikmund et al (2012) describe a focus group interview as an 

unstructured, free-flowing interview with a small group of people usually between six 

and ten that allows for multiple perspectives. While this is one of the major strengths of 

focus groups, Berg and Lune (2017) cautions against the use of focus groups to collect 

data on events, behaviors, or feelings rather they recommend the use of one-on-one 

interviews. 

The interview method was used to gather information from all the respondents. A 

Qualitative interview is as a conversation whose purpose is to gather information from an 

interview by an interviewer (Berg &Lune, 2017). 

3.9.1 Face to Face Interviews 

Osang et.al. (2013) have described face to face interviews as a series of questions a 

researcher addresses personally to respondents. Patton (2002), describes three types of 

qualitative face to face interviews. These are: the informal conversational interviews; the 

general interview guide approach and the standardized open ended interview. An 

interview guide is a list of questions to be explored and is prepared to ensure the same 

line of questions is taken with all interviews. The aim of this research was to evaluate the 

digital preservation practices in the selected universities and the interview guide enabled 

the researcher to be able to focus on the topic under study thus collect quality and 

comprehensive data. Cohen et.al. (2007) recognized the importance of an interview guide 

by outlining its benefit as being able to increase the comprehensiveness of the data as 

well as helping the researcher to anticipate logical gaps in data and close them in 

advance. 
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Face to face interviews can be structured where questions are clearly defined or 

unstructured where questions are influenced by the responses the researcher receives.  To 

be able to achieve this, the perspectives of the participants was necessary. 

Unstructured interviews have the advantage of allowing flexibility, enabling the 

researcher to adjust the questions depending on responses given in order to collect 

adequate data (Walliman, 2011).  This is because the interviewer was able to ask probing 

questions and also the respondent had a chance to ask for clarifications in case of 

misunderstanding. Interviews made it possible to obtain the data that was required to 

meet specific objectives of the study. This was achieved by enabling the researcher to be 

up close to the sources of data as well as support the triangulation of sources. Probing 

questions enabled the researcher to ensure that data relevant to the research questions was 

collected. The face to face interview also enabled the researcher to clarify a few questions 

since some of the interviewees were not familiar with some of the digital preservation 

aspects enabling the respondent give the relevant response. 

Interviews give the interviewer a chance to explain the purpose of the research thereby 

convincing the respondents of its importance. This way, the respondents were able to 

cooperate fully in the research process. 

According to Qu and Dumay (2011), Many respondents do not like to expose their 

negative side, an interview allows an interviewer to get such information through 

interaction and genuine conversation and continued reassurance of confidentiality thus 

allowing the researcher to get more insights into the phenomenon under study. 
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3.9.2 Observation 

Zikmund et al (2013) is a systematic process of recording behavioral patterns of people, 

objects, and occurrences as they happen as well watching ad recording events as they 

happen. Cohen (2007) describes observation as powerful tool for gaining insight into 

situations although he does not recommend its application on its own due to validity and 

reliability. 

He recounts several strengths of the method including: its ability to eliminate bias if 

accurately applied, Secondly, the currency of information obtained, that is information 

obtained under this method relates to what is currently happening; its simplicity devoid of 

complications emanating from past behavior or future intentions or attitudes, and lastly 

its independence of respondents’ willingness to respond and as such is relatively less 

demanding of active cooperation on the part of respondents. All these qualities were 

found to be desirable for the study. Observation can be participatory or non-participatory. 

Non-participant observation is where the researcher watches either openly or concealed 

but does not engage in the activities while participant observation is where the researcher 

is also a member of the group being observed, (Morgan, et al, 2017).  

This study utilized non-participatory observation that enabled the research to observe 

actions directly. Observation went hand in hand with the face to face interviews and was 

used to confirm responses from these interviews. It was also performed together with 

document analysis to identify whether what policy proposes corresponds with what the 

database has on file format, type of content and metadata. 
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 Non participatory observation was used to collect data in the following areas: Types file 

of formats, metadata creation, quality control activities, digital preservation strategies, 

types of contents, digital preservation platform, adherence to policies and procedures and 

digital storage media. An observation guide was used with themes derived from the 

research objectives (Appendix 2). 

3.9.3 Document Analysis 

Gross (2018) defines document analysis a form of qualitative research that uses a 

systematic procedure to analyze documentary evidence and answer specific research 

questions. And that document analysis can be used as a standalone or as a component of 

qualitative research to triangulate data collected through other methods. Documents can 

either provide primary or secondary data. Documents providing primary data would 

include minutes, policies emails and photographs among others. Bowen (2009) sums up 

the purpose of document analysis as gathering background information and determining 

if implementation of the program reflects program plans. 

In this study, document analysis was used to collect primary data in order to support 

triangulation. Institutional repository policies, procedures and the website were analyzed 

to collaborate data gathered through the interviews. Gross (2018) postulates that when 

document analysis is used in triangulation, the documents corroborate or refute, elucidate, 

or expand on findings across other data sources. This helps to guard against bias. In this 

study, document analysis was used in answering questions on institutional responsibility 

and viability especially in regard to policies, plans, budgets and mandates. At the same 

time, the repository database and website was analyzed to confirm responses given about 
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content, metadata and file formats. A document analysis guide (appendix 2) was used in 

collecting the required data. 

3.10 Reliability and Validity 

Reliability refers to the ability of research data to be consistent, dependable or replicable. 

Bashir, et al (2008 citing Joppe, 2000) define reliability as: “The extent to which results 

are consistent over time and an accurate representation of the total population under study 

is referred to as reliability and if the results of a study can be reproduced under a similar 

methodology, then the research instrument is considered to be reliable” (p. 1). Validity 

refers to the correctness or precision of a research reading. Validity is concerned with 

whether the findings are really about what they appear to be about (Saunders etal 2007). 

Bell et al (2018) citing LeCompte & Goetz (1982) decry the challenge of achieving 

validity in qualitative research as it mostly relies on case studies and small samples. 

According to Golafishani (2003 citing Stenbacka, 2001) the concept of reliability is even 

misleading in qualitative research and proposes that reliability be replaced with 

truthfulness. Equivalent psychometric measures of data gathering tools used in qualitative 

research in place of reliability and validity include triangulation, transferability, 

credibility, trustworthiness, truth, value, applicability, consistency and confirmability.  

Trustworthiness 

Trustworthiness points out to the level of confidence readers have in what a researcher 

has reported. Research procedures utilized by a researcher during the research activity 

and in reporting assists in creating trust. Qualitative researchers are encouraged to adopt 

strategies such as triangulation, transferability, dependability, reflexivity and 
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conformability in order to ensure the trustworthiness their research. (Bell, et al, 2018). 

The strategies adopted for trustworthiness in this study are discussed below. 

Triangulation 

Triangulation refers to using more than one particular approach when doing research in 

order to get richer, fuller data and/or to help confirm the results of the research (Wilson, 

2014). In the context of qualitative research, Leedy et al (2019) describe triangulation as 

the collection and comparison of multiple kinds of data, with the goal of finding 

consistencies or in consistencies among them. It is an attempt to gain more than one 

perspective on phenomenon that is being investigated. In fact, Yin & Campbell, (2018) 

caution against the reliance of one source when utilizing a case study design. It may be 

two or more perspectives, despite the triangulation. The researcher used triangulation of 

instruments where for example respondents were asked questions and then observation 

and document analysis checked whether the information given tallied with what was on 

the ground. 

Transferability 

Transferability has been described as “Extent to which a research study’s findings might 

be similar or applicable to other individuals, settings, and contexts” (Leedy et al, 2019).  

Qualitative research findings lean towards contextual uniqueness due to the small sample 

size utilized and raises the question on whether the results can hold the same in another 

context (Bell, et al 2018).  This study ensured transferability by describing the accounts 

under study in detail. This is in line with Bell et al (2018) who citing Geertz (1973) 

advised qualitative researchers to give thick descriptions of the phenomena under study in 
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order to provide others with a database for making judgements about the possible 

transferability of findings to other contexts. 

Dependability 

Leedy et al (2019) describe dependability as a concept that accounts for the ever-

changing contexts within which research studies take place and thus requires researchers 

to provide in-depth descriptions of their data collection methods. Bell et al (2018) 

proposed both a detailed description of the research methods and a peer audit throughout 

the research. This research sought to achieve dependability by giving a detailed 

description of the research methods used as well as frequently consulting the supervisors 

to act as auditors. 

Reflexivity 

According to Leedy et al (2019) reflexivity is the ability to actively identify personal, 

social, political, or philosophical biases that are likely to affect the ability of a researcher 

to collect and interpret data and then take whatever steps they can to reduce such 

influences. An important dimension of this capacity is to step away from what they have 

thus identified, while acknowledging their own roles in the conduct of their research. 

This research sought to achieve this by jotting down the comments of both the researcher 

as well as the respondents, reading through the interpretations and editing out evidence of 

bias, memoing immediately after an interview as well as meticulously describing all 

choices of research methods. 

Confirmability 

Leedy et al (2019) have described confirmability as the ability of the researcher to make a 

concerted effort to base their conclusions on their actual data as much as possible. The 
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researcher was able to achieve confirmability by using audio recordings to complement 

what was written in note book as well as taking screenshots from the database. This 

provided an audit trail that enabled the researcher to look back and confirm whether the 

findings discussed corresponded with the data from the field. 

3.11 Data Analysis 

Cohen, et al, (2007) describes qualitative data analysis as the process of organizing, 

accounting for and explaining data and involves making sense of the participant’s 

definition of situation taking note of patterns themes and categories. Qualitative data 

analysis focuses on text rather than numbers and are therefore not straight forward to 

analyze Bell, et al (2018). According to Bryman (2012), qualitative data can be analyzed 

using techniques such as grounded theory, thematic analysis, Content analysis, discourse 

analysis and narrative analysis. 

Content analysis has been described by White and Marsh (2006) as a highly flexible 

research method that has been widely used in library and information science. Content 

analysis involves summarizing and reporting written data (Cohen et al (2007). There are 

two types of content analysis: conceptual analysis and relational analysis (Wilson, 2016). 

Conceptual analysis involves coding content to certain words, themes or themes? Whole. 

Relational analysis involves identifying the relationships between the words and themes 

(Wilson, 2016). Concept analysis is used to systematically analyze documents obtained 

or generated in the course of research. Content analysis is based on the premise that many 

words from interviews, observations and documents can be reduced to or organized into 

categories in which words or word units (paragraphs) share the same meaning. One of the 

strengths of qualitative content analysis is that it allows the researcher to scrutinize data 
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closely, identifying concepts and patterns. Through this process, the researcher may come 

across some patterns and concepts that were not foreshadowed but are important to 

consider. It has been argued that in such cases, it is acceptable for the researcher to alter 

his/her interests and research questions to pursue these new patterns (Leedy et al, 2019). 

Hsieh and Shannon (2005) identified three approaches to content analysis: conventional, 

directed, or summative. Conventional content analysis involves deriving coding 

categories directly from the text data while directed analysis involves starting with a 

theory or relevant research findings as guidance for initial codes. A summative content 

analysis involves counting and comparisons, usually of keywords or content, followed by 

the interpretation of the underlying context (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Conventional 

content analysis is also known as inductive content analysis and is used when the 

research purpose is to describe a phenomenon on which there is only limited literature 

and no existing theory (Zaidman- Zait, 2014).On the other hand, directed content analysis 

is aimed at validation or extension of a theoretical framework (Mayring, 

2014).Researchers using the directed content analysis approach identifies the device that 

will guide them through data collection and analysis (Kibiswa, 2019). The researcher is 

guided by categories and themes that they had defined prior to the data collection during 

data analysis and interpretation. Hsieh and Shannon (2005) recommend directed content 

analysis when the researcher wants to extend a theory in a context or a situation different 

from the one in which that theory was developed, to provide supporting or non-

supporting evidence for an existing theory (e.g., to validate the theory), to complete the 

description of a phenomenon already theorized or to use the existing theory to guide the 

discussion on the research findings. 
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This study sought to establish the efficacy of digital preservation practices of selected IRs 

in public universities in Kenya. The study utilized directed content analysis where 

existing research theoretical frameworks relevant to the study informed the codes and 

themes used for analysis. The choice of directed content analysis was informed by the 

fact that the study was evaluative in nature and required an evaluation criterion that was 

adopted from ISO 14721:2012 and ISO 16363: 2011. Predefined themes identified from 

documents such as policies, websites, interview responses and observation included: 

content characteristics, policy, planning, digital preservation strategies were borrowed 

from the standards. Challenges of digital preservation and recommendations were new 

themes that the researcher identified from face to face interviews.  

The researcher utilized Kibiswa, (2019) three phase of directed qualitative content 

analysis for data analysis as described below. 

Phase 1: Preparation Phase 

Step 1: Developing the study’s frame and operational definitions 

This step involved studying the ISO 14721:2012 and the ISO 16363:2011 and identifying 

the themes and sub themes as shown in table 6 below: 
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Table 6: Themes and Subthemes as Derived from Theoretical Framework 

Standard Theme Subtheme 

ISO 14721:2012 Content Type of content 

Acquisition and selection 

File format 

Metadata 

Policy Evidence of policy 

Plan Evidence of plan 

Preservation strategies  

ISO16363:2011 Policy Evidence 

Content 

Responsibility for preservation 

 Plan Evidence of plan 

 

Technology 

Finance 

Staffing 

Procedural documentation 

 Preservation strategies  

 

Step 2: Determining the unit of analysis and sampling materials to be analyzed 

In this phase the researcher analyzed data from policies, procedures, websites, databases, 

notes face to face interviews, transcribed interviews as well as notes from observation. 

The researcher also settled on the unit of analysis. A unit of analysis has been defined as 

“whole text which is large enough to be considered as a whole and small enough to be 

kept in mind as a context for the meaning unit during the analysis process” (Graneheim & 

Lundman, 2004).The theme was chosen as the unit of analysis. 

Step 3: Getting a sense of the data 

This involves searching and locating the themes and sub themes identified in step 1. The 

researcher read through the source materials highlighting the words, phrases or other text 
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that are identical, close or similar to the themes and subthemes identified in step 1. By 

going through the data back and forth until data saturation is achieved. See table 8. 

Phase Two: Data Analysis Phase 

Step 4: Data coding and organizing 

This involved reading the material interpretatively in order to assign codes to the 

highlighted text indicating the source in order to give context to the data. See table 8 

Step 5: Making connections, interpreting them, and drawing conclusions 

The researcher analyzed the data and presented it in a meaningful way, offering 

supporting evidence through a table summarizing the responses and results obtained from 

content analysis. Visual aids such as screenshots, photographs, and verbal citations were 

utilized. Additionally, two new themes emerged from the data analysis, focusing on the 

challenges of digital preservation and potential solutions to address these challenges. 

Step 6: Verifying interpretations plausibility and ensuring trustworthiness.  

The researcher effectively communicated the research findings, accompanied by a clear 

articulation of the research methodology, including the rationale for its selection. The 

interpretations and conclusions drawn were supported by quotations, figures, and tables, 

providing evidence for the reader to assess the transferability, dependability, and 

confirmability of the findings. This approach empowers the reader to form their own 

judgments regarding the research outcomes. 
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Phase Three: Reporting the Analysis Process 

Step 7: Making an appropriate outline for a detailed presentation.  

The structure of the thesis is guided by the school of post graduate thesis guidelines. The 

findings for the study are discussed guided by the themes identified during data analysis. 

Step 8: Thick description of the research history and findings.  

The researcher has provided a detailed description of the findings by presenting the 

findings, interpreting the findings within the context of their origin, placed the findings 

within the context of existing literature, made conclusions based on the findings as well 

provided recommendations guided by the findings. 
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Table 7: Sample Directed Content Analysis 

Research Question Data from policy interview and 

observation 

Code Theme as identified 

from ISO 14721 and 

ISO 16363 

subtheme1 subtheme subtheme 3 

1.What are the 

characteristics of digital 

objects accepted for 

storage in IRs in the 

public universities under 

study 

Content Policy: The repository shall 

accept submissions of the following types 

of materials: ------ 

Any research which includes a confidential 

report for a sponsor, i.e., 

company/commercial third party, will not 

be included, or will have restricted access 

unless otherwise agreed by the sponsor. 

 

 

Authors who are depositors shall only 

submit their own work for archiving. 

Where an item has multiple authors: At 

least one author must be a member of staff 

or a student of , and The submitting author 

shall obtain the permission of the co-

authors 

“we take content as guided by our OA 

policy but sometimes because of PC 

targets we accept outside the define types. 

For example, we had started ingesting 

photographsof management but we 

found this unsustainable” 

content 

 

 

 policy 

 

 

 

Procedures  

 

 

 

Defined 

Content 

define the type of 

data to be collected 

 

should have 

supporting policies 

and procedures that 

govern the selection 

criteria 

 

set procedures for 

negotiating for the 

information 

 

define content 

Type of 

content 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type of 

content 

(deviation 

noted) 

Acquisition 

and selection 

 

 

Defined 

content 

boundaries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Procedures for 

submission 
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3.12 Ethical issues 

Hammersley and Traianou (2012) describe ethics as set of principles that embody or 

exemplify what is good or right or allow us to identify what is bad or wrong. Wiles 

(2013) classify ethical frameworks as consequentialist, principlist, ethics of care and 

virtue ethics and expound that consequential ethics are based on consequences of actions, 

principlist are non-consequential and relate to principles to respect participants’ 

autonomy such as informed consent, ethics of care are based on compassion and the need 

to act to the best of interest of the people involved in research while virtue ethics focus on 

the moral character of the researcher. 

Based on these frameworks then, this study took into account several ethical issues such 

as: 

Confidentiality  

Confidentiality is concerned with maintaining privacy and respect for autonomy and sets 

to ensure that information given to another person will not be repeated without their 

permission (wiles, 2013). Hammersley (2012) recognized the importance of 

confidentiality in research as it is meant to protect the participants form negative 

consequences if the information is revealed. The researcher ensured confidentiality and 

privacy by ensuring that the respondents names did not appear anywhere in the published 

research. Any information collected from one participant was not repeated to another 

participant. During document analysis any information that was not for the public was 

treated as such. 
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Plagiarism 

“Plagiarism involves either (a) presenting another person’s work as being one’s own or 

(b) insufficiently acknowledging and identifying the sources from which one has drawn 

while writing” (Leedy et al, 2019, 102). Bellet al (2018) advise researchers to avoid 

plagiarism at all cost and this was taken into consideration throughout this research by 

ensuring that any information borrowed from other researchers was adequately cited and 

referenced according to APA 6th edition referencing style. More so the work was 

checked for any unintentional plagiarism by using Turnitin plagiarism checker before 

submission. 

Voluntary and Informed Consent 

According to Hammersley and Traianou (2012), the principle of informed consent is 

rooted in the idea that individuals should have the freedom to make decisions based on 

what they believe is best for themselves. This principle serves as the foundation for 

obtaining informed consent from participants in research studies. As advised by Yin 

(2018), researchers should ensure that participants are fully informed about the nature of 

the study and actively seek their voluntary participation. 

Informed consent plays a crucial role in ensuring that individuals have a clear 

understanding of what it entails to participate in a specific research study, enabling them 

to make a conscious and deliberate decision regarding their involvement. Following Yin's 

(2018) recommendation, the researcher in this study explained the purpose of the 

research to the participants and ensured that they were aware of the time commitment and 

the type of information required during the interviews. By providing this information, the 
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researcher aimed to obtain informed consent from the participants, acknowledging their 

autonomy and ensuring they were well-informed before deciding to take part in the study. 

Adherence to Legal and Policy Regulations 

In accordance with the research regulations outlined by Wiles (2013), researchers are 

obligated to comply with legal requirements pertinent to their studies. In line with this, 

the researcher in this study adhered to the necessary procedures and obtained a research 

license from the National Commission for Science, Technology, and Innovation 

(NACOSTI), as indicated in the appendix. Additionally, authorization was sought from 

the universities under investigation, in accordance with their individual research policies. 

The researcher obtained letters of approval from these institutions, which are included in 

the appendix, demonstrating compliance with their regulations and commitment to ethical 

research conduct. 

3.13 Summary 

This chapter provides an overview of the research methodology employed in the study. 

The research paradigm and approach were discussed, with the study being guided by the 

pragmatic paradigm, which is particularly suitable for qualitative research seeking 

practical answers to research questions. To enhance the quality of the data collected, 

multiple case studies were utilized. 

 

The population for this study consisted of public universities that had established 

Institutional Repositories (IRs), and the target population specifically included public 

universities with IRs that had open access policies. Purposive sampling was employed to 

select three universities as well as the participants within those universities who would be 

involved in the study. 
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Data collection in this qualitative research study involved interviews, observation, and 

document analysis. Directed content analysis was employed to analyze the qualitative 

data. To ensure the credibility of the research findings, several strategies were employed, 

including triangulation, flexibility in data collection, confirmability of the analysis, 

transferability of the results, and dependability of the research process. 

Ethical considerations were carefully addressed throughout the study. Measures were 

taken to maintain the confidentiality of participants, avoid plagiarism, and adhere to legal 

and policy requirements. These ethical considerations were vital to protect the rights and 

well-being of the participants and maintain the integrity of the research process. 

The chosen methodology facilitated the collection of relevant data aligned with the 

research objectives and research questions. Table 7 provides a summary of how the 

research methodology aligned with the specific research objectives and questions, 

demonstrating the appropriateness and effectiveness of the chosen approach. 
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Table 8: Linkage of Research Objectives and Questions to Sources of Data 

Objective Research Question Source of data 

Determine the characteristics of 

digital resources in the 

institutional repositories 

What types of digital objects are 

accepted for storage in IRs in the 

public universities under study? 

Librarians and IR 

administrators, ICT Liaison 

and Database and website 

Audit the existing digital 

preservation policies 

Are the digital preservation policies 

suitable to support long term digital 

preservation? 

Librarian, IR  

administrators, ICT 

Liaison, document review 

Appraise the digital 

preservation plans of the 

selected IRs 

How adequate is the digital 

preservation plan? 

Librarian, IR  

administrators, ICT 

Liaison, document review 

Examine the digital 

preservation strategies practiced 

by the IRs in the selected 

universities 

To what extent do the preservation 

strategies being used by the IRs 

adequate to support long term 

preservation? 

Librarian, IR  

administrators, ICT 

Liaison, document review, 

Database 

Identify digital preservation 

challenges in the selected public 

universities 

What challenges does the IRs 

experience in regard to preserving 

research outputs? 

Librarian, IR 

administrators, ICT 

Liaison. 

Make recommendations and 

propose best practices for 

digital preservation in The IRs 

of the selected universities. 

What can be done to improve the 

effectiveness of digital preservation 

practices in the selected universities 

? 

Librarian, IR  

administrators, ICT 

Liaison, best practices from 

existing literature 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter analyses, presents and interprets the data. The aim of the research was to 

evaluate digital preservation practices in Institutional Repositories (IRs) of selected 

public universities in Kenya with the aim of making recommendations as well as propose 

best practices for digital preservation in IRs. Data was collected from face to face 

interviews, analysis of policies and procedures and form observation. The study 

generated primary   qualitative data that was analyzed manually using directed/ deductive 

content analysis The process identified key themes and sub themes guided by ISO 

14721:2012 and ISO 13663: 2011as proposed by Hsieh& Shannon (2005). The analysis 

resulted into the following key themes: Characteristics of information materials accepted 

into the IRs, Preservation policy, Preservation plan, digital preservation strategies in 

place, the challenges experienced and proposed solutions to digital preservation. Data 

was presented in narrative form and tables where applicable. 

4.1 Response Rate 

This study interviewed 19 people involved in the establishment and day to day 

management of institutional repositories with a 100% response rate. The respondents 

were distributed as shown in table 8 below. 
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Table 9: Respondent Rate by Participant Categories 

  PARTICIPANTS' CATEGORY  

University 

Libraries 

     Total 

A 1 2 1 2 1 7 

B 1 1 1 2 1 6 

C 1 1 1 2 1 6 

Total      19 

4.2 Characteristics of Materials Accepted into the Repositories 

The research sought to find out the characteristics of resources accepted in the 

institutional repositories of the universities under study. Themes identified in this 

objective included type of content, file formats, procedures for ingest as well as metadata.  

A summary  of the responses discussed in this section are indicated in table 11  below: 

 

Table 10: Summary of Responses on Characteristics of Digital Materials Accepted 

in the IRS 

Question A B C 

Are the boundaries for 

the digital collection 

clearly defined in an 

acquisition policy? 

Yes (following types of 

materials shall be 

accepted) 

Yes(repository shall 

accept submissions of 

the following types of 

materials 

Yes (repository 

shall accept 

submissions of 

the following 

types of 

materials 

What formats of 

information resources 

are accepted in the 

repository? 

PDF (including image 

files) VOB (video) 

PDF, MP4 (video) Defined in 

policy (table 

14). In addition 

mp4 and vts, 

html 

Are these formats 

clearly articulated in a 

policy? 

No (File formats that are 

platform-independent, 

vendor-independent, 

No mention of file 

formats 

File formats 

clearly defined 
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non-proprietary, stable, 

widely supported 

Are their guidelines for 

depositors and ingest? 

No guidelines but in 

process of developing. 

Policy on submission 

only identifies who can 

deposit  

No guidelines. Policy 

on submission only 

identifies who can 

deposit 

No guidelines. 

Policy on 

submission only 

identifies who 

can deposit 

What type of metadata 

is collected during 

ingest? 

Descriptive metadata 

(from policy) and 

database 

Technical (file type and 

size) 

Rights metadata 

(permissions to access 

digital objects, use of 

creative commons- 

policy clear and license 

used 

Administrative 

(permissions to manage 

digital objects, persistent 

identifiers, metadata 

documenting changes 

like corrections to the 

original) 

Descriptive metadata 

(from policy) and 

database 

Technical (file type 

and size) 

Rights metadata 

(permissions to access 

digital objects, no open 

access license 

identified, 

Administrative 

(permissions to 

manage digital objects, 

persistent identifiers) 

 

Descriptive 

metadata (from 

policy) and 

database 

Technical (file 

type and size) 

Rights metadata 

(permissions to 

access digital 

objects, no open 

access license 

identified, 

Administrative 

(permissions to 

manage digital 

objects, 

persistent 

identifiers) 

Is the metadata 

collected enough for 

long term preservation? 

Lacked technical 

metadata such as 

software and hardware 

descriptions, File type 

and size automatically 

identified by system 

Lacked technical 

metadata such as 

software and hardware 

descriptions, File type 

and size automatically 

identified by system 

Lacked 

technical 

metadata such 

as software and 

hardware 

descriptions, 

File type and 

size 

automatically 
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identified by 

system 

What  metadata 

standards do you apply? 

Dublin Core Metadata Dublin Core Metadata Dublin Core 

Metadata 

 

4.2.1 Types of Digital Materials 

The study found that some of the resources were common in all three universities under 

study. These resources included books, conference/workshop/seminar papers, theses and 

dissertations, policies/ reports/ newsletters, public lectures and speeches, and journal 

articles, graduation resources (video and lists). There were a few types of resources that 

were not common to all of them such as multimedia and undergraduate projects as well 

as a collection called archives that had microform thesis with only metadata, pictorial 

collection and rare collections. 

 

The study established that in all the universities under study, a large part of the content 

was taken by thesis and dissertations distributed shown in table 12 below: 

 

Table 11: Distribution of Content Type across the University 

University A B C 

Thesis and dissertation 43557 10951 2800 

research / journal articles 31758 5527 259 

conference proceedings 7308 598 1515 

Books/book chapters 2049 266  

Others 26037 584 188 

Total 110709 17926 4762 
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At university A, thesis and dissertations formed 39.4% of the total content, while, 

research papers/journal articles were 28.7%, Conference proceedings (6.6 %) books and 

book(1.85%), others (23.5). In B, thesis and dissertations formed 61.1 %, journal articles 

(30.8%), conference proceedings (3.3) %, books and book chapters (1.5%) and 

others(3.3%). The distribution of content type in university C was as follows: thesis and 

dissertations formed (58.8%), research papers (5.4%), conference proceedings were 

(31.8%) and others (3.9%). From this then, it can be deduced that 78% of the content in 

the IRs were primary information sources (thesis and dissertation, conference 

proceedings and journal /research articles) that are very useful in scholarly 

communication for furthering research. The large concentration of thesis, dissertations 

and research papers in all the repositories underscored the need for the IRs to consider 

their preservationto ensure that future generations have access to these resources. 

 

The findings established that thesis and dissertations had an analog equivalent mainly 

because it was mandatory that postgraduate students presented both a soft copy and a 

hard copy before graduation. Still a good number of the items in the collections had only 

the digital copy especially journal articles published in open access journals as well as 

journal articles published in journals that the library had not subscribed to. It was evident 

from the responses that the availability of an analog equivalent impacted on digital 

preservation negatively posing risks to born digital content such as research articles 

published in e-journals. Respondents considered the existence of an analog copy was 

security enough against loss of information since the IR could always digitize in case of 

loss. 
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4.2.2 Defined Boundaries for Materials accepted 

The study established that there were clear boundaries defined on which resources were 

accepted. This was in presented as a section in the open access policies documenting the 

type of content that was accepted for storage by the repositories. These resources are as 

shown in table 13 below: 

Table 12: Type of Content Received in the IRs of the Selected Universities 

TYPES OF MATERIALS 
UNIVERSITY 

A B C 

Theses and dissertations ✓ ✓ ✓ 

research projects ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Scholarly Research articles (published peer reviewed and pre-prints ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Open lectures ✓ X X 

Conference/workshop Proceedings; ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Books and book chapters ✓ ✓ X 

Monographs ✓ X X 

Image collections (paintings, pictures, drawings, illustrations ✓ X X 

Audio and audio-visual materials ✓ X X 

Technical reports and working papers ✓ ✓ X 

Inaugural lectures, distinguished lectures, speeches ✓ X X 

Datasets ✓ X X 

Refereed designs ✓ X ✓ 

Creative, performance-based and visual arts outputs that have 

research components 

X X ✓ 

Admissions lists ✓ X X 

Graduation lists ✓ X X 

University policies ✓ X X 

Events programs ✓ X X 

Valedictory presentations ✓ X X 

University calendars ✓ X X 

University magazines ✓ X X 

Forms ✓ X X 

Newsletters ✓ ✓ X 

Literary publications ✓ X  X 

Journalism student media content ✓ X X 

Other materials produced by academic/research staff and approved 

by Deputy Vice Chancellor, (Research, Production and Extension), 

Directors of, Schools/Deans of 

✓ ✓  

Learning objects (past papers, lecture notes and presentations) X  ✓ X 

Unpublished scholarly works X X ✓ 
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Although the acquisition section of the OA policies clearly identified content accepted a 

clause indicating “any other material” gave leeway to receive all types of content 

procedurally. This left them open to receive content not well defined such as charters and 

graduation booklets and undergraduate projects. The implications of the “any other 

material” was reflected in one repository where a pictorial collection had been established 

consisting of photographs of university management and other dignitaries scanned and 

saved in PDF. It was also noted that this collection was deemed unsustainable because 

the repository management found it difficult to keep up with frequent changes in 

management. Although new materials could not be added to this collection, no decision 

had been made on what to do with what had already been deposited in the repository 

except to make it inaccessible to the public. These instances revealed the importance of a 

strong selection policy to determine what was ingested into the repository with a goal to 

long term preservation as well as adhering to the characteristics of a repository of 

cumulative and perpetual. 

 

Figure 3 below shows an example of a discontinued file collection 

 

Figure 3: Sample Pictorial Collection 
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The findings revealed the need for a needs analysis as defined by the OAIS reference 

model. The needs analysis enables IR administrators to make suitable decisions in regard 

to the “other material” as prescribed by the policy by ensuring that they are anchored on 

user requirements. 

 

It was also noted that the acquisition policy had well defined procedures for withdraw of 

items from the repositories as indicated through statements such as: “items will be 

preserved indefinitely”; “items may only be removed from there repository due to: 

proven copyright violation or plagiarism; legal requirements and proven violations; 

national security; falsified research; and request by author”. In line with the IR 

characteristics of cumulative and perpetual, the policies also stated that “withdrawn items 

will not be deleted but will be removed from public view” and that “withdrawn items' 

identifiers/URLs will be retained indefinitely”. These statements emphasized the need for 

strong quality control procedures to avoid cases where the resources were ingested into 

the repository but are withdrawn for one reason or the other. 

4.2.3 Types of Formats Accepted in the Institutional Repositories 

On what type of formats were accepted in the repository, all the universities accepted the 

Portable Document Format (PDF) for text, JPEG for images, MP3 for audio and MP4 for 

videos as the preferred file formats. A look at the file formats in the collection revealed 

that it was true the PDF file format was the most dominant at 97%. This was a clear 

indication that a large chuck of the resources in the repositories were textual. The video, 

audio and image formats formed the other 3%. Some video file formats were indicated as 

unknown and no documentation was available to support their use against formats 
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documented in OA policy. One repository did not accept video files at all. Lacking 

documentation to support decision making, no reasons were given for this. 

 

Figure 4: Sample Unidentified File Format 

 

Figure 4 above shows an examples of unknown file formats in one repository. In addition 

to the repository software failing to recognize the file formats, the files had different file 

formats which were not among the preferred formats defined in the policy. These 

findings reveal a major lapse in digital preservation in that although there was an attempt 

to limit the number of file formats through policy, the repository did not adhere to the 

policy and accepted a variety of file formats. 
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Despite having identified the file formats preferred by the repositories, the policies did 

not specify distinctions within the same file format families and after investigation some 

files were found to have different PDF versions such as 1.3 (acrobat .4x) and PDF 1.4 

(acrobat .5x). 

 

Respondents exhibited an inadequate depth of knowledge relating to the choice of file 

formats suitable to support for long-term preservation and access as indicated by the 

following sample statement. 

“I don’t think file format matters at all. After all, I have been able to open 

and use my files without any problems for the many years I have used my 

computer”. RA-B 

 

'The above statement was an indication that even those in charge of the repository did not 

have basic knowledge of the relationship between file format selection and the 

repositories could not advice on the same nor normalize during ingest. It was also noted 

that pictorial objects though created in digital format were converted to PDF format 

leading to loss of formatting that is an indication of to poor quality as well as exposing 

the image to integrity queries. 

 

Although all the respondents said that they had clearly defined boundaries for formats, 

the documentation revealed some gaps. Only one IR had well defined file formats in its 

policy as detailed in table 14.  
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Table 13: File Formats Accepted in the IRs 

• Adobe® PDF (.pdf) 

• Audio and video file formats (. aiff, .aif,.aifc, .tiff, .jpeg, .gif) 

• Microsoft Office Excel® (.xls) 

• Machine-Readable Catalogue Records - MARC 

• Microsoft Office Powerpoint® (.ppt) 

• Microsoft Office Word® (.doc, .docx) 

• Moving Picture Experts Group (.mpeg, .mpg) 

• Text file Formats (HTML, TXT (text), DAT (data: ASCII data), RTF (rich text 

format), and XML] 

 

 

Although the table above clearly defined file formats, the policy was not clear on whether 

the file formats were to be proprietary or nonproprietary. 

 

Another IR policy described a broad criterion for format selection leaving it open for any 

file format that met the criteria to be used. The statement in the policy read as follows: 

“File formats that are platform-independent, vendor-independent, non-

proprietary, stable, widely supported are recommended; The Repository did 

not accept executable binary files if alternatives are available and Digital 

Repository staff may convert to more appropriate formats any content that is 

in obscure or little-used formats for compatibility reasons”. A- OAP, 2012 

 

Although, the above policy statement lacks specificity in file formats, it gave evidence 

that the IR recognized the importance of non-proprietary file formats in digital 

preservation for long-term access. The remaining IR policy was silent on file formats. 

These findings indicate that the IRs had yet to understand that digital resources had to be 

managed in a life cycle manner because decisions made at creation such as the choice of 

the wrong file format could affect its availability and usability in future. 
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The study sought to find out the suitability of the repository software to manage file 

formats. It was established that DSpace enabled the repository to designate three levels of 

preservation format; supported, known and unsupported. It also supports bit preservation 

by ensuring that the file remains the same through frequent check sums. However, none 

of the IRs had performed a checksum action nor scheduled for the same. 

4.2.4 Procedures for Receiving (Ingesting) Materials in the IR 

All the repositories under study had some guidelines on how content was to be received 

in the repository but these guidelines only covered textual information. Audio visual and 

multimedia content was not covered yet the repositories received them. The content was 

presented to the repository administrators who after checking for quality uploaded the 

items. Although all the respondents agreed that they had procedures on how the digital 

content was received and processed, there was no documented evidence and only one IR 

indicated that it was in the process of preparing a guide for self- archiving. These results 

establish that IRs were not able to have consistency and quality management strategies 

that were supported by documentation that is to be used to induct new staff as guided by 

ISO 16363 / TDR (2011).The implications of poor procedure documentation during 

ingest was noticed in one IR where staff changes to the section was done frequently and 

file formats accepted varied as new staff took over duties.  

 

The table below provides a summary of interview responses on procedures for ingest. 
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Table 14: Guidelines for Ingest as Reported Verbatim 

University Type of resource Guidelines for ingest 

A Thesis A well labeled CD with both a word and PDF copy of the 

work. Receive documents via email from departments 

Journal articles Should indicate whether it is wholly open access or it is 

still on embargo. The person depositing should be the 

owner of the intellectual content 

Others Ownership 

File format 

Content 

B Thesis Thesis checked for quality by school of postgraduate in 

regard to format and content 

Receives well labeled CD from the school of post 

graduate  

Journal articles Checked by the heads of department and forwarded to 

library for uploading 

Others Received and uploaded not much done to them 

C Thesis Thesis checked for quality by school of postgraduate in 

regard to format and content 

Receives well labeled CD from the school of post 

graduate to check referencing and plagiarism 

Journal articles Checked by the heads of department and forwarded to 

library for uploading 

Others Received and uploaded not much done to them 
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All the three universities received PHD and masters’ theses in CD ROM for ingest into 

the repository. In cases where the final CD ROM was picked from the school of post 

graduate studies, there were incidences where the repository sometimes received blank 

CD ROMs. The problems were attributed to weak quality control procedures as well as 

poor coordination between the source departments and the IR. Storage challenges for the 

CD ROMs were experienced inform of lack of space as well as storage equipment. In all 

the IRs, CD ROMs were stored in boxes exposing them to many environmental factors of 

deterioration thus reducing their life making them unsuitable as backups for the future. 

Figure 5 below is a sample of the storage conditions for CD-ROMs.  

 

 

Figure 5: Sample CDROM Storage Environment 
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Some IRs requested for both a PDF and a word document. This decision was informed by 

the fact that whereas the PDF is the best accepted file format, the word document allowed 

repository staff to make corrections to the document when needed. 

4.2.5 Metadata 

The study found that all the IRs utilized the DSpace repository platform. the study sought 

to find out the adequacy of the repository software in the manage file formats, the 

respondents agreed that DSpace was enough to guide them on what types of formats to 

include since it allowed them to choose three levels of preservation formats; supported, 

known and unsupported. 

 

This study also sought to find out the metadata schema utilized and the dublin core 

metadata schema was found to be common to all the IRs. This schema allowed the IRs to 

create metadata with the following elements: provenance (author), title, date of 

publication, language, type of resource (thesis, speech.), and the universal resource 

identifier(URI). 

 

In cases where the resource was a chapter in a book or a journal article in a journal, 

structural metadata was not provided. Structural metadata ensures that the resource is 

linked to other related components and prevents separation over time a necessity for long 

term access. It also allows users to navigate from one section of the complete digital 

object to the other. 

 

Although there are open access licenses that control the use of open access resources, 

only one repository utilized the creative common licenses to support its open access 

publishing method. The license was included with the dissemination metadata in order to 
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inform users of what is expected of him/her when using the information material in order 

to avoid cases of infringement.  

 

Technical metadata collected was minimal and included file format and file size. Due to 

lack of a metadata policy, metadata describing the technical environment was missing. 

Technical metadata enables IRs to interpreted the technical environment to support 

emulation and migration of digital resources to up to date computing environments. 

 

Administrative metadata collected included rights metadata that indicated whether the 

item was available on full text to everyone or just a section of the users. One IR was 

ahead of others and provided an administrative metadata policy indicating that any 

actions performed on a digital resource had to be documented. This was given in form of 

a note to show changes that have been made to the original document such as corrections 

to title, among others (errata and corrigenda lists). Administrative metadata documenting 

actions on a digital object provides an audit trail to protect the integrity of the object. 

From these findings, it can be concluded that in terms of metadata a lot needs to be done 

to support digital preservation since currently the IRs are concentrating on descriptive 

metadata to promote access forgetting that future access is dependent on how well the 

digital resources are preserved. 
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Figure 6: Sample Metadata Collected via DSpace 
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Figure 7: Sample Metadata Template 

 

Respondents felt that they collected enough metadata to support long-term digital 

because for most of the resources, they had had an analog equivalent that could always be 

used to create another copy if worse came to the worst and therefore they did not have to 

bother about quality metadata for preservation. 

 

These findings revealed a lack of awareness on the role of metadata in digital 

preservation may be because librarians are used to descriptive metadata during 

cataloguing and handling of online resources was new to them. The respondents were not 

aware of any preservation metadata standards as depicted in the following statements:  
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“I feel the metadata collected is enough to enable us manage the resources for 

however long we wish” RA- A 

 

“Dublin core is the best metadata standard for this kind of activity. Although the 

resources are in digital format, what we do is no different from cataloguing 

physical books” RA B 

 

4.3 Preservation Policy 

The research sought to find out whether the universities under study had a digital 

preservation policy and if the policy supported digital preservation. A summary of 

responses for this theme is provided in table 16 below. 
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Table 15: Summary of Digital Preservation Policy Responses 

 Question A B C 

1.  Does your repository have a 

digital preservation policy? 

✓ (will retain items indefinitely, 

and ensure continued readability 

and 

accessibility and take 

appropriate measures as 

warranted; Does not indicate 

how this will be achieved 

✓ (Will endeavour to provide 

continued readability and 

accessibility 

of all items deposited in the 

repository). Does not indicate 

how this will be achieved 

✓(will endeavour to provide 

continued readability and 

accessibility of all items 

deposited in the Digital 

Repository). Does not provide how 

this will be achieved 

2.  If yes, does the repository 

adhere to it? 

Yes. deviations noted:  

Content not defined in the policy 

was ingested into the repository 

as well as file formats not 

defined in policy; Pressure to 

increase items due to 

webometrics 

Yes: Deviations noted:  

Content not defined in the 

policy was ingested into the 

repository as well as file 

formats not defined in policy; 

Pressure for items due to 

webometrics 

Yes: Deviations noted  

Content not defined in the policy 

was ingested into the repository as 

well as file formats not defined in 

policy 

3.  Is the intention of long-term 

preservation well-articulated 

in the policy? 

✓ (provide long-term 

preservation;  

✓ (supports the long-term 

preservation,  

✓ (repository will provide a 

permanent record of the intellectual 

output of C,  items will be accepted 

and retained indefinitely, Csupports 

the longterm preservation) 

4.  Has the policy been revised 

and if yes by whom? 

Has not been revised Has not been revised Has not been revised 

5.  Is the policy clear about the 

review cycle? 

No specific timeline given 5 years Policy reviewed from time to time, 

but not 

later than five (5) years 

6.  Who is responsible for the 

policy? 

University Open Access 

Committee reporting to Senate 

and the vice-chancellor 

Office of the vice-chancellor Office of the DVC Academic 

7.  Does the policy address rights 

management issues in relation 

to digital preservation? 

Yes: depositors to sign a 

depositor agreement 

Yes: depositors required to 

sign a depositor agreement 

Yes: depositors required to sign a 

depositor agreement 

8.  If no to 1 above, do you plan 

to have a digital preservation 

policy? 

N/A N/A N/A 

9.  If yes, what is your timeline? N/A N/A N/A 
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4.3.1 Existence of Policy 

All the respondents acknowledged the existence of a digital preservation policy.    

The study found that the universities had articulated their commitment to long-term 

preservation of the digital resources as evidenced by the following language within the 

digital preservation policy 

“The Digital Repository shall be the means for the long-term archiving, 

preservation and retrieval of materials deposited within it and otherwise 

provides a permanent record of the University’s scholarly activity by 

employing the latest technology to aid that objective.” A- OAP 

 

“C Digital Repository will: Provide free, searchable access to this output and 

make possible its long‐term archiving and preservation as well as provide a 

permanent record of the intellectual output of C.”C- OAP 

 

“Items Will Be Retained Within B Digital Repository Indefinitely and that B 

University Will Endeavour to Provide Continued Readability and 

Accessibility of All Items Deposited in the Repository.” B- OAP 

 

The section was found to be very basic since the statement to committing the IRs to long 

term preservation summed up the extent of the digital preservation section. This indicated 

a lack of a comprehensive digital preservation policy. 

4.3.2 Adherence to Policy 

A look at how well the existing policy was adhered to produced varied answers. The 

repositories felt that performing backups every now and then was all the policy required 

of them while few respondents felt that they had partially adhered to policy since the 

repository accepted materials not indicated in the acquisition policy. From these findings 

then, it was clear that the IRs were not doing very well on policy and that major gaps 

existed that weakened their digital preservation efforts. 
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4.3.3 Revision of Policy 

On how often the policies are revised, all the three universities under study indicated that 

they had not yet revised them. Only one case had indicated the adoption date in their 

policy. According to the directory of open access, C adopted their policy in April 2012 

while B adopted their policy in January 2014.  

 

University A’s policy does not give a time frame within which it will be reviewed. 

Instead it states that “review will be done from time to time”, nothing binding. When 

asked why this is the case the respondents said that since the concept of the IR was “still 

new” when the policies were being developed, they did not want to commit themselves 

since they were not sure of the success. This is despite having been in existence for over 

five years. B and C had given a time frame of “not more than five years”. For C this is 

already overdue and there were no plans in place to review it. Implications of this 

weakness is based on the dynamic nature of technology that keeps changing. it is 

important to consider frequent policy review in order to accommodate any emerging 

issues arising from technology watch. 

 

4.3.4 Responsibility for Preservation 

Responsibility for the digital preservation policy was articulated in a general clause 

within the open access policy with all three cases having open access committees that 

directly reported to the senate and the Vice-Chancellor. The policy also gave 

responsibility for the day to day administration of the repository to a repository 

administrator who reported to the university librarian. Since the digital preservation 
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policy is only a small section of the respective OA policies of the universities concerned, 

they lack a section defining the roles and responsibilities in regard to digital preservation. 

4.3.5 Rights Management 

The study sought to find out how rights management was carried out and its effectiveness 

to support digital preservation. The study established that all IRs had ensured that 

depositors gave rights to the repository staff so that they can undertake long term 

preservation actions without seeking permissions from them. Depositors were required to 

sign deposit agreements granting repository staff permission to store, copy and 

format/manipulate the materials in order to ensure that they can be preserved and made 

available in the future. Specifically, they granted them the right to: without changing the 

content; translate the submission to any medium or format for the purpose of preservation 

and keep more than one copy of this submission for purposes of security, back-up and 

preservation (sample deposit agreement provided in the appendix).All the respondents 

indicated a wish to develop a comprehensive digital preservation policy but they could 

not give a definite time line since it was something they had not thought about before but 

acknowledged that this research had given them food for thought.  

 

4.4 Digital Preservation Plan 

The research sought to find out whether the selected public universities had a digital 

preservation plan in place formalizing the preservation actions to be undertaken in 

support of their commitment for long-term preservation. A summary of responses 

observations and findings from document analysis for this research objective is given in 

table 17 below. 
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Table 16:  Summary of Responses on Adequacy of Plan to Digital Preservation 

  A B C 

1.  Does the repository have a 

digital preservation plan? 

No No No 

2.  If yes, does it spell out the 

responsibilities for preservation? 

N/A N/A N/A 

3.  Is the preservation done in-

house or the services are 

outsourced 

In-house In-house In-house 

4.  Does the plan provide for 

financial sustainability? 

There is no specific plan for 

the IR. 

Budgeting done overall for 

the library 

There is no specific plan 

for the IR. 

Budgeting done overall 

for the library 

There is no specific budget plan for the 

IR. 

Budgeting done overall for the library 

OA policy indicates 0.8 million for 

Upgrades and migration, Digitization 

and preservation processes as well as 

staff training and skills development 

but no allocation 

5.  Does the budget have a vote 

dedicated to digital 

preservation? 

No No No 

6.  Does the plan provide for 

technology sustainability and 

technology monitoring? 

Although there is no plan, 

technology monitoring is 

done though no 

documentation to support 

this 

Although there is no plan, 

technology monitoring is 

done though no 

documentation to support 

this 

Although there is no plan, technology 

monitoring is done though no 

documentation to support this 

7.  Does the plan provide for skills 

development? 

No plan but staff attend 

seminars though not on 

digital preservation 

No plan but staff attend 

seminars though not on 

digital preservation 

No plan but staff attend seminars 

though not on digital preservation 

8.  Are there mechanisms in place 

to change the preservation plan, 

as user needs and technology 

needs change? 

N/A since there is no plan N/A since there is no plan N/A since there is no plan 
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4.4.1 Existence of Digital Preservation Plan 

There was a major challenging in evaluating this aspect as all the IRs under study lacked 

digital preservation plans. However, some aspects of planning were established through 

various channels such as budgets and minutes of meetings. Respondents were of the 

opinion that whatever the plan should entail was already provided for by the open access 

plans as indicated by the following statements; 

“the depositors’ agreement allows us to copy or migrate resources when 

need be “A-RA 

 

“we have already committed ourselves to preserve the resources” C-UL 

 

All the same, respondents acknowledged the need for the development of a clear roadmap 

on how digital preservation was to be undertaken in order to ensure consistency and 

sustainability.   

 

Lacking a documented digital preservation plan, all preservation actions undertaken were 

done in-house. The respondents argued that the repositories were still establishing 

themselves and that with time they may consider more complex preservation actions that 

may require external services. 

4.4.2 Financial Planning 

In regard to finance, there was no budget set aside as such for digital preservation. If 

finances were all included together in the library budget. This is a great challenge for 

long-term preservation since it is a resource intensive activity that requires reliable 

finances for personnel, media and other technologies.  The budgets were also diminishing 

forcing the libraries to focus on access rather than preservation. the study established that 

due to limited finances the libraries could not invest storage equipment for depositedpost 
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graduate thesis and dissertations CDs and therefore they were dumped in boxes with no 

organisation or protection. One IR had stipulated in the OA policy that 0.8 million would 

be set aside for among others upgrading of software as well as migration and 

preservation. There was however no documentation to support this. 

4.4.3 Technology Planning 

There were no documented plans for technology sustainability and technology 

monitoring as although respondents maintained that the activities were carried out. 

Lacking documented evidence, the evaluation could not ascertain this. There is need to 

have a plan outlining procedures and responsibilities for technology monitoring is not 

ignored until the last minute when it could be too late and users are not able to render the 

materials due to hardware, software format obsolescence. Frequent DSpace software 

updates as well as hardware maintenance were done frequently. 

4.4.4 Staffing and Skills Development 

Plans for skills development were contained in the overall library personnel development 

plans that assumed a generalized view that failed to identify skills specific to digital 

preservation. Repository staff attended seminars and workshops more sore tailored 

towards populating the repository, managing copyright, developing open access polices 

but so far had attended none on digital preservation. These findings reveal that although 

the policies of the IRs have a commitment to preserve resources under their care, digital 

preservation was not presently a priority as summed up by a respondent’s comment 

below. 
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“currently, we are under pressure to increase the content in the IR to 

improve our ranking in the next webometrics ranking.”  B-DUL 

 

“last time we dropped in the rankings and the VC is on one necks. For now, 

we are working on numbers” A-RA 

 
Table 17: Summary of responses on adequacy of digital  preservation planning 

 

4.5 Digital Preservation Strategies 

The study sought to identify the digital preservation strategies being used to protect 

digital resources and received responses as shown in the table below. 

Table 18: Digital Preservation Strategies Identified 

Preservation 

strategy 

Backup Duplication Migration Normalization Refreshing Technology 

monitoring 

Encapsulation Analog 

Copies 

A ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

B ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ 

C ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

The table above shows some of the strategies that the IRs have put in place to support 

long-term preservation of the digital resources in their repositories. The respondents 

identified backup, duplication and normalization as the strategies that were actively being 

used.  

 

Normalization was done through adherence to procedures during ingest, metadata 

creation and identification of file formats although a large 75% of these actions were not 

documented. For example, only one case had formalized accepted file formats via the 

preservation policy. The use of persistent Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) another 

normalization action was common to all the IRs. 
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In regard to backups, the IRs backed up their data on a weekly basis. The study also 

established that the IRs stored as many as three copies of the same item in different 

locations. One IR also used a hard disk as a backup although there were no preservation 

actions undertaken to protect the hard disk. 

 

Although all the universities practiced technology watch especially in relation to 

monitoring new updates on the DSpace software, the updates were not carried out 

consistently and in some cases even when scheduled they failed to take place.  

Monitoring of file format updates was not done. 

 

Respondents also identified the adoption of quality control strategies at the ingest stage 

was a best practice that was common to all the IRs. This was collaborated by an 

examination of the existing policies where the following statements brought to fore this 

point; University A “repository staff and quality assurance officers will review and 

assess all submissions before making them available, university B “object will be 

checked for valid layout and format, correct metadata and the exclusion of spam”, 

university C provided a quality criterion but that was not clearly defined “submissions not 

meeting the submission criteria will be returned to the depositor”. The findings reveal 

that except in one instance where the criteria were clearly defined, the other IRs criteria 

were inadequate and were bound to create inconsistencies during implementation. 

 

Only one IR had clearly identified migration as their preferred preservation strategy but 

there was no evidence that it had been applied to any the resources. 
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It is clear from the above findings that the digital preservations methods being utilized are 

not conclusive in ensuring long-term access because they only took care of risks and 

disasters without considering bit rot that could happen to a resource over time.  

 

Limited knowledge on format obsolescence and its effects on digital preservation was 

noted from responses as indicated below: 

“so far so good, we shall deal with it when we experience it” A-ICT 

“I have been keeping my files for over ten years and they are still working” 

C-RA 

 

Presently, the hard ware and software utilized by the three IRs were adequate but a 

technology plan for maintenance and replacement was lacking in all of them. 

Consequently, some digital preservation features provided by the DSpace software such 

as Checksum (an algorithm that checks for bit rot) were not utilized an issue that was 

linked to inadequate policies and plans that ensures that the digital resource is kept safe 

from all risks by assigning responsibilities as well as action plans. One IR featured dead 

links making some of its digital resources inaccessible because there were no strategies in 

place to identify these dead links for maintenance. 

 

Figure  8: Sample Dead-Link Message for IR  
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The use of Analog copies as a digital preservation strategy was common to all cases but 

was only applicable to thesis and dissertations since students by mandate were required to 

present both a hard copy and a soft copy before clearance for graduation. The existence 

of the two brought about laxity in digital preservation since the analog copy could be 

digitized in case of loss of the digital copy. This practice endangered born digital 

resources like journal articles and conference presentations that may have been received 

into the repository via email or when the depositor presented a copy using their own flash 

disk or memory card. The born digital content required more vigorous preservation 

measures because the IR copy may be the only one available in cases where the original 

owners were not in a position to provide a copy again. 

 

The results found no evidence of documented procedures and guidelines that could be 

used by depositors for creation of documents, ingest (uploading) in support self-archiving 

although depositors were yet to start self-archiving.  

4.6 Challenges of Digital Preservation 

The study identified the following challenges in the preservation of digital materials: 

Lack of a comprehensive digital preservation policy: This was the root cause of a myriad 

of problems such as failure to include digital preservation in strategic plans as well as 

inability to perform technology planning and staff development. 

 

Poor management of storage media. All the universities under study did not have a good 

storage environment for the CDs that held the original thesis and dissertations from the 

postgraduate directorates. When asked if this supported their commitment to long-term 

preservation one respondent said that “the original is always there, and we can still 
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digitize”. This means that the universities, did not see the need to protect the CDs since 

they could digitize the original thesis in case of loss of the digital copy. 

 

Another challenge is lack of awareness on several aspects of digital preservation. These 

aspects include the belief that with only descriptive and rights metadata is necessary for 

long term access without the idea that long term access goes hand in hand with digital 

preservation and that technical metadata is very necessary for future generations to be 

able to make sense of the information by using the right software, hardware and file 

formats. It was also clear that some felt the issue of digital preservation was not clear to 

them since they thought that having a copy was enough for them. 

 

Poor procedural accountability as evidenced by failure to document actions undertaken in 

the management of digital resources. Documentation indicates that the repository 

management is showing responsibility of any actions undertaken. This was especially felt 

in one of the cases where IR staff changed frequently and consistency in application of 

procedures was compromised. 

 

The IR administrators in some cases are not involved in any way with the creation of the 

product until a copy of the CD is brought to the repository for uploading. Sometimes the 

CD is blank and the student has already graduated forcing them to either ignore or 

arrange for the digitization of the print copy. 

 

The IRs in the selected universities are ill equipped in digital preservation in terms of 

skills and technology. This is because currently, there are no human resources 

specifically trained on digital preservation nor do they have any arrangements with other 
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instructions to provide them with these services. In terms of technology preparation, since 

there is no plan, there are no arrangements in place to replace hardware or software. 

 

The adoption of international standards supporting digital preservation was not 

considered resulting in metadata schemas such as the Dubin Core metadata schema. This 

resulted in the creation and storage of descriptive metadata supporting access and little 

preservation metadata for long term preservation. 

The ICT department was not conversant with digital preservation requirements as 

evidenced by limited procedures to check the viability of the bits as well as adherence to 

technology monitoring and updates. 

 

4.7 Proposed Solutions to Challenges in Digital Preservation 

The respondents gave the following solutions to the problems they encountered in regard 

to digital preservation: 

 

Need for more exposure not only to issues of rights management, access, populating of 

the repository but also on digital preservation. In regard to poor management and storage 

conditions for the CDs, the respondents felt that they were not necessary and depositors 

needed only to provide a link to the resource unless the university was willing to invest in 

storage equipment for the CDs and to set money aside for media refreshing every now 

and then. There was also a feeling that the CDs were very important and therefore 

management should provide for their management and maintenance. 

 

There is need to document policies and procedures especially in cases where there were 

changes in staff running the department due to transfers to other sections.  
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There is need to develop a comprehensive digital preservation policy to formalize the 

process so that a strategic plan can be made and also to ensure sustainability in terms of 

staff and finance for technology sustainability. 

4.10 Summary 

This chapter has the presented findings of the study as obtained from the interviews, 

observation and policy analysis regarding digital preservation in the IRs of three public 

universities in Kenta. The findings reveal that the IRs contain a wide range of 

information materials that may be used to support research by future generations. These 

resources are also available in a number of formats that require to be monitoring thus 

giving the IR managers the responsibility of ensuring the formats received in the 

repository are kept to a manageable number for successful preservation. They also 

revealed that although the IRs created metadata for the digital resources, the metadata 

was not enough to ensure access and use by future generations since it lacked technical 

metadata that informs on the resources computing environment for successful rendering 

of the resource. 

 

The adoption of digital preservation planning as a best practiceto successful digital 

preservation was minimal. The feeling that they could always go back to digitizing the 

hard copy also is a hindering block to fully implementation of digital preservation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the findings of the study whose aim was to evaluate digital 

preservation practices in Institutional Repositories (IRs) of selected public universities in 

Kenya with the aim of giving recommendations and proposing best practices for digital 

preservation in IRs. The discussion is guided by the following themes as identified during 

data analysis: 

1. Characteristics of digital materials 

2. Digital preservation policy 

3. Digital preservation planning 

4. Digital preservation strategies 

5. Digital preservation challenges 

6. Proposed solutions to the challenges 

 

Data from three public universities selected purposively based on registration of IR with 

OpenDoar, registration of policy and mandate with ROARMAP and top three with 

highest content in their repositories as indicated in the repository database. Data was 

collected through interviews, observation and document analysis. directed content 

analysis was used to analyses the data and themes developed guided by ISO 14721:2012 

and ISO 16363:2011.  

 

The scope of this chapter is defined by the research questions, ISO 14721, 2012: Open 

Archives Information Systems framework, ISO 16363/TDR: Space data and information 
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transfer systems — Audit and certification of trustworthy digital repositories and the key 

themes and subthemes identified during the directed content analysis. 

 

5.1 Characteristics of Materials Accepted in the Repository 

The research sought to find out the characteristics of resources accepted in the 

institutional repositories of the universities under study based on type of content, file 

formats, procedures for the ingest process and metadata. Content has been placed at the 

centre of digital preservation with many preservation decisions based on its value and 

level of risks its exposed to. The discussion is guided by the following themes: type of 

content, existence of acquisition policies that define content received, type of formats, 

ingest procedures as well as the metadata created to support long term access.  The 

themes were derived from ISO 14721:2012 and ISO 16363:2011 as well as the data 

collection tools. The study aimed at establishing how effectively the IRs under study 

managed content based on these characteristics in order to support long term 

preservation. 

5.1.1 Types of Digital Materials 

There are no strict and definitive guidelines to determine the specific content types or the 

essential elements that an Institutional Repository (IR) should include (Roy, et al 2018). 

Numerous scholars have advocated for the inclusion of diverse content in Institutional 

Repositories (IRs) to ensure that both formal and informal modes of scholarly 

communication are accommodated within a unified archival platform (Robins, 2002; 

Genoni, et al 2004).The IRs under this study had a broad range of content that included 

preprints; working papers; theses and dissertations ;research and technical reports; 

conference proceedings and data sets among others. Primary resources like journals, 
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conference proceedings, thesis and dissertations formed a large part of the contents held 

by the IRs. of note was that some of these resources such as journal articles and 

conference proceedings existed in a digital format only due to the uptake of open access 

publishing. This is consistent with Frank (2018) who noted that repositories are entrusted 

with valuable digital information that necessitates the need for active digital preservation 

to ensure that they are available for use by future generations. However, respondents 

failed to make connection between type of content and long term access accepting even 

content not defined in their acquisition policy bringing forth the essence of Sandy and 

Corrado’s (2017)advice to repository managers to focus on the usefulness of content 

within repositories in order to succeed in their digital preservation efforts. Although 

repositories are not excluded from collecting other types of content ISO 147211:2012 and 

ISO 16363: recommends that collection should be well defined and that a needs 

assessment be done to avoid indiscriminate ingestion of content that could lead tofuture 

resource constraints. The study also revealed a void in risk assessment for digital 

resources. Appraisal was also not done to identify the value of the digital resources under 

the custodianship of the IR. Risk assessment and appraisal are very important aspects of 

digital preservation because they assist the repository management to identify 

preservation requirements for each of the items that they have in their custody. These 

findings concur with Rieger, et al (2022) who decried that institutions had failed to adopt 

and strengthen strategies that ensured long term preservation of resources under their 

care. 

 

The type of content being preserved has significant implications for long-term digital 

preservation. This is because different types of content require different approaches to 
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preservation. In addition, IRs should invest in undertake appraisal and selection activities 

because these actions will ensure that the resources that are being preserved are valuable, 

relevant, and worth the time and resources required to preserve them. 

5.1.2 Defined boundaries for materials Accepted 

The study established that the IRs were very clear on the kind of content ingested as 

defined by their open access policies. However, there were instances when some of them 

did not adhere to the selection criteria set. More so, there was no documentation 

indicating how and why decisions to deviate from the set policy were made. This 

contradicted with ISO 14721: OAIS and ISO 16363/TRD requirement that formal 

selection of content deposited in the repository should be done and any action done 

contrary to policy documented with justification. Bearing in mind that all repositories had 

a commitment to preserve to perpetuity all content ingested into the IR, the need for a 

strong selection policy was noted. These findings collaborated with Dobratz et al (2007) 

who opined that the trustworthiness of a digital repository is demonstrated by its ability to 

operate according to its defined objectives and specifications. Identifying content 

boundaries through policies ensures that there are formalized decisions about what 

content requires short, medium or long-term preservation strategies (Anyaoku, et al, 

2019). Ingestion of content indiscriminately is bound to bring challenges to the IR in 

future especially in relation to storage space and this is bound to test the commitment to 

manage content indefinitely. Weak content selection policies lead to the inclusion of low-

quality or irrelevant content in a digital collection that will not only strain the resources 

of the IR but also be in vain when they have no value to the user. 
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5.1.3 Types of Formats Accepted in the Institutional Repositories 

The study found that to a large extent the role of file formats in long term digital 

preservation had been overlooked. Only one IR had maid effort to minimize the number 

of file formats accepted in the repositories by categorically stipulating the files that will 

be accepted. This has been considered a good digital preservation practice that enables a 

repository to keep track of changes in file format and avoid obsolesce as well as reduce 

migration costs ((Traczyk, 2017; Margot, 2019). The use of open file formats was noted 

in one IR but a distribution of the actual files was lacking. The study noted a gap that 

would result in inconsistencies especially when there are staff changes. These findings 

are comparable to Francke, et al, (2017) who established that majority of the repositories 

under their study in Sweden had some form of guidelines for which file formats were 

accepted, but very few considered whether or not file formats constituted open standards.  

 

The study identified the most common file format as the portable document format (PDF) 

although, MP3, Jpeg, MP4,vob and html were also used. The choice of PDF was based 

on its support for interoperability and therefore could support future access but studies 

have shown that although the standard PDF format is a good format for digital 

preservation, digital preservationists prefer the PDF/A as it is specifically designed for 

digital archiving (Corrado & Sandy, 2017).  Cases of noncompliance to the recommended 

file formats were noted especially for video and audio formats with the repository 

software indicating unknown file formats. There are risks associated with ingesting 

unknown file formats because details about risks associated with them are unknown and 

could not be planned and mitigated against. The continued use of these file formats left 

the information resource unprotected and prone to loss in future (ZBW-Leibniz 
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Information Centre for Economics, n.d). failure to identify file format versions was also 

common in all the IRs. These findings agree with Umana (2020) who also noted that 

rarely did IRs identify the version of file format used. The integrity of information 

resources builds the trust users have on it. File formats go a long way in entrenching this 

trust. Understanding the format during digital preservation ensures that all features are as 

close to the original as possible to ensure that the user is assured that the integrity of the 

object is maintained. Failure to provide file version information impends on future 

preservation actions leading to migration to file formats that change the outlook of the 

digital object causing users to question its integrity. Text-based file formats are more 

stable and easier to preserve than other types such as audio or video. In addition, file 

formats for text-based content are widely used and supported making easier to migrate to 

new formats. 

 

On the other hand, audio and video file formats are more challenging to preserve, 

proprietary or specialized that are not widely supported. In addition, some audio and 

video formats require specialized hardware or software to access and play, making them 

more difficult to use and preserve over time. To ensure the long-term preservation of 

different types of file formats, the IRs need to consider the specific needs and challenges 

of each type of content, and develop and implement appropriate preservation strategies 

and policies. 

 

Although quality control procedures described in the OA policy recommended that the IR 

check for the quality of format, the procedures were found to be inadequate because they 

lacked the criteria defining what a “quality file format” is. The findings confirm Termens, 
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et al (2015) observation that repository managers failed to take file formats 

considerations as a preservation action but this could also be attributed to limited 

knowledge by the respondents in regard to the relationship between file format as the 

study established. The unavailability of a well-defined quality control criteria when 

receiving files to the IR makes it difficult for staff to properly assess the quality of digital 

objects received to determine whether they are suitable. Quality control criteria provide 

clear guidelines of what is expected of the incoming materials and helps to ensure that 

they meet the necessary standards. This partially explains why unknown file formats are 

ingested into the IRs. Worse, it is bound to lead to the acceptance of materials that are 

damaged, incomplete, or otherwise unsuitable, which impacts on the integrity and 

reliability of the digital preservation efforts. 

 

The inadequacy of the file format policy where it existed was exhibited by a lack of 

distinction between proprietary or nonproprietary formats. As the DPC (2015) points out, 

distinguishing between proprietary and nonproprietary format is an important decision 

that has an impact on future digital preservation activities. Proprietary formats are 

thought to be susceptible to upgrade and obsolescence in case the owner gets out of 

business. Nonproprietary offer more freedom to support digital preservation and are 

believed to be long-term preservation as they are believed to be stable.  

 

Inadequate file format policies exposed the IRs to format obsolescence, lack of 

documentation for users and IR mangers to consult in future as well as intellectual 

property issues during migration and emulation. It is important for the IRs to develop and 

implement comprehensive file format policies that take into account the long-term 
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preservation of digital information. This involves choosing file formats that are widely 

used and supported, ensuring that the necessary documentation is available, and 

considering the potential intellectual property issues associated with different file formats 

on the long term preservation of content that they manage. 

 

Technological viability was partly achieved in the area of file format normalization by 

the choice of DSpace as an IR platform since it allowed the IRs to designate file formats. 

Respondents felt that DSpace was adequate enough to guide the IRs on types of formats 

because it enabled them to choose three levels of preservation format; supported, known 

and unsupported. Although this was considered a good practice, the functions that the 

platform provided were more in line with digital collection management with little much 

to support for long‐term digital preservation. These finding mirror studied that put 

forward that DSpace does not have full preservation functionality, (Duranti & Shaffer 

(ed), 2012; Ruusalepp & Dobreva, 2012). These results point the need for the IRs invest 

in a platform that can support long term digital preservation because reliance on DSpace 

alone was a risk to the digital objects. A platform that is specifically designed for long-

term digital preservation by providing tools and infrastructure that support planning, 

policy development and file format migration which currently DSpace cannot handle. 

5.1.4 Procedures for receiving (Ingesting) Materials in the IR 

Although the OA policies had a section on procedures for submission, the study 

established that they were inadequate to support digital preservation. They provided 

guidelines on who can submit and requirements for co-authors failing to provide a quality 

criterion on for example file format and metadata creation. In one IR, respondents 

reported that they were in the process of developing a guideline to support self-archiving. 
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This is a critical step that Baucom (2019) advices repositories to acknowledge the role of 

creators and in addition educate them as early as possible on technical and contextual 

metadata. Undefined ingest procedures posed such problems as incomplete or inaccurate 

metadata, data loss or corruption as well as legal and ethical risks stemming from failure 

to check whether items received meet the copyright threshold to the IRs.  

 

The findings established that the IRs had no written guidelines on what constituted 

“quality” to guide the staff as the repositories. Instead, the IRs relied on postgraduate 

guidelines for thesis writing which had been developed with no consideration for 

preservation. ISO 16363 / TDR (2012) which proposes that trust in long term 

preservation should include consistence and quality management which is supported by 

documentation in cases where new staff maybe used to do the work. Lack of procedures 

impended on long term digital preservation especially in IRs that experienced a high staff 

turnover or in instances where casuals were employed for data entry. Pre ingest 

procedures such as format identification, characterization and validation, virus-checking 

and checksum hash generation that are critical to long term preservation were not 

performed due to lack of these procedures. These findings are in agreement with Langley 

(2019) who noted that organizations failed to understand the lifecycle requirement for 

digital preservation instead focusing on the object when it is received into the repository. 

IRs should identify content that requires long term preservation and then adopt a life 

cycle management approach for this content to ensure that it meets the requirements for 

long-term preservation. This includes following standards and best practices for file 

formats, metadata, and technical infrastructure. 
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The study established that the acquisition of both an analog and digital copy (in 

CDROM) of Postgraduate thesis although a major strength for the IR, poor digital media 

management actions exposed the CDs to environmental hazards that caused deterioration. 

The implications of these findings was that the IRs were receiving media formats that 

they could not manage. These actions also exposed the born digital resources to risk 

because according to the respondents, backups existed that they could turn to un case of 

losses. Consequently, Baucom, (2019) feel that custodians of digital resources should 

have policies defining how to treat digital surrogates and at the same time protect born 

digital resources from harm. The preservation needs of analog and digital copies may be 

different, and it may be necessary to develop separate strategies and processes for 

preserving each type of copy. The preservation needs of analog and digital copies are 

different and necessitates the development of separate strategies and processes for 

preserving each type of copy. For the IRs, this is a challenge as it involves significant 

costs and resources emanating from investments in technology, training, and staffing to 

support the preservation and access of both types of copies 

5.1.5 Metadata 

This study sought to establish the suitability of metadata collected for long term 

preservation. to achieve this aim, information on metadata schema used, the types of 

metadata as well as the adequacy of metadata and the respondents understanding of the 

relationship between metadata and long-term preservation was sought. 

 

In relation to the metadata schema, the study noted that the Dublin Core metadata scheme 

was common to all the IRs. All the respondents agreed that the schema was suitable for 

their digital preservation needs. However, these findings contrasted with Joo et al, (2019), 
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who termed the Dublin core metadata schema inadequate due to its limited vocabulary 

but was quick to add that it can be customized to accommodate comprehensive metadata. 

The findings of this study authenticated Joos’ sentiments because gaps were identified in 

the types metadata collected by the IRs as discussed here. 

 

Digital preservation metadata comprise elements such as file format file size; digital 

object identifiers; provenance information such as preservation actions taken on object; 

context information as defined by relationship of content to its environment and access 

right information detailing access restrictions on object. The study established that fixity 

information was captured inform of file size whereas representation information was 

minimal with file format indicated and file version missing. Reference information 

included a persistent URL, while provenance included the author and title. Context 

information was indicated as book chapter or volume number accordingly.  The IRs 

collected rights metadata that restricted access to some digital resources to adhere to 

copyright laws. However, the type of license used especially for open access resources 

was not indicated except in once IR. Administratively there were policies guiding access 

especially for copyrighted material as well as policies defining different stakeholders and 

what each of them can perform on a digital object. These policies ensured that any 

changes performed on a digital object was captured in metadata in order to protect the 

integrity of the digital object. OAIS specifically requires metadata in the form of 

Preservation Description Information (PDI), which should include provenance, reference, 

fixity, contextual, and access rights information, all which contributes to maintaining a 

digital object’s authenticity, (ISO 14721, 2012).Although there is a dearth of research, 

usage, quality and practices of preservation metadata in the IR context (Lee & Stvilia, 
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2017; Termenes, 2022), these findings correlate with Magama (2017) sentiments that 

custodians of digital records did not collect enough preservation metadata to support the 

long-term preservation in Masvingo province, Zimbabwe.  

 

Gaps in the collection of preservation metadata was attributed to limited knowledge on 

the role of metadata in long-term preservation. These findings mirror Magama (2017) 

who noted a general ignorance on the role of preservation metadata in the management of 

digital records recommending training to raise awareness about the same. Preservation 

metadata supports emulation and migration to avoid technology and format obsolescence. 

Although descriptive metadata is important for providing context and information about 

digital objects, such as documents, images, and audio files relying solely on it can have 

some catastrophic effects on long-term digital preservation. This is because descriptive 

metadata does not provide information about the technical characteristics of the object, 

such as the file format, size, and resolution. It also does not provide information about the 

structural relationships between different objects, or about the administrative processes 

involved in managing the object over time. To ensure the long-term preservation of 

digital objects, the IRs should also include technical, structural, and administrative 

metadata. Technical metadata helps with understanding and preserving the technical 

characteristics of the object, while structural metadata helps with understanding the 

relationships between different objects. Administrative metadata helps with managing 

and preserving the object over time, including information about rights management, 

access control, and preservation actions. 
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To address gaps in metadata, it is important for the IRs to invest in robust metadata 

creation and management processes, and to prioritize the ongoing maintenance and 

update of metadata over time. This may involve training staff and other stakeholders on 

metadata standards and best practices, and establishing processes for regularly reviewing 

and updating metadata to ensure its accuracy and completeness. 

 

5.2 Preservation Policy 

Ismail and Affandy (2018) described policy development as one of the most vital digital 

preservation strategies as it stipulated what needed to be preserved. The findings of this 

study established that although the IRs had a section in their OA policy, it was not 

adequate enough since it lacked crucial sections such well-defined roles, a description of 

the digital preservation context, a description of the characteristics of the collection as 

well as identification of digital preservation strategies. Barrueco and Termens (2022) 

came to the same conclusion that although IRs in Africa had policy statements, they 

could not be equated to a proper policy. Da Silva and Borges (2017) in a study within 

Brazilian IRs noted similar cases where repositories committed to long term preservation 

but failed to have programmes to guide this commitment. Policy statements set clear 

priorities, and ensure stakeholder collaborations by making it the responsibility of the 

organization to safe guard its digital resources for the future generations. Policy also 

ensures that the organization defines organizational roles and funding responsibilities. 

The consequences of missing or inadequate policies exposed the IRs to poor strategic 

planning and poor funding and the adoption of passive digital preservation where digital 

objectives requiring long term preservation are not identified and taken care of even 

before creation. 
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Since digital preservation was incorporated as a section of the OA policy, the review of 

the OA policy was considered to establish whether a review of the preservation section 

was carried out. One IR did not indicate a review date while the other two capped the 

review cycle at 5 years. Never the less, none of the IRs had carried out any review. 

Respondents were quick to point out that the IRs were still in infancy and that fear of 

failure was the main reason that they could not commit to review the policy. The findings 

correspond to Dressler (2017) findings that digital preservation policies of ARL member 

libraries lacked a section on review and instances where this had been given three years 

had passed since the review had been done. This she termed as inaction and the worst 

form of response by caretakers of digital objects. Failure to review policy implied that the 

IRs were not keen to respond to changes in technology by capturing these changes in 

their policies. This exposed the digital resources under their care to many risks among 

them technology obsolescence. Failure to frequently review the policy meant that 

changes in user needs could also not be implemented and resources that met these new 

needs were exposed to risks. 

 

There were no clearly defined roles and responsibilities for digital preservation stemming 

from a limited digital preservation policy. Defining roles and responsibilities helps to 

ensure that there is clarity about who is responsible for different aspects of the digital 

preservation process, which can promote efficiency and effectiveness. 

 

The policies were very clear on copyright aspects since depositors were required to sign 

deposit agreements granting repository staff permission to store, copy and 

format/manipulate the materials in order to ensure that it can be preserved and made 
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available in the future. ISO 14721:2012, OAIS Reference model requires that the digital 

repositories negotiate for their content from the creators. Hoeren et al (2013) argued that 

the exclusive rights given by copyright such as right to copy and right to alter/modify 

were very crucial to digital preservation necessitating the need for IRs to negotiate for 

digital content from the creators in order to be able to undertake preservation actions 

without seeking permissions from them. Negotiating for copyright was the right step in 

digital preservation because it enabled the IRs to undertake preservation actions without 

consulting the content owners. Seeking permissions is sometimes time consuming and 

may cause loss of a digital object before permission is granted.   

 

5.3 Digital Preservation Plan 

A digital preservation plan defines and documents the vision and strategy of long-term 

digital preservation as well as well as all the important definitions that will make the 

implementation of the digital preservation policy accurate and complete (Bountouri, 

2018). 

 

This study established that all the IRs under study did not have a documented 

preservation plan.  The lack of a plan stemmed from a lack of a comprehensive digital 

preservation policy. The findings also reveal a general lack of awareness of preservation 

planning among the respondents these findings are consistent with IRMT (2016) who 

noted a general lack of awareness across stakeholders in regard to digital preservation 

planning.  These findings have a number of implications on the IRs. Without a plan in 

place, it is difficult or impossible for the IR to identify and prioritize its preservation 

needs, allocate the necessary resources and expertise as well as implement appropriate 
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preservation strategies. Lack of planning also leads to inefficiencies and waste especially 

of storage space. The IRs commit to preserve all content ingested to perpetuity a 

requirement that may find them preserving a lot of content with little value. In addition, 

The IRs are likely to incur financial losses to correct errors that would not have occurred 

with planning. 

 

Due to decreasing budgets, none of the IRs had set any funds aside for preservation. 

According to the respondents, the funds the IRs received were directed towards 

increasing content and providing access. These findings agree with other studies that 

have found that IRs seem to focus on acquisition of content at the expense of preservation 

due to dwindling budgets (Adjei, et al, 2019; Robertson & Borchert, 2014;Wittenberg, 

2018).ARMA (2015) recognizes the importance of financial sustainability by arguing that 

long term digital preservation is expensive not only due to the infrastructure required but 

also funds for staffing and technology watch and therefore an institution committed to 

digital preservation must be able to demonstrate long term financial viability. Financial 

sustainability impact on digital preservation efforts in a number of ways such as the costs 

of acquiring and maintaining the necessary technology, the costs of training and staffing, 

and the costs of ongoing preservation activities such as migration and emulation. The 

lack of funding noticed in the IRs meant that the IRs cannot undertake any of these 

actions. 

 

The study found the IRs had currently invested in hard ware and software with all three 

cases utilizing the DSpace platform. Being an open source software, DSpace allowed for 

customization, scalability and enabled the IRs to manage versions as well as check bit rot 
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through its checksum function. It also enabled the IRS to manage a number of file 

formats as well as diverse content. However, the software lacked functionalities to 

support long term digital preservation actions such as file forward migrations. These 

findings agree with Dowding, (2016) who noted that DSpace as a long-term digital 

preservation platform lacked some long term digital preservation functionalities and in 

addition failed implement metadata standards like PREMIS that could enable it to collect 

enough metadata to support digital preservation. PREMIS is designed to be flexible and 

extensible, allowing digital repositories to tailor it to their specific needs and 

requirements. It covers a wide range of metadata elements, including technical, 

administrative, and intellectual property information, as well as information about the 

relationships and dependencies between different resources all critical to successful 

digital preservation. 

Although the IRs had good technology infrastructure they however fell short on 

technology planning as they all lacked a policy and plan that stipulated future directions 

that will be taken in regard to maintenance and replacement of the technology. Mcgovern 

and McKay (2008) acknowledged that technology planning was very critical in digital 

preservation as it assisted organizations to anticipate needs as well plan for infrastructure 

with the full support of top level management. Poor technology leads to the use of 

inappropriate technology. For example, currently the IRs are using DSpace that lacks 

some functionalities to support long term preservation. Additionally, since no funds have 

been set aside for upgrade or maintenance the IRs risk finding themselves with obsolete 

technology. This study concluded that poor technology planning exposed the IRs serious 

consequences that were bound to hamper their digital preservation efforts.  
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There were no strategies identified to develop skills critical specific to digital 

preservation. Rather, staff development plans were provided for the whole library. 

Repository staff attended seminars and workshops mostly on open access and licensing 

but none related to digital preservation. This agrees with Umana, (2017) who noted that 

little was being done to equip staff with digital preservation skills although it was highly 

technical and complex. There have been recommendations for libraries to invest in skills 

development and up skill the IR staff through workshops and seminars (Masenya & 

Ngulube, 2019) as well through information exchange (Alison, et al 2019) in order for 

IRs to meet this need. Without adequate planning and development of skills, it was 

difficulty to ensure that there were enough trained and knowledgeable staff to properly 

manage and preserve digital resources. This often leads to a lack of efficiency and 

effectiveness in the preservation process, as well as an increased risk of errors or 

omissions that could compromise the integrity of the preserved materials. Poor skills 

planning and development also hinders the ability to adapt to new technologies or 

methods of preservation, leading to a reliance on outdated techniques. 

 

5.4 Digital Preservation Strategies 

Digital preservation strategies encompass various approaches that ensure the long-term 

safety, accessibility, and usability of digital objects. These strategies play a crucial role in 

safeguarding digital assets for as long as they are needed. The study identified several 

key strategies were namely backup (or bit stream copying), replication, and the adoption 

of procedures and standards. 
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Backup, commonly employed by IRs, involves creating copies of digital objects to 

mitigate the risk of loss. It is widely recognized as a short-term remedy rather than a 

long-term preservation solution ((Moseti, 2016; Adjei, et al 2019; Srirahayu, et al, 2020). 

Scholars and experts have cautioned against relying solely on backup strategies, 

emphasizing their limitations in ensuring sustainable digital preservation. UNESCO and 

other studies have stressed the need for additional measures, as relying solely on backups 

may leave repositories without a viable copy ((UNESCO, 2003; Srirahayu, et al, 2020). 

Regular checks for bit rot (data degradation) through checksum runs and broken link 

detection are recommended but were found to be lacking in the surveyed IRs. 

 

The study established that replication was achieved by having many copies distributed in 

many sites as well as use of external media such as a hard disk. Replication is regarded as 

a critical component of digital preservation, significantly reducing the risk of loss 

(Gallinger et al, 2017). However, it introduces new challenges as each replicated copy 

must undergo its own preservation processes to maintain long-term usability (Magama, 

2017). 

 

The adoption of procedures for file formats, ingest (normalization) and the use of Dublin 

Core metadata schema (use of standards) were the major long-term digital preservation 

strategies. File format procedures prove useful in limiting the number of formats ingested 

into a repository, facilitating change monitoring, and reducing costs associated with 

format migration (Traczyk, 2017, Margot, 2019). By adopting standardized file formats, 

IRs can ensure compatibility, interoperability, and long-term accessibility of digital 
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objects. However, it is important for repositories to consider the evolving nature of file 

formats and stay updated on emerging standards. 

 

In addition to file format procedures, ingest (normalization) procedures and the use of 

metadata schemas, such as the Dublin Core, are critical long-term preservation strategies. 

Ingest procedures involve the transformation of digital objects into a standardized format 

for better preservation and future access. The adoption of the Dublin Core metadata 

schema, while common among IRs, has limitations due to its limited vocabulary. As 

digital preservation requires a wide range of metadata, repositories need to consider more 

robust and comprehensive metadata standards that accommodate diverse preservation 

requirements. 

 

The study concluded that the digital preservation strategies used by the IRs were short 

term that were not adequate to protect born digital resources that if lost could not be 

replace. These are in tandem with Umana (2019) who noted that IRs tended to rely on 

short term digital preservation strategies endangering the resources under their care. No 

single preservation strategy can work alone and digital repositories have been advised to 

adopt both short- and long-term preservation strategies in order to ensure digital 

resources in their possession survived technological changes, (Vrana, 2011). 

 

Short-term strategies cannot adequately address the challenges and risks associated with 

preserving digital content in the long term. Short-term strategies fail to consider file 

format, hardware and software obsolescence that if they left unconsidered exposes the 

content in the IRs to inaccessibility in future. 
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5.5 Challenges of Digital Preservation 

The study identified the following challenges in the preservation of digital materials: 

Poor management of storage media. Storage environment for the CD ROMs that held the 

original thesis and dissertations from the postgraduate directorates was inadequate as they 

were placed in boxes and stored in dusty rooms. This contravenes Bacciu et al, (2019) 

notion that digital repositories have a responsibility to protect any digital media in their 

custody from deterioration and obsolescence. 

 

Another challenge was the lack of awareness on several aspects of digital preservation. 

These aspects include the belief that only descriptive and rights metadata were necessary 

for long term access. There was limited knowledge on the relationship between long term 

access and digital preservation. This resulted in little attention to the creation, capture and 

maintenance of technical metadata and more reliance on descriptive metadata. The results 

deviated from Masenya and Ngulube (2020) who reported an increase in awareness on 

the consequences of poor preservation actions in South Africa. 

 

Another challenge was failure to document actions undertaken in the management of 

digital resources. Documentation indicates that the repository management is showing 

responsibility of any actions undertaken. This was especially felt in one of the cases 

where IR staff changed frequently and consistency in application of procedures was 

compromised. ISO 16363/TDR requires that organizations document all repository 

processes, decisions and goal setting so that these activities may be understood by 

stakeholders. The IRs should demonstrate sustainability by adequate procedural 

accountability since these procedures can be consulted in the future when one wants to 
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know why, what, or how decisions were made and what actions were taken (Lampert & 

Vaughan 2018). 

 

The IR administrators were not involved in any way with the creation of the product until 

a copy of the CD ROM was brought to the repository for uploading. Sometimes the CD 

ROM was blank and the student had already graduated forcing the IR staff to either 

ignore or arrange for the digitization of the analog copy. IRs should embrace the life 

cycle management of digital content and work with the creators of the content and avoid 

waiting until the files are ingested into the repository. This is a problem that can be 

solved through the life cycle approach as discussed in an earlier paragraph. 

 

The IR staff were also ill equipped for digital preservation in terms of skills and 

technology. There was nobody specifically trained on digital preservation nor were there 

arrangements with institutions with the skills to provide them. Cunningham, (2018) 

proposes collaborations to help repositories cope with the challenges of staff 

development. By partnering with other institutions, joining professional communities, 

working with experts, and participating in training programs, the IR staff will gain the 

knowledge and skills needed in digital preservation 

 

5.6 Proposed Solutions to Challenges in Digital Preservation 

The respondents gave the following solutions to the problems they encountered in regard 

to digital preservation: 

 

There was need for more exposure not only on issues of rights management, access, 

populating of the repository but also on digital preservation especially through staff 
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training. Limited digital preservation knowledge and skills among staff have been 

identified as the greatest threat to digital preservation (Masenya & Ngulube, 

2019).Kavishe (2016) recommends that institutions should invest in the re skilling of the 

staff involved with digital repositories to secure institutional memories. The respondents 

also proposed the documentation of policies and procedures especially in cases where 

staff changes were common due to transfers to other sections. 

 

To eliminate CDROMS the IR staff recommended that creators submit content by create 

and providing the link the IR.  One IR had already started receiving the content through 

email. These findings are in agreements with Nieh of et al (2018) who concurred that 

libraries were concerned on the viability of the CD-ROM and advised them to 

alternatives to the storage media to safeguard access to the resources they hold from an 

uncertain future. Although these were good solutions to manage storage media, they 

introduced other challenges for the IR to maintain the link and email for use as a backup 

in case the copy in the repository is lost or spoilt. 

 

Development of a comprehensive digital preservation policy to formalize the process to 

facilitate the inclusion of digital preservation in the strategic plan was also proposed. This 

was viewed as a way to ensure sustainability in terms of staff and finance for technology 

planning.  Policies compliance by various stakeholders as well as provide cohesion and 

adoption of best practices in the organization, (British Library, 2013; Dressler, 2017). 

 

5.7 Summary 

This chapter summarizes the findings of this study.  the findings were discussed relative 

to other researcher’s findings and summarized as follows. The study identifies the 
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absence of clear guidelines for content types lack of a defined link between content type 

and long-term access inadequate collection policies and insufficient risk assessment and 

appraisal practices as well as a significant oversight regarding the importance of file 

formats in long-term digital preservation within Institutional Repositories (IRs). In 

addition, Portable Document Format (PDF) emerged as the most prevalent format and 

noncompliance with recommended file formats for video and audio formats. The lack of 

a documented ingest and metadata policies resulted in incomplete and inaccurate 

metadata that was inadequate for long term preservation. Policies and plans were 

inadequate with short term digital preservation practices being adopted.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter looks presents a summary of the findings, discusses the findings, draws 

conclusions from the findings and gives recommendations based on the conclusions 

drawn. The findings are guided by the research questions. 

6.1 Summary of Findings 

Characteristics of materials in the IRs 

The study sought to determine the types of materials accepted in the IRs. The research 

found that the contents of the institutional repositories being studied were diverse, with 

78% being primary sources. Theses and dissertations were available in both analog and 

digital copies, while open access research articles, journal articles, and conference 

proceedings were only available in digital form. 

 

Having a hybrid collection, which includes both digital and analog copies of materials, 

reduced the need to invest in digital preservation efforts because the risk of losing access 

to the information is mitigated by the existence of the analog copy, which can be 

digitized if necessary. At the same time the existence of the two copies increase the 

resource requirements for the IR leading to the negligence of digital preservation media.  

 

The study established that the digital materials being added to the institutional 

repositories were not always in line with the established acquisition criteria. The lack of a 

comprehensive acquisition policy made it difficult for the repositories to develop 
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effective appraisal strategies to identify materials for long-term preservation. These 

findings point out that although the institutional repositories had declared their intention 

to preserve the resources in their care indefinitely, they did not have concrete plans in 

place to ensure this was achieved. 

 

The research found that the file formats accepted in the institutional repositories were 

clearly defined, with the portable document format (PDF) being commonly used for text 

documents, JPEG for images, MP3 for audio, and MP4 and VOB for videos. However, 

there were instances where the repositories received materials in formats that were not 

defined by their policies. 

 

The results showed that long-term preservation was not the main consideration in the 

choice of file formats, and the repositories did not consistently adopt preservation-

friendly, non-proprietary formats. The use of DSpace as a repository software allowed the 

repositories to categorize file formats as known, supported, and unknown, and provided 

other digital preservation features such as checksum for bit rot, but neither the repository 

staff nor the IT personnel were aware of how to use these features. 

 

There was a general lack of awareness among the respondents about the importance of 

format management for long-term digital preservation, as evidenced by instances where 

photographs were converted to the PDF format. The study also highlighted the need for a 

comprehensive digital preservation policy outlining the file formats that would help the 

repositories achieve their goal of long-term digital preservation as outlined in their open 

access policies. 
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Guidelines on how resources will be received in the repository were verbal and passed on 

from one staff to the other. There were no written guidelines from the IRs on what the 

requirements for ingest and metadata collection were. For ingest, the IRs relied on 

guideless from the graduate school for thesis and for those that have been published, the 

publisher guidelines.  

 

In relation to metadata, the dublin core metadata schema which is a general metadata 

standard was used. Limited knowledge on digital preservation specific metadata 

standards such as Preservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies (PREMIS) was also 

evidenced. 

 

Metadata collected was inadequate to support long term digital preservation. The IRs 

focused more on collecting descriptive metadata to facilitate access. Technical, structural 

and administrative metadata were also very important for long-term digital preservation 

because in addition to describing the computing environment, they showed relationships 

between objects as well as recorded the managements actions required to maintain the 

digital object 

 

The study established that respondents failed to understand the need for extra metadata 

for digital objects. This misunderstand stemmed from the librarian’s roles in cataloguing 

necessitating the need to raise awareness among libraries on the need for extra metadata 

to support digital preservation. 
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Digital preservation policy 

The research sought to find out the suitability of the digital preservation policy to support 

long term preservation. 

 

The study found that the IRs had a digital preservation policy section within their OA that 

retaliated their commitment to preserve but lacked the comprehensiveness to support long 

term preservation. A digital preservation commitment requires an articulation of actions 

that the IR will undertake to actualize and sustain digital preservation. 

 

There were two IR policies that were reviewed, but neither had a specific time frame for 

review. This was a mistake, as changes in user needs and technology are important 

factors that should be considered when reviewing policies. Efforts were made to obtain 

resources for the IRs through mandates outlined in the open access policies, which 

required depositors to grant permissions to IR administrators for preservation actions 

such as backup, replication, emulation, and migration. These actions can involve the 

infringement of creators' rights, so their cooperation is necessary for long-term digital 

preservation. 

 

Digital preservation planning 

The research sought to find out the adequacy of digital preservation planning to support 

long term digital preservation.  

 

The study found that the IRs did not have a documented plan for preservation, but they 

were willing to develop one as a guide for future preservation efforts. The lack of a 

comprehensive preservation policy was identified as a contributing factor to the lack of 
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planning, as such policies provide guidance and frameworks for planning. The study also 

revealed that the IRs' digital preservation program was reactive rather than proactive. 

This lack of planning meant that the IRs were unable to identify their preservation needs 

and seek external help when those needs could not be met in-house. Poor planning also 

resulted in a lack of identification of actions for long-term digital preservation explaining 

why the IRs relied on short term actions such as back up and replication. Despite being in 

operation for eight years, and using shot term digital preservation actions, the respondents 

felt that these measures were sufficient enough to long-term preservation. This is a 

significant issue, as the IRs manage digital resources that are dependent on technology, 

which is rapidly changing and can become outdated in a short period of time. 

 

The research showed that while the IRs claimed to prioritize preservation, they had not 

yet treated digital preservation as a strategic priority. This was reflected in their 

budgeting, which focused on digitization and marketing rather than preserving digital 

media. Additionally, the CD ROMs used for preservation were being stored in poor 

conditions, increasing the risk of deterioration. 

 

The study found that the IRs were satisfied with DSpace as a preservation platform. This 

was attributed to the fact that DSpace was an open source software that could be 

customized. In addition, it was scalable and provided support for a wide range of file 

formats, including text, audio, video, and images. Other features that endeared DSpace to 

the IRs are its support for versioning, which allows users to track changes to digital 

objects over time, checksum validation, which helps to ensure the integrity of digital 

objects by calculating a unique code for each object and comparing it to a stored value. 
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However, its major weakness was its failure to support sufficient metadata for long term 

preservation 

 

The research established that there were no plans in place for the development of digital 

preservation skills. Although IR staff attended seminars and workshops, they focused 

open access, populating and marketing the IRs and not on digital preservation. 

 

Digital preservation strategies 

The study found several digital preservation strategies being utilized. These included: 

backup, duplication, migration, normalization, refreshing, technology monitoring, 

encapsulation and keeping of analog Copies. Backup was done at least on a weekly basis. 

Duplication involved use of more than one server, offsite storage and storage media. 

Normalization was used to a limited extent through the use of standards such as the 

Dublin core metadata schema.  Technology watch was also being utilized to keep tract of 

DSpace software updates but the same was not extended to file formats. No 

documentation was availed in form of a technology watch report to support this. 

 

The above findings point to inadequate digital preservation actions that may not 

conclusively protect digital resources for long-term access because they are short term 

measures that only took care of risks and disasters. In essence the IRs relied on backups 

and multiple site storage without performing checksums to check for bit rot. Link rot 

check was also not done. Digital preservation being a series of actions requires more than 

just backup even in cases of physical media management.  
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Challenges to digital preservation 

The study uncovered several challenges associated with the preservation of digital 

materials. These challenges include inadequate management and storage practices for 

storage media, a lack of awareness regarding various aspects of digital preservation, a 

failure to document actions taken in the management of digital resources, and limited 

quality control measures. The evidence suggests that administrators of Institutional 

Repositories (IRs) did not provide guidelines on content creation until the final product 

was ready for ingestion. Furthermore, the selected universities' IRs were found to be 

inadequately equipped in terms of both skills and technology for digital preservation. 

 

Regarding technology preparedness, the study revealed that there was no comprehensive 

plan in place for the replacement of hardware or software. This lack of planning poses a 

significant risk to the long-term preservation of digital materials. Without appropriate 

arrangements and provisions for technology upgrades or replacements, the IRs may 

encounter difficulties in maintaining the accessibility and usability of their digital 

resources. 

 

The identified challenges in digital preservation highlight critical areas where 

improvements are needed. It is imperative for institutions to address the poor 

management and storage practices of storage media, increase awareness among 

stakeholders regarding digital preservation, document actions taken in the management of 

digital resources, and implement robust quality control measures. Additionally, 

investments in acquiring the necessary skills and technologies for digital preservation are 

crucial to ensure the long-term viability and accessibility of digital materials. Establishing 

a comprehensive plan for technology replacement or upgrades is also essential to mitigate 
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risks associated with outdated hardware and software. By addressing these challenges, 

institutions can enhance their digital preservation efforts and safeguard their valuable 

digital assets for future generations 

 

Proposed solutions to digital preservation challenges 

According to the respondents, there is a pressing need for increased exposure and 

knowledge not only regarding rights management, access, and populating of the 

repository but also regarding digital preservation. They expressed the importance of 

implementing policies that would allow students to provide links to their theses and 

dissertations, thus eliminating the challenges associated with managing CD-ROMs. 

Furthermore, the respondents emphasized the significance of documenting policies and 

procedures, particularly in cases where staff members responsible for managing 

Institutional Repositories (IRs) may transfer to other departments. 

 

Another crucial concern raised by the respondents was the necessity of developing a 

comprehensive digital preservation policy. They emphasized the need to formalize the 

preservation process, enabling the creation of a strategic plan. Such a policy would also 

address concerns about the long-term sustainability of the IRs, including aspects such as 

staffing and financial support for technology maintenance. 

 

By acknowledging the need for additional exposure and understanding, institutions can 

equip their staff and stakeholders with the knowledge necessary for effective 

management of digital repositories. Implementing policies that encourage students to 

provide online links to their work can alleviate challenges related to physical storage 

media. Furthermore, documenting policies and procedures ensures continuity and ease of 
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management, even in the event of staff transitions. Lastly, the development of a 

comprehensive digital preservation policy provides a framework for strategic planning 

and sustainability, ensuring that the IRs can continue to fulfill their mission in the long 

run. 

 

Addressing these concerns and implementing the suggested measures will contribute to 

the improvement of digital preservation practices, fostering a more efficient and 

sustainable approach to managing and preserving digital materials within the IRs. 

 

6.2 Conclusion 

Successful digital preservation programs are a crucial requirement in IRs to support long 

term accessibility of the digital resources in their custody. Institutional repositories in 

Kenya have made a commitment to collect, store, preserve and disseminate the resources 

in their repositories but little is being done to realize the same. Best practices have not 

incorporated in digital preservation as evidences by: lack of a comprehensive digital 

preservation policies and plans; content selection policies, procedures for content 

creators, technology plans as well as staff development strategies to equip staff with 

digital preservation skills necessary to protect digital resources. It was also evident that 

the staff in the IRs had limited knowledge on what digital preservation encompasses. 

Based on this then, the study drew the conclusion that the digital preservation practices in 

place within the three IRs could not guarantee long term preservation of the resources in 

the IRs due to limited adoption of best practices as well as reliance on short term digital 

preservation strategies. 
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6.3 Recommendations 

The study has several implications to the university libraries that have established and are 

establishing institutional repositories and the industry as a whole. 

1. The repository management should undertake a comprehensive evaluation of the 

institutional repository's objectives, incorporating a thorough needs analysis and a 

comprehensive inventory of the digital collection. Based on the findings from 

these assessments, the management should formulate specific and measurable 

goals that align with the repository's purpose and mission. 

2. The policy framework should be meticulously developed to align with the 

identified goals. The policy must explicitly define the scope of digital 

preservation, whether it's short-term, medium-term, or long-term. To ensure a 

comprehensive and effective policy, it should be a collaborative effort involving 

archivists, information technologists, librarians, and university management. 

Additionally, the acquisition and selection policies should be robust, connecting 

them to the universities' overarching mission and vision. This integration will 

facilitate formalization and inclusion in strategic plans, considering the sustained 

financial commitment required for digital preservation, encompassing technology 

planning and expertise development 

3. It is imperative to integrate digital preservation into the university's 

comprehensive strategic plan, guaranteeing allocation of necessary budgets. This 

inclusion will address issues like the absence of skill development opportunities 

in digital preservation that result from inadequate planning. Furthermore, it will 

encompass technology monitoring and planning. The university library should 
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assume an advocacy role to raise awareness among university management and 

construct a compelling business case for digital preservation, demonstrating its 

value and significance. 

4. The IRs need to invest in research to establish the best way to go about digital 

preservation. Because of the high rate of technology obsolescence, it may become 

necessary to form collaborations to share resources not only of infrastructure but 

expertise to support digital preservation programs within the country. 

5. Digital resources require a life cycle approach to preservation and therefore the 

library management should put structures in place to achieve this by for example 

developing procedures and templates to guide different stakeholders in areas such 

as creation, metadata creation and storage.  

6. Just as KLISC is taking initiative to promote the open access publishing model for 

scholarly resources, it should take initiative to create awareness on the importance 

of digital preservation. This can be achieved by benchmarking with digital 

preservation coalitions in other parts of the world in in order to gain and borrow 

expertise for implementing strategies identified for the Kenyan IRs. 

7. For university management, it is important to appreciate that though the IRs are a 

means to improve the visibility of the university and at the same time make the 

research available to their researchers, it comes with a responsibility ensuring that 

access and use can be sustained in the long-term. This requires an understanding 

of the unique characteristics of digital resources as compared to the physical 

resources such as their machine dependency, format dependency, media fragility, 

and technology dependency. Understanding these unique attributes facilitates the 
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adoption of appropriate actions to preservation them. Repository administrators 

should up their advocacy skills through workshops and case studies focusing on 

university senior management in order to help them understand more. 

8. Just as the universities pursue certification in other areas of quality through ISO 

certification, they should also pursue certification for the repositories to ensure 

they are at per with other research institutions in the world. This can only be 

achieved by putting measures in place to ensure that they qualify to be trusted 

repositories by providing policies and plans on digital preservation, providing 

technological infrastructure for digital preservation, providing policies for content 

and access. There is need to adopt international digital preservation standards like 

the OAIS model and ISO 16363 Trusted Digital Standard in order to be at par 

with the rest of the world and to be able to fulfil one of their objectives supporting 

interoperability. Building a business case would be the best action to assist the 

repository administrators to achieve this by linking trust by researchers to their 

depositing research outputs to attraction of research grants. 

9. Formation of digital preservation collaborations and cooperatives: this is because 

digital preservation is complex and at times could be beyond one institutions 

capability. Collaboration in either skills development, policy development, 

planning, standards development or technological infrastructure would go a long 

way into improving the current state of affairs. Cooperation enhances the 

productive capacity of a limited supply of digital preservation funds, by building 

shared resources, eliminating redundancies, and exploiting economies of scale. 
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10. Reliable funding: Ensuring reliable funding is crucial for the long-term 

sustainability of Institutional Repositories (IRs). To achieve financial soundness, 

IRs should develop comprehensive business plans and adhere to transparent 

business practices. The business plan should outline strategies for generating 

income to cover operational costs and address contingencies effectively. The 

business plan serves as a valuable tool for seeking funds and grants dedicated to 

supporting digital preservation efforts. Additionally, the business plan can 

facilitate the development of an economic model that ensures the IRs have 

continuous access to sufficient resources to meet their digital preservation 

objectives. By prioritizing financial stability and strategic planning, IRs can 

enhance their capacity to sustainably preserve and manage digital content. 

11. To enhance digital preservation within Institutional Repositories (IRs), it's crucial 

for the IT department to gain a deep understanding of the specific preservation 

requirements for digital resources hosted in the IRs. This understanding should 

encompass the necessity for routine checks on digital items and a willingness to 

be flexible when certain preservation tools deviate from the organization's 

established policies. To implement this recommendation effectively, it's advisable 

to foster a robust and collaborative relationship between the digital preservation 

team and the IT department. Designating a dedicated member within the IT team 

who specializes in preservation can significantly contribute to aligning IT 

practices with preservation goals. 
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6.4 Proposed Digital Preservation Best Practices Framework for Institutional 

Repositories 

The study identifies four components of an effective digital preservation program in 

institutional repositories. These are planning and policy; technological infrastructure, 

content and use and monitoring and evaluation. Figure 11 summarizes these components 

and is followed by their description.  

 

Figure 9: Proposed Framework for Best Practices for Digital Preservation 

 

Planning and Policy 

In order to establish a robust and effective preservation component within an Institutional 

Repository (IR), several key factors should be addressed. 
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Of critical importance is the need for the IR's mission and mandate to explicitly specify a 

specific goal for the repository, particularly emphasizing its commitment to long-term 

preservation. By clearly defining this objective, the repository can align its efforts and 

resources towards achieving sustained preservation of digital content. 

A crucial element of the preservation component is the development of a comprehensive 

digital preservation policy. This policy should encompass various aspects, including a 

justification for preservation, its relationship with other policies within the institution, 

organizational and financial commitments to preservation efforts, guidelines for metadata 

creation, delineation of roles and responsibilities, and provisions for staff training and 

education. It is imperative for the policy to have a clear review cycle that accounts for 

changes in technology and evolving user needs. This review cycle should be flexible 

enough to incorporate updates or adaptations based on reports from technology watch 

initiatives. 

Furthermore, it is essential for the IR to establish a comprehensive plan for the 

preservation of digital content. This plan should address key elements such as identifying 

the relevant organization or repository, specifying the current status of the preservation 

plan (whether approved or not), providing a detailed description of the institutional 

context, outlining the nature of the collection (including its digital objects), clearly 

defining the purpose and requirements of the preservation effort, presenting evidence of 

the decision-making process for specific preservation actions, considering cost 

considerations, establishing triggers for periodic re-evaluation of the plan, defining the 

roles and responsibilities of involved individuals, and ensuring the availability of well-
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documented preservation workflows. This holistic approach ensures that all necessary 

aspects of preservation are considered and properly documented. 

The preservation component should also prioritize training and development initiatives to 

sensitize all stakeholders about their roles and responsibilities in digital preservation. This 

includes identifying the skills required for effective preservation management and 

devising a staff recruitment and development plan that addresses these needs. 

Fostering cooperation and collaboration with like-minded institutions is vital for long-

term digital preservation. Recognizing that no single organization can solely accomplish 

the task, the IR should actively engage in partnerships and alliances with other 

institutions that share the same preservation goals. By joining forces, sharing knowledge, 

and pooling resources, these collaborations enhance the collective efforts towards 

sustainable preservation practices. 

By addressing these factors and implementing the necessary measures, an IR can 

establish a comprehensive preservation component that ensures the long-term viability 

and accessibility of its digital collections. 

Content and Use 

In order to effectively address this component, Institutional Repositories (IRs) should 

undertake the following actions: 

Conduct a user needs assessment to identify the specific requirements for content types, 

software and hardware, as well as skills needed. This assessment plays a crucial role in 

shaping digital preservation decisions. Moreover, conducting a needs assessment brings 

together various stakeholders and fosters a sense of unity in achieving preservation goals. 
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The outcome of the needs assessment should result in a classification system for content, 

categorizing resources into short-term, mid-term, and long-term preservation 

requirements. 

Collaborate with experts, including archivists, to develop a selection and appraisal policy. 

This policy helps identify materials suitable for short-term, mid-term, and long-term 

preservation. Collaborating with experts ensures that the policy aligns with industry best 

practices and standards. 

Develop guidelines for depositors based on the results of the appraisal process. These 

guidelines should assist content creators in familiarizing themselves with the repository's 

policy, understanding the typology of digital content, selecting appropriate file formats, 

and fulfilling metadata requirements prior to submission. For content designated as long-

term, archival file formats should be recommended to ensure their preservation over time. 

Establish procedures to verify the quality of items ingested into the repository. This 

includes activities such as fixity checks, virus scans, normalization of files, and content 

packaging. Clearly outlining these procedures helps ensure effective quality management 

throughout the preservation process. 

Develop a metadata requirements guideline that outlines the purpose, types, and elements 

of metadata to be collected. It is crucial to select appropriate metadata schemas that 

support long-term digital preservation, especially for format-specific standards. Adequate 

metadata collection is essential to support the ongoing preservation and accessibility of 

digital content within the IR. 
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Implement disaster management planning and ensure that staff members are 

appropriately trained. Having a comprehensive disaster management plan in place helps 

mitigate potential risks and ensures the repository is prepared to handle unexpected 

events. Staff training is crucial to effectively respond to disasters and minimize potential 

damage to the digital collections. 

By implementing these measures, IRs can establish robust preservation practices, 

aligning their operations with industry standards and best practices. This helps to ensure 

the long-term preservation and accessibility of digital content within the repository. 

Technological Infrastructure 

Technological infrastructure is very critical in the establishment of effective digital 

preservation practices within the (IRs). In order to achieve this, several important 

considerations and actions should be undertaken. 

First, it is crucial to select an IR platform that not only supports digital preservation but 

also allows for customization to adhere to standards in this field. As most IRs currently 

utilize DSpace, customization should be prioritized to enable the capture of preservation 

metadata. This customization ensures that the necessary information is recorded and 

preserved alongside the digital objects.  

Ensuring sufficient storage capacity is essential, and plans should be developed to meet 

future storage needs. This requires conducting a needs analysis and establishing selection 

and appraisal policies. The chosen systems should have reliable support, whether through 

documentation, community support, or vendor support where applicable. Scalability 

should also be considered to accommodate the growing volume of digital content. 
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The choice of hosting services for the IR's server is another critical aspect that should be 

backed by evidence. This decision may involve options such as hosting solely by the 

library, sharing a server with the institution, or utilizing a commercial host. The factors of 

scalability and reliability should guide this choice, and if a third-party host is selected, the 

contractual agreement should clearly outline the digital preservation actions to be taken. 

Collaboration between the IR and the ICT department is essential to develop 

comprehensive policies for information security. These policies ensure the integrity and 

availability of the resources. Currently, policy development is often left solely to the ICT 

department, without input from repository administrators or systems librarians. Involving 

all relevant stakeholders in policy development strengthens the overall security and 

preservation efforts of the IR. 

Active technology monitoring is necessary to stay informed about changes in technology 

and file sizes that may trigger preservation actions. This includes being aware of 

developments that may necessitate format migration, platform migration, or changes in 

hardware or software. By keeping a close watch on technological advancements, the IR 

can proactively adapt its preservation strategies to ensure ongoing accessibility and 

usability of digital content. 

Regular checksum actions should be performed as a preventive measure against bit rot. 

Given that most universities utilize DSpace, which supports checksums, this can be easily 

implemented. Checking for bit rot through frequent checksums helps detect data 

corruption or degradation, which can then trigger appropriate preservation actions to 

safeguard the long-term integrity of the digital materials. 
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By addressing these considerations and implementing the suggested actions, IRs can 

establish robust preservation practices and ensure the long-term viability and accessibility 

of their digital collections. 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

Institutional repositories (IRs) should be established with a strong emphasis on 

implementing a system of ongoing monitoring and evaluation to ensure adherence to 

established standards and practices. This proactive approach allows for the timely 

identification and rectification of any gaps or shortcomings that may arise, thus 

mitigating potential risks or damages. 

Furthermore, it is crucial for IRs to aspire to achieve certification as a trusted repository. 

By seeking such recognition, IRs demonstrate their commitment to maintaining high-

quality standards and meeting the expectations set by other reputable digital repositories 

worldwide. In order to attain this status, comprehensive documentation should be 

provided, covering all aspects of the repository's operations and procedures. This 

documentation serves as tangible evidence of the repository's reliability and competence. 

Moreover, a formalized process of evaluation within the IR is essential as it guarantees 

regular and frequent evaluations that ensure the repository remains up-to-date and aligned 

with evolving best practices in digital preservation and curation. By integrating 

evaluation as an ongoing practice, IRs can proactively address any potential issues, make 

necessary improvements, and adapt to changing requirements and technologies. 
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6.5 Recommendations for Further Research 

The aim of this research was to evaluate digital preservation practices in selected 

institutional repositories within public universities in Kenya. Major gaps were identified 

from industry best practices. The scope of content covered by the research was limited 

and therefore further research is recommended in the following areas:  

1. The study revealed a lot of gaps in the effectiveness digital preservation practices 

and therefore there is need to extend the same to born digital information within 

databases as well as open access journal management systems in Kenyan 

universities 

2. The same kind of research should be extended to the national library being the 

custodian of Kenya’s literary memory in order to accommodate the current trend 

of digital publishing. 

3. The research noted the importance of collaborations in successful digital 

preservation and therefore would recommend a research to explore its viability in 

a Kenyan scenario. 
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APPENDIX 1: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

A. Characteristics of materials received in the repository 

1. What types of digital resources are accepted in the digital repository in regard 

to content? 

2. Of the above which type of resource has the largest content? 

3. Are the boundaries for the digital collection clearly defined in an acquisition 

policy? 

4. What formats of information resources are accepted in the repository? 

5. Are these formats clearly articulated in a policy? 

6. Are their guidelines for depositors and ingest? 

7. What type of metadata is collected during ingest? 

8. Is the metadata collected enough for long term preservation? 

9. What metadata standards do you apply? 

 

B. Preservation Policy 

Policies in place to promote preservation for long-term access 

1. Does your repository have a digital preservation policy? 

2. If yes, does the repository adhere to it? 

3. Has the policy been revised and by whom? 

4. Who is responsible for the policy? 

5. Does the policy address rights management issues in relation to digital 

preservation? 

6. If no to 1 above, do you plan to have a digital preservation policy? 

7. It yes, what is your time line? 

C. Digital preservation planning 

1. Does the repository have a digital preservation plan? 

2. If yes does it spell out the responsibilities for preservation? 

3. Is the preservation done in-house or the services are outsourced 

4. Does the plan provide for financial sustainability? 
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5. Does the plan provide for technology sustainability and technology 

monitoring? 

6. Does the plan provide for skills development? 

7. Are there mechanisms in place to change the preservation plan, as user needs 

and technology needs change? 

 

D. Digital preservation strategies 

 

1. What preservation strategies are in place? 

2.  Are they well-articulated in the preservation plan and policy? 

3. Does the repository have in place procedures and templates for ensuring 

information is captured when accessioning new digital records such as: file 

formats, bitstream checks, software used for creating and editing including 

version, operating system used, compression formats for multimedia, others? 

4. What challenges are you experiencing in preservation? 

5. What solutions would you offer for the above challenges? 
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APPENDIX 2: OBSERVATION AND DOCUMENT ANALYSIS GUIDE 

1. What resources are accepted in the repository? (Text, audio, video) 

2. What formats are accepted (pdf, jpeg, mpeg among others)? 

3. Is the intention of long-term preservation well-articulated in the policy? 

4. Is the metadata collected sufficient to support long-term access to the resources? 

5. Metadata schemes used for long-term preservation 

6. Suitability of repository platform to support longterm preservation (File format 

management, integrity checks; preservation metadata) 

7. Do the repository contracts articulate well on intellectual property right issues? 

8. Documentation on actions already taken for long-term access 

9. Documentation on responsibilities for technology watch 

10. Is the policy clear of the review cycle? 

11. Are decisions on preservation actions well documented? 

12. Is budgeting done with digital preservation in mind? 
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APPENDIX 3: NACOSTI RESEARCH AUTHORIZATION
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APPENDIX 4: NACOSTI RESEARCH PERMIT 
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APPENDIX 5: UON AUTHORITY TO COLLECT DATA 
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APPENDIX 6: JKUAT APPROVAL TO CARRY OUT RESEARCH 
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